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A s ( hdir o{ the Lm School's campaign steering .::ommiltcc, I want to c>xpress my thanks to all the aluinni dlHl fricnd:-. \\hose nanH:s appear in d1cM: pages. In a time when so many 
organizatiom arc dcscn ing of our care and concern, you ha\c chosen to make Mic.higan a 
phibnthrnpic priority, an<l I am cb:ply grateful. 
Your ~upport matters grcdtly, \\ hcthcr )<>Ur gifr cnablc<l student schohrslups, tac.ult) n.:tention or 
recruitment, pro"ram initiatives, l'aciliue~ r\.·novalions or the La\\' School h1ml. Even contribution ~ , 
made• l.:ist year count!' tm\·<lrd the Sll(LCss of our campaign - and. more impnrlantly, adds to the 
curn:nt and futt11c ~1 r<'ngth of a unigu1.. cduLational institution that J!' clear to all of us. 
I ac1.:eptc<l the c.hairmmc;hip of thh vc•luntccr committee hccau::i\.' I ~trongly belie' c this is a piYOtal 
tinw for thi.: I .. m s .... huol I han· a great afft.:ction ror thi.: ~chool, and J n 1) much '"ant to sec it n.:-
mama \W)rl<l\\ 1dc: lcaJcr in leg<,( education. I trn'>l th.it you haw c:i "imilar \ i;;ion for out la\\ School. 
\Vh<'n I \\Cl1t to law !;thool in th<' mi<l-1960s, there \\"il'> so1m:t.hing or a euphoric 'ieO'le that the law 
could du \\Onckrs that it mule! right all t.hc "rungs that m: -;,m c:irouncl u~. The la\\ !>llll ha:- gn:at 
po\\c1, <lcspitc the claim\ of critic" an<l na~sa)crs. Bm lo c·,er<.ise that po•,·cr knov. ledgcably and 
responsibly, J,m vcrs need to be well grounded not onl) i11 traditional legal skill:-, but alc;o in ethics and 
the mnccpt of ju!itiLc:. Fm me. thi-. thrt'L'·part equal ion ha ... ah\.dy::- ddmcd MiC'higan \ Lav. ~Lhool. 
I WJlll to be -,urc that Lhc c·quation continues to rc~onatc with futur<' gcncratiom of law student<; as 
well as pr.ic.tic:ing la\\ ycrs. That \\'hy I am '>O apprct·iatiYe of your gcnero.,it~· during the pa:,t) car. To-
gcth<'r "e an· helping lo en sun: that the Law School 1<, among the leaden an<l bc:!>t for yea.rs to come. 





Chair, La\\ School Campaign Steering Committee 

IC'nlhusi.isl1cally share the gratituJe of our dcclkateJ campaign chairman, Bruce Bkkncr, towards all of' you \\ho mack gilts to the La\\ SC'hool last: 1'ar. Your !--upport i-. vital I) impmt.mt to the School 
and rcpr<.'SC'llh a \\Olldci-fuJ \OtC of confidcnC..C.: in the \\Ork \\'Can· doing here. l\fa11), 111,lllV thar1ks. 
Thi<; year, a'> w~' considered hm' to prc<,cnl Michigan I.a'' to prosp~ctiH' o;t udents, \\'C' ickntifl<'<l tiw 
chaz actcrisuc.:; ( h.it "c he line cJpt urc lhc <.>chool'~ esscmc: l' xccllcnc..c. cngagcnwnt , 1mpacl, t racli 
tion, and community. I think vou'cl .igr<'C that tl11.' \\Orris \\t-rc \h'll cho'l'n. No doubt on~: or t\\O of 
them Jia\'l' particular n·son,111~.'C rm· )'OU, C\ oking_ 111<'1110fiLs of :·our l''<j)t:ricllCC the people )'HI 
"t'nt to -;d1ool with, the prokssors from \\ hon1 ) ou It arncd, the bc:autiful huilclings. the opporl u-
111ti1•s for education inside and out~idc: the cb<;'>room. Your phiL111Lhropy helps ~·nsun: that the La\\ 
School v. ii I kl·cp getting high mark~ in .11! ti' c t\1kgt•ries, not only from the da~~ that \\ il I i.:nt1 r in tlw 
.;ummcr and fall of ~007, hut from ..:tucl<:nts rnam \l ar~ int<l the rutun· 
J ; 
and inclc·l·cl from otlwr:. 
whose lhc~ the) touch. 
Gcnc1·osity f U\\·arcl any 01g,m1/.ation is a h1 ays, to a u:rtain extent, a "pa_1 it for.ward" propm.ition. 
Yem rn:9ucntl;· sec imnll:diatc r~~ull:., and lhcbL l'LSlllt'i ma) be tCJ rilic. But \I h,·n, f11r 1:~amplc, ;1>ll 
endcm a profcs~orship, )Oll tan on!~ imagme: the thousand:-; of stucknts \I ho\\ ill ha\ t· the pridkgc ol 
h :11 ning. rro1n t ht: t hairholcfl·r \\'hen you rndow a scholarship .. lllll \\· il1 nc11•r k.1101\ all th(' stud1..111~ 
you help or tlw pc0plC' anrl organintion:, the: J'>'il~t through thdr t:ar...-~:r'S. -i be rnnscqucnLC'S ol 
~uc.:h gith arc prolound anc1 far-reaching. 
Our campaign is making good prngrcs:-.. I :im \Tr) pkasc<l b.» thC' rc~ulb to cfatc and n.<.itcd ahout 
"·hat these gihs arc ma.king possibk tor the School and for tho:-.c \\ hn learn and teach lh•r1 . But a:. \\ c 
pa:--> thC' midpoint of the public pha:.l' {>l'tlw campaign. l aho \\ant lO nolt' th.:it "'- h;:rH .. much work lo 
do in the rc'maming t WO ) ear~ or this critically important init1.1l h c. I lnok lorn a rel to W<il kmg \\ ith 
you. to ad1iew all our campaign goal-; and lo mak<' t.hc: Michigan differen~e togetJ1cr. 
Lvan Camink.cr 






The cumulative gifts from 
the following donors have 
reached the extraordinary 
milestones indicated. Those 
who moued to new catego-
ries or are new additions to 
cumulative giving are indi-
cated in red . Records prior to 
1975 are incomplete. Any 
omissions from this list are 
inadvertent and corrections 
are welcome. 
Cumulative Giving 
$1,000,000 or Greater 
Anonymous 
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation 
Bergstrom Fow1dation 
Bruce P. Bickner, '68 
Avcrn L. Cohn, '49 
I lcrbcrl 11. and Crace A. Dow Foundation 
Elkcs Family Foundation 
Robert B. Fiske Jr.,' 55 
Thomas W. Ford Fund 
Homeland Foundation. Inc. 
Wi Iii am R., '56 and Jan Jcntcs 
W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
Kresge Foundation 
Robert I~. '58 and Barbara A. Luciano 
Beatrice K. McDowell 
Nippon Life Insurance Company 
Richard W. Pogue, '53 
Robert A. Sullivan Estate 
Jack D. Sweet, '57 
E. Lisk Wyckoff Jr., '60 
S.K. Yee Foundation 
* Deceased 
$500,000 - $999,999 
Barry A. Adelman, '69 
Leo R. Beus, '70 
William J. Bogaard, '65 
Edith J. Clyne Estalc 
Compaq Computer Corporation 
William J. Cowlin Estate 
Ford Foundation 
Furth Family Foundation 
William J. Halliday Jr., '48 
James and Lynelle Holden Fund 
Honigm•n Foundation, Inc. 
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation 
L. llatcs Lea, '49 
Isabel I licks Nauman Estate 
Charles F. Niemelh, '65 
John M. Olin Foundation, Inc. 
Ronald L. Olson, '66 
Thomas A. Reynolds Jr., '51 
James F. Sams, '57* 
The Sumitomo Bank, Ltd. 
Harry A. and Margaret L>. Towsley Foundation 
Walter and Odette Whipple Estates 
Roy E. Willy Trust 
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr LLP 
Kathryn D. Wriston, '63 
Stanley R. Zax, '61 
Samuel Zell, '66 
$250,000 - $499,999 
Alan T. Ackerman, '72 
Robert B. Aikens, '54 
Kenneth D. Betz 
Richard R. Bums, '71 
Lucile Thomas Cecil Estate 
De Roy Testamentary foundation 
Ford Motor Company Fund 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr., '52 
William Randolph Hearst Foundation 
Herbst Foundation, Inc. 
Daniel M. 1-lonigman 
Richard Katl'."hcr, '43 
W.M. Keck Foundation 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
JamcsA. Leavengood, '57 
Melvyn I. Mark, '55 
Jeffrey H, Miro, '67 
Myron j. Nadler, '49• 
john M. Nannes, '73 
Robert E. Ncdcrlandcr, '58 
The Necdmor Fund 
John F. Nickoll , '60 
Irene H. Perrine Estate 
Arthur C. Prine Jr., '49 
y,·onne S. Quinn, '76 
Republic National Bank ofNewYork 
Harold Rosenn, '4 1 
John Butler Schwemm, '59 
Stefan F. Tucker, '63 
CASH GIFTS 
$500,000 or Greater 
I.co R. Beus, '70 
$250,000 - $499,999 
Bruce I~ Bickner, '68 
1crrcnccA. Elkes, '58 
Robert B. riskc Jr., 'SS 
William R. Jcntcs, '56 
Beatrice K. McDowell 
$100,000 - $249,999 
Barry A. Adelman, '69 
Kenneth D. Betz 
William J. flogaard, '65 
Earl R. Boonstra, 'SO 
Avcrn l. Cohn, '49 
Alfred F. Conard 
Bruce A. Featherstone, '77 
Ford Foundation 
William J. Halliday Jr., '48 
Eugene L. Hartwig, '58 
Willfam Randolph I learst Foundation 
W. Robert Kohorst, '78 
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
Charles G. Nickson, '65 
llcnry B. Pearsall, '61 
James l. Waters, '70 
F. Stuart Wilkins, 'S2 
S. K. Yee Foundation 




Rohcrt ll. A ikms, '54 
flrcnda Althouse 
Annie E. Casey foundation 
Julie Fingcrsh 
Paul S. Fingcrsh 
E. James Gamble, '53 
Lance J. Johnson, '65 
Patricia L. Mann, '74 
Neil R. Mann, '74 
John M. Nanncs, '73 
John F. Nickoll, '60 
Da,•icl M. Rudnick 
Sooncnschein, Nath & Rosenthal 
Irving Stenn Jr., 'SS 
Jeffrey E. Susskind, '77 
$25,000 - $49,999 
Harold S. Barron, '61 
Leonard J. Baxt, '72 
Ben A. Bca\'Crs 
Bergstrom Foundation 
Carla E. Craig, '79 
Clyne W. Durst Jr., '54 
bxonMobil Foundation 
Michael R. Fayhcc, '73 
Stuart D. Freedman, '79 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr., 'S2 
William A. Groening Jr., '36 
Richard Katcher, '43 
William A. Krupmnn, '61 
Barrie Lawson Locks, '79 
Da»id R. Macdonald, 'SS 
llandall Eric Mchrberg, '80 
GregoryT. Mutz, '73 
Edward M. Nagel Foundation 
Grcg<•r N. NclT, '61 
Gary A. Nickclc, '77 
Paula H. Powers, '75 
Y"onne S. Quinn, '76 
Regina Siske 
"lomohi ro Tsuchiya 
Stanley R. Zax, '61 
-------
The Law School acknowledges 
the significant generosity of 
the donors who contributed 
$25,000 or more i}1 cash, 
securities, or other assets 
during this fiscal year. 
James L. Waters 
U M Regent Emeritus Jamt'' L. Water:., 70, and his wife, N.111c1, of Mu'il .. ·gon. Mkhiga11. ha1t !'.in:n 
..; 100 000 to c ~tablish a charitable gift annuit 1· hcnctiting 
the Law ~chool l·uud, :-.25,000 outright to till· law School 
Fu11J, .111cl s25.000 lo Lht '\IJen J (8utt•h) CarpentL'r 
Mt m<>rial Fund. Tlw \\iatt-r•' phil:u1thriipy rdlc..:ts jarll\.::' 
W.tt<'rs' longtim\' r .. lationship "ith tlw L.111 SC"hnol and 1he 
coupk\, l•Jm: .. rn roi .. ·quality fo1 :ill pcopk. 
Wakr~ L' pn:~idc111 and ":nior dirl'Ctl>r ul'\Vatt'r~ & C11uk, l'.C., in Muskegon. 
:--int:( graJuating lrom tlw L .1w 'ichuol he has spc·(ializcd in pa,cm.il 1niun· 
litigJticm and labor la", I\ hil, alway-. altiw in pm liono work. 
fht \Jrsl in his family tt• fini•h high school. \V;1ter'> ,·arned an urnkrgracluatc 
dt'gn, in etonomic sand comidu·nl a can tT in academia. In colleg< he -;un:d 
011 the statC' hoard of the N '\ACl~ Llrg,•d to 1·i~it lhl.' 1 ;i\\ School h) '\J i\Al'I' 
l)n·sid,·111,\lbert Whl·ekr. ldl<' U-M prof(;.,<>pr einerilu' and \1111 -\rbor ~first 
Afi·i1 an .\me 1-i<:a11 mayor, \Vatrr'> .Jrc:ich d a la11 clcgn.•(• 111>ulcl t•mpn11<r him to 
lw a morL dl.·c:t1ve .1Ctil ist. While "tuclying l:iw, hL chain·cl lh, 131.:id.. l..I\\ <;ru 
ck•nl Alliancl (HL \A) and w:h a munlwr of tht I a11 Sturknt Huard of Direr'to1 s. 
\h, months ,1fter graduation \\'at<.r:- ~ought .uid \1'ri11 a ~cal cm U-M ·~ BoarJ of 
R .. ·gc:m ~. on \I h1ch he st n eel I rom 1971 thn1ugli l 99-1 ln 1 996 lit: rl.'t·cil u l 
Lil<' Dbtingui'>h'-'cl \lunu1i \c n it.c .\11a1d, t.hc hi~hcst a('toladc' gh·,,n b) th,, 
Uni\ t 1-.it' \ \lwnni \:<,oci.1tiq11. \,·,ording lo dw < itatio11, "During hi• thrcL 
h.•rms , nclin!! ill 199+, Ja111c~ \.Vatcr' cun<>i't, nth- ><'Hsiti;r, d t h1 hoard to i,,sU<''> 
of' gl'rnk I ,HJd minorit .I l.'Cjll.liity on tarn pus." 
nr hi:. i:!ilL 10 the Lm· :\c-hool. Watcr~ ~;:I\~. "It',, a \\ ·1~ nf' Sj\ ing than!..., in J p11l1-
lit Wil) li>r 1\h.1l I ol>t.1irwd tl11·r,·.Th, C'dutati<>11,1I ( xpcri,·n.:L \\as H·n ~alish 
in~, 1111\.' <1t"tlt,, m<1:<l • XLiti11g tiint::< ofnw !if,." (J,• lidie1c•, 111 dt<' impurtartcL <11 
g1\ ing di·wn·Lio11:11v1.<mtr ihutiOll!> a' J nicJll' ol 'trt'l\gth..:ning th~· .._,.h,i»I· "Vv'<• 
hd1 l.' ~ tup ~c.h<><•l th~t ha., all\ J} ~ hJcl g<iod dt .111~ th··~· c.111 figun· nut 1\hat l•> 
rl<1 \\'ith (1li~\'rt•tmn:iry gifts)." 
\\ater~ is ~Is., a longtinw ·rnpportL·r of tlw C'arpenh 1 Ml'inorial Fund. t•,t..tb 
lishc d in J 07':3 ll\ th,· BLSA tn l1cmor l.. :irpl'nllT, ,1 promi~ing Al'rkanA lllL ncJn 
ll·M I JI\ :<tUlkn t wl1<1 di..:d lit'i<Jrc c.ompkti11g Iii~ kgal <'dt1<.'<lt10n.°l l11: lund i~ 
u'ul fo1 !>rhol;ir,hip,, ;1\1,ircbl ann11all~· .11 U11.; am1ualAld1'11 J 1But1.·h1 
C1rpcnt1. r Schol.1r~hip l:lJnqud a. 1H~ll-,lttc11d,•cl .md wdl-rnpporlc•d c\cnt 1hat 
\.\'lcli1a1l·d its '7th ~L.11 in 2006. Scholarship r,Lipknt~ .lrl' !>lllcknt~ \\ 11<' c:\1'111-
plif) tl1c <kdk.1tion to 'od,11 L0111111itml'lll <kmon,tr.11,d bv ( arp,·ntcr bdon: 
hi~ do.;.tlh. 
·1 hat ~<'llM (•I < 1.>mmitrn,·nl 1~ J 1.1111<: ~h.trl'd hy \ Vakr'. Iii~\\ 11,, ,1ml lib ~r.11, 
M~1 k, .1b<' .1 ll-.111 alu1111111< , Jko;idt•:-. .:h ii 1 ights, th<: lamily h;i~ Jlso gi' l'll t"xkn-
,jv, rimr ~nd ti11<111n·, to state and local politic~, Third \\'odd n1is,ion.in 'nirb.. 
Jnd ,h,u-ilh '- Rnt·ntl~ \\'aLa-. \\,ls <1ppointcd lo the .\\ichiga11 Go;inl ol St::it1.• 
C:111\a,~.-r'. 'Thi' ha~ .1h\a:~ been m: lir<',"hl' 'J)~. "tr:ing 1n gh< lnck ro 1hc 
L111i\l·r~1t\ .ind tlw 1.nrnn11111il). tu do whc1t I 1.<in to hdp olhc 1 p1.<>plt•." 
The Law School recognizes 
donors who have entered into 
irrevocable gift agreements 
from which they or their 
designee receive income for 
life with all or a portion of the 
remainder designated to the 
Law School. Individuals who 
entered into these agreements 
in the past fiscal year are 
listed m red. 
Donors whose bequests 
were disbursed to the Law 
School (in whole or in part) 
during the fiscal year are 
listed under "1Tust and 
Estate Gifts." 
Irrevocable Deferred Gifts & Trust and Estate Gifts 
Irrevocable Deferred Gifts 
Donald E. Adams, '36 
Eli7.abcth S. Bishop 
W. Scott Bonds, '54 
Earl R. Boonstra, '50 
Edward llrnnsilver, '59 
Martin B. Breighner, '52 
!In W. Butala, '42 
Gladys Callison 
James W. Callison, '5 3 
Werner E. Clabuesch, '39 
William A. Clark, '52 
Allison Condit 
D. Sidney Condit, '63 
Geraldine C. Cowlin 
Thomas J. Donnelly, 'SO 
Ruth H. Dunn 
ClyneW. Durst Jr. , '54 
Joan Durst 
Stuart F. Feldstein, '61 
Helen S. Fitth 
Morgan L. Fitch Jr., '48 
Joanne Rice Gerhart 
Ho\1Vard Green, '61 
William A. Groening Jr., '36 
Lois Jeanne Halliday 
Will iam J. Halliday Jr., '48 
Jane S. Handley 
Eugene L. Har twig, '58 
John C. H•yward, '53 
Judith A. Hayward 
S. Olof Karlstrom, '64 
Richard Katcher, '4 3 
Herbert M. Kobn, '63 
James A. Leavengood, '57 
Benjamin 0. Lewis, '42 
Marjory K. Mather 
Olivia P. Maynord 
Aone M. Nicmeth 
Charles F. Nicmeth, "65 
Martin C. Oetting, '52 
Arthur C. Prine Jr., '49 
Roy T'. Proffiu, '48, LL.M . '56 
Benjamin M. Quigg Jr., '44 
Joseph S. Ransmcier, '52 
Harry D. Reber Jr. , '48 
Bernice M. Rcgunbcrg 
Ruth F. Riley 
Harold Rosenn, "41 
Sallyanne F. Roscnn 
Alene M. Smith 
Kenneth P. Stewart , '50 
Robert S. Tancer, '57 
Shoshana B. Tancer, '56 
James L. Waters, '70 
Nancy A. Waters 
Jean Whitehead 
Philip Wittenberg . 'SO 
William H. Woodson, •49 
Trust and Estate Gifts 
Thelma Dollar Estate 
Clifton C. OyerTrust, ' 13 
Robert M. Eckdberger Estate, '39 
Charles W. Elicker Estate, '50 
George Q. Hardwick Estate, '59 
William H. HillierTrust, '41 
Matilda L. Joseph Estate 
Joseph A. LaCa\'a Estate, '36 
Thomas L. Lott Trust, · 35 
Elizabeth J. Macomber Estate 
John H. f' ickcring Estate, '40 
Mary Louise Ramsey Trust, '34 
Marjorie W. RuITTrust 
George X. Simonetta Trust, '38 
Jean E. Simpson Estate 
Richard P. Whitker Trust, ' 31 
John Monteith Legacy Society 
Monteith Society Law School Members 
Gary N. Ackerman '70 
William F.Aiglcr, '43 
NolaALlen, '54 
Debra A. Armbruster, '78 
Jack G. Armstrong, '56 
Anne M. Baker 
Robert E. Baker, 'SS 
Frank R. Barnako, '36 
Susan 1: Bart, '85 
W.H. (Bert) Bates, '52 
Norma C. Beadle-Jacobs 
Thomas R. Beierle, '60 
Eli1.abeth S. Bishop 
Edgar H. Bittle, '67 
Mary S. Blaske 
Thomas H. Blaske, '76 
Penelope K. Bloch White 
W. Scott Bonds, '54 
]met Gatherer Boyles 
John D. Boyles, '59 
l:lizabeth S. Bradbury 
Edward Bransilvcr, 'S9 
Norman I. Brock, 'SS 
Faith A. Brown 
Lawrence I. Bn)wn, 'SS 
Stephen C. Brown, '69 
Martin R. Browning, '49 
Richard R. Burns, '71 
Dorothy D. Burrows 
Richard C. Burrows, '58 
Kimberly M. Cahill , '8S 
JamcsW. Callison, 'S3 
Calvin A. Campbell Jr., '61 
Thomas C. Cecil, '52 
Steven B. Chameidcs, '70 
William A. Clark, '52 
Joel E. Cooper, '69 
Brooks CrabLrec, '42 
Dewey B. Crawford , '66 
Scott B. Crooks, '68 
Isobel R. Degnan 
Richard M. Donaldson, '53 
Charles A. Dunkel, '67 
Rex Eames, '51 
Warren G. Elliott, '52 
Margaret Farmer Cook, '49 
Michael R. Fayhee, '73 
John C. Feldkamp, '65 
Stuart F. Feldstein, '63 
Walter B. Freihofcr, '48 
Geoffrey L. Gifford, '71 
Norman N. Gottlieb, '54 
Jack A. Green, '70 
Pamela A. Green 
William A. Groening Jr., '36 
Henry Gusky 
Irving Leon Halpern, '56 
Eugene L. l lartwig, '58 
James A. Hildebrand, '54 
C. Vernon l loward Jr., '62 
Milton M. Howard, '37 
Fari.• A. Ho-., Tani, '65 
Larry D. Hunter, '74 
Frank 0. Jacobs, '59 
Jan W. Jacohs 
Geoffrey P. Jarpe, '69 
Diane L. Jensen, '72 
Sidney A. Jensen 
Dawna K. Johnson 
Robert A. Jones 
Barbara Kacir, '67 
Richard Katcher, '43 
John M. Kcldmcr 
Franklyn D. Kimball, '77 
Robert M. Klein, '65 , LL.M. '66 
Sidney C. Kleinman, 'S7 
Cassandra M. Klyman 
Barbara H. Koch 
Walter 0. Koch, '49 
Peter C. Kostantacos, ·52 
Jon H. Kouba, '65 
Boris Kozolchyk, '60, Sjf) '66 
lnornas W Lacchia, '69 
Edwin C. Landis Jr . . '59 
Richard C. Learman, '52 
Kenneth S. Leasure, '49 
Jean B. LcGros 
Dean S. Lewis, '58 
Barrie Lawson Locks, '79 
James J. Locks 
Kenneth J. Logan, ' 33 
Jonathan D. Lowe, '76 
John R. Lutz, '63 
l'rcdcrick Mahm, '57 
Wilbur J. Markstrom, '59 
Quinn W. Marlin, '73 
Michael F. McCarthy, '67 
Pamela G. McCarthy 
Beatrice K. McDowell 
Richard 0. Mclellan, '67 
R. Charles McLravy, '77 
S. Noel i\lch•in, '51 
C. Barry Montgomery, '62 
John M. Nannes, '73 
Robert E. Nederlander, '58 
Arnold M. Nemirow, '69 
)oho F. Nickoll, · 60 
Gerald M. Ober 
Gail fl. Odgers 
Richard W. Odgers, '61 
Gerald W Pad we, '58 
G lcnna F. Peck 
Willfam M. Peck, '51 
Harry Pincus Jr., '51 
Edward 11. Powers, '67 
llenry J. Prit'C, '62 
Jean H. Proffitt 
Roy F. Prollilt, '48, LL.M. '56 
Benjamin M. Quigg Jr., '44 
llarry 0. Reber Jr., '48 
l'rank G. Reeder, '62 
Bernice M. Regunberg 
Chester F. Relyea, '54 
Cedric A. Richner Ill 
Richard D. Rohr, '5 3 
Barbara Rom, '72 
Rol>crt S. Rosenfeld, '57 
Harolcl Rosenn, '41 
Sallyanne Roscnn 
Richard A. Rossman, '64 
Rcn~e M. Schoenberg, '76 
Clark A. Shanahan, '52 
Rol>erl W. Sharp, '50 
Eli>.ahetb Shuler 
Jack H. Shuler, '42 
David Shute, '59 
Erwin S. Simon, '37 
Philip S. Smith, '53 
Eric Stdn, '42 
Virginia Stein 
Norma J. St .. vcns 
Kenneth P. Su•wart, 'SO 
Frank B. Stone, '38 
William P. Sutter, 'SO 
Judith L. Teichman, '66 
John C. Tucker Jr., '58 
Marilyn M. Tucker 
Strfan F. Tucker, '63 
Amanda Van Dusen, '79 
Sharon E. Van Dyke 
Thomas W. Van Dyke, '63 
Ronald J. Wcrhnyak, '75 
Robe.rt J. White, '72 
Kurt J. Wolff, '58 
Jesse Womack, '73 
Kathryn D. Wriston, '63 
Barbara H. Young 
Richard W. Young, '54 
Jack R. Zerby, '68 
The John Monteith 
Legacy Society was estab-
lished as a Presidential 
Society of the University 
of Michigan to recognize 
those individuals who 
have designated the 
University as a beneficiary 
of their estate. Montieth 
Society members who 
have included the Law 
School as a beneficiary are 
recognized ot1 this page 
Individuals who haue 
joined the Monteith Soci-
ety in the 2006 fiscal year 
are listed in red. 
*Decease<! 
Yvonne S. Quinn 
Y\Orm< S Qumn, '76, has n1acll :i 100,00(l gift to tllC' La\\ Sthc1ol fund in honor <>I' h.:-1 30-)·' :11 H unicm. 
'-he mad,· th,• <.·h1llcng<: granl .l' an i111.c11th·c to her d:L~" 
matL~ lo giH· ·n honor of thrir ~0-}1'J1 reunion, in c•rd,·r to 
help th'- La\\ ~< honl hroaclc-11 its b.lst of 'llJ>(>'•rl in tit,· Cf,,,5 
off Q76. 
Quinn. of Ne..\~ York City, johwd llw lirm c,f' Sullin111 &. Cron!\\ ell LLI' in I 98!1 
,111d h:is i>c-.·n a JMrtncr ,jn,, 19S4. Sh, is a 111c11th< r ol tht' hrm \ liti~..ilion 
group and ll)(' part 11cr in d1.irg" c1f c:uordin:itin~ tlw tirn1 ·,. .rntitnl'l p1-.1c ti...< 
Sl1l ~1wd.1liz<' in antitrust m:11t1 r'i and hand I,"' ,1 \JI ic-l~· ol n1111n11 rl'i.11, Jnti-
l1 ust .md intdl, <.:tu;il propcrl' litigation . 
.\ longtime c:rmtrihutor to tl1c- Lm !:-dmol Fund through ;innu.il gifts. Qunm 
bcl1< \'c~ in tl1c- imponan<:l' ol prm idi11g the,, 11nrcqri<.11·d t1111d• l\1 h1 usi'il I>! 
th"· l>< m .it hi\ cli~ .. r.-t10n. In 11.1.,1 )<':Jr,, fo1 <'":1111plc, th• I·uncl ha~ h< l1wd to 
in, rcasc th lia<t• for hn:mci,11 aid.' '\p.m,f tlil· siZl ,m I Jir,.~dth nl lh1• fou1lt) • 
• ind ,11b,tmttall) 'uppnrt thl' pwgnm i11lt·g.il\\1 iting. r\1111u~I gifts ha" .1bn 
cn.iblcd the Sd1ool w dt'\<'l<)p a Ill'\\ progr.itn WI tlH• ~tucl: C>I till' lt•gJI prnli.·'-
'ion tln1 empliJsiA' ncgot iation. alt, rn.11 ii..: di.sputi.: 1 c,r,luticm and prnkssion.il 
I'< spw 1sih1 I it). 
'Tlw J J\\ Sc hoc.I f uncl i" absolutdr c ru, i.11 l•> tlu mission a111I tlw, ·,mtinu,·J 
strength ol thl \d1ool:' 'a1' Quinn. "Thl' Dl':lJt of a top 'chool likc J\lkhigan 
must haw thl' fiLxihilit' to achanc.c the ')<.hool':; most signili1.:.int 1rnti:itnc.; at the 
tinH' lw or slw need~ Lo do .-11. OH•r the vcars that 111.ln· made 1·ontributions to 
the J'und, I ha"' bu·n delighted lo sn what it hai. nud, · poi:,,ibk. I ,un particu-
lar!} plc:.1,cd that annual gil'b h,n<: lwc.·11 ml·d in the Sdviol's ongoing dkir1 to 
prc·p..irc ~tt11knts "l·ll lor th,• .11:tual p1 .wt kl' oi' la\1, '' hidi I' k\1 a' ;in impor-
t.mt pri,wit1· lur M1chig,1n Lm .'.'>d11)<)l .rncl all J.rn ~<.houl-., so that '>t11Ju1t~ l.an 
~t:irt thl ir 1·arl'l'TS "ith a h.t 1 c·r '' n~c .)! 11 hat prh·at1: pral·I ice ill\ oh-o aud ho\\ 
to 11ork dkctm:h with dicnts. I .i.1-:o undcrst·and that .11tracling :incl r<.:taining 
I 1c ult 1 "r ll11• c.ilihe1 .1pprnpri.ll•· to 0111 u!' th,• u•u1111y \ lmcst l,1" ~t hool~ 1~ 
a 1 r1'nKndou~ lin.mcj..il .. 1idtk ngc, .rnd I mi pka~cd I hat ml' annual wpporl Ins 
lwlp<·d l>t'illl l \.in C~minkl'l· Lo do so." 
Quilln ':; pn 1 iou' ~upport of the l -"' ~' hool induck~ ..i '250,000 ~~itt 10 utab-
li~b a me ril-ba~ul sd1nla1'>hip. 
Cavredium Society 
Cainedium is a Latin geo Charles A. Adamek, '69 Lawrence L. Bullen, '54 Thomas j. Donnelly, '50 Lois A. Gianneschi, '90 
metric term denoting the Lori Klein Adamek, '69 Howard W. Burdett Jr., '01 William E. Doster, '66 Joseph E. Giles, 'O I Richard M. Adams, 'SS Elizabeth Bradford Burnett, '79 Raymond H. Dresser Jr., '56 William j. Gillett , '83 
inner part of a quadrangle. Ste\"en J. Aeschbacher, '85 Richard R. Burns, '71 Richard 13. Drube] Jr., '77 Stephen A. Glasser, '68 
The Law School's Caua?dium Robert B. Aikens, 'S4 John William Butler Jr. , '80 Mitchell Dunltz, '81 Charles l. Glerurn, '80 Rochelle D. Alpert, '75 Peter D. Byrnes, '62 William B. Dunn, '64 Alain A. Gloor, '80 
Society recognizes donors Nelson G. Alston, '72 Kimberly M. Cahill, '8S ClyneW. Durst Jr., 'S4 Roger A. Goldman, '66 
who made a gift of $2,500 James M. Amend, '67 David K. Callahan, '91 Ralph H. Dwan Jr., 'S7 Corinne Amy Goldstein, '76 
Tommy F. Angell, 'SO William J. Campbell Jr., '73 Jonathan B. Eager, '83 Edward Goldstein, '52 
or greater to the Law School Todd J. Anson, '80 Robert C. Canfield, '63 Sue Ellen Eisenberg, '75 Robert H. Gorlin, '77 
Fund in the 2006 fiscal year Robert W Appleford, '60 Terrance l. Carlson, '78 Geoffrey R. Entress, '98 Jeffry N. Grabel, '7 1 
($1,200 for the youngest Robert A. Armitage. '76 Elizabeth L. Carr, '02 Richard L Epling, '76 Richard J. Cray, '74 jack G. Armstrong, '56 Michael L Carter, '66 Barbara E. Elkind, '75 Saul A. Green, '72 
ten classes). The gifts of the Scott J. Arnold, '75 Marilynn J. Cason Karen Fagerstrom Albright, '83 Deborah E. Greenspan, '81 
donors recognized here Nora A. Bailey, '72 
William C. Cassebaum, '56 Eugene J. Farrug, 'SS Steven F. Greenwald, '73 
john C. Baity, 'S8 Michele R. Chaffee, '95 Fred C. Falhe, '77 James B. Griswold, '74 
represent a significant Robert E. Baker, 'SS Laura A. Chamberlain, '84 Cathryn C. Fayard, 'OS Jane Waterson Griswold, '72 
portion of the unrestricted Earl J. Barnes II, '89 Steven B. Chamcides, '70 Bruce A. Featherstone, '77 Edward A. Grossmann, '73 Colleen Barney, '93 Deborah M. Chaskes, '83 john Feikens, '41 Anne Baldwin Gust, '83 
support recemed by the Law Jonathan A. Barney, '93 Lester L Coleman Ill, '68 Murray J. Feiwell, '63 Deborah A. Haase, '01 
School. These individuals Bc,·crly Bartow, '80 Philip J. Collora, '76 Stewart A. Feldman, '80 Jeffrey A. Hall , '88 Asli F. Basgoz, '83 Mattie P. Compton, '75 Mark E. Ferguson, '83 Paul Hamburger, '83 
are, therefore, at the center I. Scott Bass, '75 Thomas A. Connop, '79 Randolph H. Fields, '67 Kenneth C. Hamister, 'SI 
of the School's efforts to Norman H. Beamer, '78 Sue 0. Conway, '84 Mark A. Filippell, '80 Lloyd G. Hammel Jr., '49 James W, Beatty, 'SS Carla E. Craig, '79 Jack N. Fingersh, 'S8 Kenneth S. Handmaker, '63 
sustain a superb institution John H. Beisner, '78 Dewey B. Crawford, '66 Stuart M. Finkelstein, '85 Michael L. Hardy, '72 
Jean-Francois Bellis, '74 John D. Croll, 'SJ Robert B. Fiske Jr., 'SS Robert L. Harmon, '63 
Alexander E. Bennett, '63 Gregory L. Curtner, '70 Peter G. Fittgerald, '86 Corey R. Harris, '00 
Stanley N. Bergman, 'S9 Wayne C. Dabb Jr., '71 john M. Forellc, '70 George M. Hartung, '51 
Leo R. Beus, '70 Dennis A. Darin Jr., '49 john B. Frank, '83 Eugene L. Hamvig, '58 
Bruce P. Rickner, '68 George H. Davies, '49 David R. Frazer, '54 Carl A. Hasselwander, '54 
Denis B. Binder, '71 St. Clair 0. Da»is, '77 Stuart D. Freedman, '79 David A. Heiner, '85 
Arthur R. Block, '78 William J. Davis Jr., '72 Henry E. Fuldner, '71 Jack P. Helms, '78 
William J. Bogaard, '65 Karin Day Kingsley, '86 ]amesr. Funaki, '59 Richard M. Hclzberg, '65 
Howard l. Boigon, '71 PaulT. Denis, '83 John W. Galanis, '63 James S. l lilboldt, 'S6 
Earl E. Borradaile, '55 john A. Denniston, '83 J. Alan Galbraith, '66 Roger A. Hipp, '95 
Jame.~ E. Brandt, '82 James OeVrics, '61 Michael R. Gallagher, '49 Robert E. Hirsbon, '73 
Kathryn Weg Brandt, '82 Stel'en S. Diamond, '81 Kerry A. Gah-in, '86 J. William Holland, '63 
William R. Brashear, '56 Timothy L. Dickinson, '79 E. James Gamble, '53 James D. I lolzhacter, '80 
William M. Brodhead, '67 Samuel J. Dimon, '8S Peter P. Garam, '69 Steven T. Hoort, '75 
Lawrence I. Brown, '55 Robert I. Donnellan, 'SS Arthur R. Gaudi, '61 John K. Hoyns, '79 
John P. Buckley, '85 T. Christopher Donnelly, '80 Gerald L. Chcrlcin, '63 Donald Hubert, '73 
Lydie A. Hudson, 0 86 Marguerite Munson Lentz, '79 
Larry D. Hunter, '74 Mark J. Levick, '65 
Fritz Hunting, '63 David Baker Lewis, '70 
Wa)'ne C. Inman, '71 Kathleen McCree Lewis, '73 
Barbara Jane Irwin, '80 J. May Llang, '89 
Jesse S. Ishikawa, '80 Jerome B. Libin, 'S9 
Frieda P. Jacobs, '79 Julianne M. Linder, '97 
Phillip R. Jacobus, '58 Nanc)' Meier Lipper, '76 
Anita H. Jenkins, '74 Barrie 1.awson Locks, '79 
G rcgory P. Jenkins, '82 John V, Lonsberg, '79 
James R. Jenkins, '73 DianaM. Lopo, '81 
Will iam G. Jenks, '00 Simon M. Lorne, '70 
Meredith B. Jones, '97 David B. Love, '80 
James B. Jordan, '80 William H. Lowery, '50 
Robert M. Kalec, '80 Robert P. Luciano, '58 
Richard Katcher, '43 John M. Lummis, '82 
Amal ya L. Kearse, '62 James E. Lurie, ' 72 
Raymond R. Kepner, '77 DaYid R. Macdonald, '55 
Warren J. Kcs.~lcr, '73 Gary M. Macek , '69 
Robert J. Khcel, '69 Jon C. MacKay, '70 
Arnold J. Kihur1. Ill , '75 Karen K. MacKay, '71 
Stephen P. Kikoler, '69 J. David Mackstallcr, '67 
Diann 11. Kim, '83 Stewart L. Mandell, '81 
William K. King , '62 William C. Marcoux, '8 1 
Frederic R. Klein, '80 Charles K. Marquis, '67 
James P. Kleinberg, '67 Quinn W. Martin, '73 
Diane G. Klinke, '78 C. Raymoncl Marvin, '63 
Raymond E. Knape, '55 J. Thomas McCarthy, '63 
Robert B. Knauss, '79 Michael F. McCarthy, '67 
Herbert Kohn, '63 Robert S. McCormick, '56 
W. Hobert Kohorst, '78 Martin T. McCue, '75 
Joseph M. Kortenhof, '53 john W. McCullough, '65 
Joel E. Krischcr, '75 James L. McDonald, '68 
Wa ltcr V.~ Kurc1.ewski, '68 William J. Meeske, '72 
Warren M. Laddon, '62 Randall E. Mchrberg, '80 
James R. Lamb, '67 Lawrence G. Meyer, '64 
AnncT. Larin, '83 David L. Mmer, '79 
Terry S. Latanich, '75 W.Todd Miller, '86 
Tillman Lo'\T)' Lay, '80 Christopher Hull Milton, '73 
L. Bates I.ea, '49 Jeffrey I I. Miro, '67 
Paul L. Lee, '72 EdwardT. Moen 11, '70 
David W. Lentz, '7 5 Jack A. Molcnkamp, '79 
Cavredium Society 
Ira S. Mondry, '80 
Mark A. Moran, '86 
James C. Mordy, 'SO 
Melinda M. Morris, '64 
Michael H. Morris, '74 
Richard W. Morrison, '56 
Duane D. Morse, ·79 
R. Stan Mortenson, '70 
Peter P. Murphy, '90 
GrcgoryT. Mutz, '73 
John M. Nanncs, '73 
Timothy A. Nelsen, '72 
Robert A. Nelson, '74 
Ho"ard N. Ncmcrovski, '57 
Arnold M. Nemirow, '69 
Carla Sch"arlz Newell, '85 
William J. Newell, '83 
William R. Nicholas, '62 
Muriel Irwin Nichols, '71 
Gary A. Nickelc, '77 
Patricia L. Niehans, '77 
Charles F. Niemei.h, '65 
David L. Nixon, '58 
Roger P. Noorthoek, '55 
Adam J. Nordin, '95 
Donald E. Nordlund, '49 
EricA. Oesterle, '73 
Thomas M. 0 '1.eary, '69 
Michael S. Olin, '76 
Alan J. Olson, '65 
Camille Annelle Olson, '83 
Ronald L. O lson, '66 
William P. O'Neill, '76 
Thomas E. Palmer, '64 
Thomas W. Palmer, '72 
Charles C. S. Park, '92 
Garo A. Partoyan, '62 
o.,;d C. Patterson, '74 
Henry B. Pearsall, '61 
Douglas E. Peck, '55 
S. Michael Peck, '72 
William C. Pelster, '67 
Law School Fund Giving 
Other Alumni Giving to 
the law School Fund 
SS% 
Cavaedium Donors to 
the Law School Fund 
7% 
Law School Fund Donors 
Cavaedium Level 
Alumni Giving to the 
Law School Fund 
4S% 
Other Donors to the 
Law School Fund 
93% 
Cavcedium Society 
Louis Perlmutter, '59 David J. Schlanger, '84 C. PetcrThcul, '63 
Bernard Petrie, '52 David M. Sdiravcr, '70 Charles E.Thomas Jr., '68 
John C. Petrovski, '83 William J. Schrenk, '49 Larry D.Thompson, '74 
James G. Phillipp, '66 Robert G. Schuur, '55 Charles V:lbornton IU, '67 
Donald A. Pierce Jr .. '64 Max J. Schwartz, '73 Douglas M.Tisdalc, '75 
Paula H. Powers, '75 Paul F. Sefcovic, '71 Stephen G.Tomlinson, '84 
Victor r:. Ptasuiik, '70 Oliver E. Seikel, '62 Dana L. Trier, '74 
John M. Quitmeyer, '79 Edward L. Shank, '56 Deborah SchumcrTuchman, '80 
Mary Louise Ramsey, '34* James P. Shaughne-'sy, '79 Stefan f.Tucker, '63 
William L. Randall, '55 Jack H. Shuler, '42 Kelli S. Turner, '97 
Martin C. Recchuite, '68 Robert R. Shumao, '86 llcnry A. Udow, '83 
Patricia Lee Refo, '83 Erwin S. Simon, '37 John C. Unko,·ic, '70 
Charles B. Renfrew, '56 Roger C. Siske, '69* Mark A. Vander Laan, '72 
Angel L. Reyes 111, '9 1 George A. Skestos, '52 Thomas W. Van Dyke, '63 
OenisT. Rice, '59 John M. Sloss, '81 A. Paul Victor, '63 
Mark J. Richardson, '78 Jeffrey H. Smith, '71 Gregg r:. Vignos, '81 
Michael ). Riela, 'O I Mary E. Snapp, '84 John K. Villa, '73 
Ellen November Rigby, '88 Richard C. Sneed, '66 George A. Vinyard, '77 
Richard A. Riggs, '74 Larry H. Snyder, '5 I Jerry C. Wagner, '73 
Robert A. Ritchie, '58* John L. Sobieski Jr., '70 John M. Walker Jr .. '66 
Anita Porte Robb, '82 Philip SotirofT, '63 Robin A. Walker-Lee, '85 
Gary C. Robb, '81 David M. Spector, '71 James L. Wamsley lll, '75 
Richard D. Rohr, '53 Norman M. Spindelman, '52 Valdemar L. Washington, '76 
E. David Rollcrt, '64 Laurence L. Spitters, '52 James L. Waters, '70 
Gary A. Rosen, '84 DavidM.Stahl, '7 1 Robin G. Weaver, '73 
Aaron R. Ross, 'SO Erik J. Stappcr, '60 William Y. Webb, '61 
Dennis Earl Ross, '78 Mark J. Stein, '83 Da,id E. Weiss Jr., '69 
Irwin Roth, '55 James Stengel, '80 Robert B. Wessling, '62 
Alan J. Rothenberg, '63 Irving Stenn Jr., '55 David Westin, ·77 
Paul A. Rothman, '65 Russell 0 . Stewart , '84 Kt'jtb C. Wetmore, '80 
Kevin A. Russell, '80 I leidi J. Stock, '93 Keenan J. Whitehurst, '03 
George D. Ruttinger, '73 Frank B. Stone, '38 Joseph D. Whiteman, '60 
William B. Sailer, '85 Stanley S. Stroup, '69 Avery K. Williams, '82 
Larry J. Salustro, '74 William P. Sutter, '50 John P. Williams, '59 
Daniel M. Sandberg, '84 William A. Swainson, '55 Richard J. Williams, '66 
Richard C. Sanders, '75 Robert H. Swart, '70 Georgetta Ann Wol£T, '71 
Frederick G. Sandstrom, '02 Maureen E. Sweeney, '96 Michael H. Woolever, '76 
Robert D. Santos, '78 Allao J. Sweet, '73 John R. Worthington, 'SS 
Richard P. Saslow, '74 Edward D. Sybesma Jr., '71 Joseph C. Zcngcrlc lll, '72 
B. Laocc Saucrteig, '69 Aidan J. Synnott, '88 Lynda Siegel Zengerlc, '72 
Frederick C. Schafrick, '73 Joel D. Tauber, '59 Frank K. Zinn, '59 
*Deceased John E. Schippcl, '59 Arn 1-1. Tcllem, '79 
!
Baker & Hostetler LLP ......... . ....................... Ronald S. Okada, '85 
Baker and Daniels ...............•....................... Amy E. KosnolT, '91 
Fred E. Schlegel, '66 
Barnes & Thornburg LLP .... . ............................ Daniel W. McGill, '74 
~ell, Boyd, & Lloyd LLC ................. ................... Randy A. Bridgeman,'92 
Jraun Kendrick Finkbeiner PLC ...... . . .. .............. Michael J. Sauer, '79 
Bryan Cave LLP ........... .. .. .. ........ .................... Charles Hansen, 'SO 
Buuel Long ..................................... .... ....... Donald B. Miller, '73 
Clark Hill PLC . . ........ .. ........ . .................. .. . Andrew C. Richner, '86 
Covington & Burl ing . .. ... ........ .•.. .. . ............ ... Jennifer L. Saulino, '01 
Crowell & Moring LLP .......................... •.. .... George D. Ruttinger, '73 
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP .............. ... . ....... . ....... George H. Vincent, '82 
Dykema Gossett PLLC ................. ... . .. ....•... .. Stuart D. Logan, '81 
Foster Swift Collins & Smith, P.C. ....... .. •... ........ DouglasA. Mielock, '87 
Frost Brown Todd LLC . .. ...... .. ..... . .... . . .. . . ...... Susan Grogan Faller, '75 
Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe LLP ....... . ... .. .. Paul Alexander, '71 
Kit A. Pierson, '83 
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn LLP ..... •.... . . Stuart M. Lockman, '74 
Jenner & Block LLP ....................................... Howard S. Suskin, '83 
Kirkland and Ellis .. . ......... . ..... . ..... ............... Da,;c! K. Callahan, '91 
Alexander F. MacKinnon , '81 
Kirkpatrick & Lockhart Nicholson Graham LLP ...... Jagan N. Ranjan, '03 
Charles M.Tea Tll , '92 
Latham & Watkins LLP...... . ....... . ................. Ora T. Fisher, '91 
William P. O'Neill, '76 
Lord Bissell & Brook LLP ... . ........... .. ... .......... TimothyW. Brink, '90 
Mayer Brown Rowe & Maw LLP ........................ Lee N. Abrams, '57 
J. Thomas Mullen, '67 
McDermott, W il l & Emery ..... . .. .. . . ... . .............. Lydia Barry Kelley, '89 
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C. ...... . ... . . Michael P. Coakley, '82 
Freeman L. Farrow, '97 
l'inm i1 red tiff.! th<: /<i/J firms h' f>arth if1e1/in11 mk. 
Firm Captains 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP ................ . ... . Peter C. Manbeck, '82 
Paul Hastings Janofsky and Waler LLP .................. Gregg E Vignos, '81 
Piper Rudnick LLP ............. ... .. .. ... ............... .... Renee M. Schoenberg, '76 
Powell, Goldstein, F.-azer & 1urphy LLP ............. . . Da,;d M. Armitage, '76 
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi LLP. ............ .. .... Hardy Vieux, '97 
Ropes & Gray LLP ............ ................. .... ...... Stephen P. Lindsay, '72 
Brian D. McCabe, '93 
Schiff Hardin LLP ...................... . .......... ..... .... Paul M. Lurie, '65 
David M. Spector, '71 
Seyfarth Shaw LLP .......................................... Noah A. Finkel, '94 
Bradford L. Livingston, '79 
Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, LLP ..... ................... Susan D. McClay, '75 
Sterno G. Schember, '70 
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood .. . ................... . ... . Prananatha jha '91 
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP .... . .......... . ........ Tyler Robinson, '98 
Skadden,Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP ...... . ..... Stuart M. Finkelstein, '85 
Eric J. Gorman, '95 
RobenA. Greebcl, '02 
Gary A. MacDonald, '88 
Matthew A. Murphy, '98 
Timothy A. Nelsen, '72 
Sommers, Schwartz, Silver & Schwartz, PC ...... .. ... . David L. Nelson, '57 
Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal LLP ......... . ........ EricA. Oesterle, '73 
Nicole S. Pakkala, '00 
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey L LP. ..... . ........ . .... . . Robert D. Labes, '88 
Dale E. Stephenson, '82 
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett LLP . . .. ........ Anthony R. Comden, '94 
Vorys. Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP ................ . . Charles S. DeRousie, '73 
Warner, Norcross & Judd, LLP ........................ James J. Rabaut, '90 
W hite & Case LLP . ... . .................................. Carl H.Amon Ill, '68 
W inston & Strawn, LLP ......... . ....................... PatrickA.Tillou, '00 
Class Giving 
Class giving reflects all out- 1927 1934 1937 PARTICIPATING DONORS PARTICIPATING DONORS 
right gifts to the Law School Robert C. Boyer Olin L. Browder LSF Dollars $5,000 LSF Dollars $15,000 LSF Dollars $5,451 Robert L. Boynton Paul W. Fager 
during the fiscal year ending Total Class Giving $5,000 Total Class Giving $25,000 Total Class Giving $5,451 George 1-1. Good Jamillc G. Jamra 
June 30, 2006. A complete Beatrice Devine Kennedy Chester E. Kasiborski Donors to the Donors to the Donors to the John C. McCarthy Dennis J. Lindsay 
listing for classes celebrat- Law School Law School Law School John H. Morgan Robert G. Miller 
LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET L HART WRIGHT CABINET WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Benjamin C. Stanczyk Sr. Philip R . Monahan ing their reunions will be Y \Onnc Gluckman Mary Louise Ramsey* Erwin S. Simon Harold Roscnn 
published in the spring 2007 (in memory efNa!hanA. Gludman) PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Sidney J. Sal1.man 
Law Quadrangle Notes. 1935 William A. McClain 1940 Alfred M. Swiren 1929 Stanley C. Smoyer LSF Dollars Sl,300 William T. Yorks LSF Dollars $200 Total Class Giving Sl,300 
LSF Dollars None Total Class Giving $200 PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Total Class Giving $16,675 William S. Gordon CLASS AGENT 1942 Donors to the Milton M. Howard Edmond E De,foe 
Donors to the Law School LSF Dollars $6,675 
Law School PARTICIPATING DONORS Donors to the Total Class Giving $8,600 
PAUL G. KAUPE.R CABINET Robert E. Ackerbcrg 1938 Law School Donors to the Frank K. Zinn PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Law School 
(m m~mory of Fronk T. Lmn) LSF Dollars $l,9SO Sheldon M. Ellis 1936 Total Class Giving 52,9SO WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE PARTICIPATING DONORS Jack H. Shuler 
1932 LSF Dollars $1,050 Donors to the Edmond F. DeVine Total Class Giving S43,790 Law School PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
LSF Dollars Sl50 WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Oscar Frcedcnberg Benjamin D. Lewis 
Total Class Giving SISO Donors to the Frank B. Stone George H. Goldstone Eric Stein 
Law School Albert L. Lieberman 
Donors to the L HART WRIGHT CABINET PARTICIPATING DONORS Cecil Roscoe Smith* PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Law School William A. Groening J r. Erwin B. Ellmann Roy L. Stcinhcimer Ila W. Butala 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Isadore A. Honig Ed"ard H. Walworth Jr. Donald S. Carmichael 
Albert J. Silber PARTICIPATING DONORS Charles T. Klein Brooks Crahtrcc 
Frank R. Barnako Glenn K. Scidcnfcld l)avid DavidofT 
Perry T. Garver 1941 Sanders A. Goodstein 1933 john W. Le<lerle LSF Dollars S5,5SO John F. Hall Gilbert Y. Rubenstein 1939 Total Class Giving $6,800 Arthur M. Hoffeins LSF Dollars ssoo Allan F. Schmalzriedt Richard C. Killin Total Class Giving $500 LSF Dollars SJ,100 Donors to the 
Total Class Giving $4,100 Law School 
George W. Loomis 
Donors to the Robert B. Manley 
Law School Donors to the WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Wen<lcll A. Miles 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Law School John Fcikcns Frank C. Shaw 
John P. Keusch PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Richard S. Brawerman 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Paul A. Wright 
Jerry P. Belknap 
Kenneth J\ . Cox. 
-------------- ------- --- --- --------- -
1943 1945 PARTICIPATING DONORS Morg•n l. htc·h Jr. WIUIAH W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Zot" S. Rurkhol, Willi•m R Forry Dennis A. Darin Jr Law School Recognition 
LSF Doll•n $9,160 LSF Dollan Sl ,lSO Thomas l.. n.lrympk Walkr II Fn·1hofcr George H. 03\;CS 
Total Cius GMn1 S4l6,ll9 Total Class Giving $1 ,lSO Rolwn H. Darden William M Got·bd Michael R. Gallagher I hom.l' \1 Cool,' ( .1h1nc t \100,000 + 
James W. Grace l'r,·dW llalljr Lloyd G. Hammel Jr. I J .. on R \und, rl.lml C.. tll>m, t S0.000 •l'l,9'1'1 
CLASS AGENT DOI '3 ,o u'lf' Ho" ard A. Jacobs l>nid 0 I laugh<·y Ralph J. Isackson 
I 11"'' ' \\ 11gJn t .thnh;I 1UXIO 49 99'1 
Richart! Kat1·h1·r <iwSchoo f'.rnl (, K.lu1w·r C.:.llnnc \ 10,000 24.99'1 Stephen W. Karr Vmn·nt C Immel l.. Bates Lea l..i) Im t.. Jann·' t'•h111< 1 >,ooo •l,'199 PARTICIPATING DONORS Cornelia G. Kennedy Oonald I:. Nordlund Dono tu the Philip L. I lanna 
Phihl' S. Kappt•s \\ 1111•111 \\ ll1>l><11> )1 ( II di' 2 ,)0<l 4. '19'J 
.choo Charles L. l..c,·m Ira J. I cfton William J. Schrenk PJrUwr' 111 I • .1Jt•r.Jl1p 1,000 1,+99 .. Margart•! G. Schaeffer 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET James (), Maddox Roy I· .. Mattern Jr. J\1h 0<.Jh ... tor I \C'~ lk 11t 4' ' A,, soo. 999 
Bcatric·c K. McDow~ll Carroll V. William; W. Owen Mays 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 1',11 Uup•1 Ing OunClr\ I 9'19 
(in""""'" o/C 8/clh lftllowdl Jr.) 1946 M~1·y I . W. M<·Kcnny Jack M. Bowie John A. Galbraith , ,., lorcl.""'' 19%·200) 1948 James K. Mit<umori L HART WRIGHT CABINET LSF Dollars $1,225 Richard 11. Morris Stanley E. Johnson Jr. 
Rkhard Katcht'r Total Class Giving $1,225 LSF Dollars $8,475 John R. Ne" Jin na,·id D. Ring 
CLASS AGENT Total Class Giving $154,798 ·1noma~ E. Norpcll 
Palmer C. Singleton Jr. 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
William I' A1gl1·r Eel" arcl S. Noble 
l.csttr E. P•g•• PARTICIPATING DONORS Cl.ASS AGENT Alan I) l'auw 
Donora to me Morgan L. Fitch Jr. john W Po" er' 
James M. Barrett Ill 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Allan D. Behrendt 
Robert l Cro•smun . w School Do .OI!'. .<l the 
Harry I) Reher Jr . Richard E Biringer 
KcMcth R. john<on PARTICIPATING DONORS L Sc~°" I d~o) H. Redfern Beryl A. Birndorf 
Rodman N. Myer< Quentin A. E"crt THOMAS H. COOLEY CABINET Charles 1' Rcndlcn Jr. William H. Braun Jr. 
Richard Kane William J. Hallida) Jr P•ul Si•lin M>rtin R. Browning 
Edwanl $. Noble John T V•nAkcn 
1944 john W. Po11er PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Johnnie M Walter. 
W. Park <Atchpole 
Andre" C. Cecere 
Milton 0. Solomon Claude M Pcorson Addi<on I West 
LSF Dollan $500 Frank H Roberts 'lnomu J. Whc>tlcy• Kent Chandler Jr. 
ToUI Cius Givlns $500 Doroth~· A Seni• ]•mes M. Wicnncr 
Charles A. Chapin 
1947 Thomas C. Cochran Jr. Cl.ASS AGENT Gilbert A. Deibel PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Benjamin M. Quigg Jr. LSF Dollars S7,700 Rov F. Proffitt Philip C. Dicltinson 
Dono•'< to the 
Total Class Givlng $7,700 William F. Wckh 1949 Albert R. Dilley 
hool John H. Widdo"son 
Robert L. Drake 
Donors to the LSF Oollan $ll,Bl7 Theodore P. Duning 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Lnw School Total Cius Giving $236,605 Hilliard J. Fjord 
Ben1amin M. Quigg Jr. PARTICIPATING DONORS WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Charles ·r. Alfano Joe C. Foster Jr. 
;\'·is A. Redwine CLASS AGENT Edwin R. Bate> Ralph j. l•ackson Herman Gordon (in memory of jork T. Redwin•) Robert H. llcllairs Rockwell T. Gust Jr. 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Conrad A. Bradshaw Donors to the 
Palmer T. Heenan 
Clarence A. Brimmer Jr. Kenneth A. Brighton Law School 
Kciichiro Imai 
Richard H. Guthrie Ed"ard D. Buckley• THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET 
Robert G. Johnson 
Kenneth 11. Liles Norman C. Carey A\crn l.. Cohn 
James F. Judge 
john E. Damon Robert J. King • Deceased 
Frank Elkouri Walter 0. Koch 
• A 
W. Stirling Maxwell Jr. Jerome Kaplan Sidney E Pollick* WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Lloyd J. Tyler Jr . 
James K. Mortimer James W. McCray Robert W. Shadd George M. Hartung HowardVanAntwcrp Ill 
c 1 a s s OtisW.Mycrs William M. Peck Morris Seiki Sninsato L"ry H. Snyder Thomas C. Walsh 
Giving Paul R. O'Hara Robert W. Sharp Arthur Staton Jr. Andrew J. Warhola john H. Plan Jr. William F. Steiner PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP AlbertV. Witham 
• • • James V. Rutledge PARTICIPATING DONORS john W. Steinhauser Jon J. Chinen Herbert M. Wolfson 
John Scurlock Burton C. Agata A$hman C. Stoddard Walter L. Dean 
D. Carlton Shull Donald W. Alfvin William R. Sturtz Frederick E. MacArthur 
William W. Slocum Jr. David F. Babson Jr. Har\'ey L. Weisberg 1952 
Don V. Souter A. Richard Backus Robert D. Winters 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
George C. Steeh Charles M. Bayer Earle E. Wise 
Ralph C. Bauer LSF Dollars $51,282 
Henry A. Supplee LawrcnceA. Brown Philip Wittenberg 
Richard A. Bell Total Class Giving $ 190,949 
Asher N. Tilchin Bruce D. Carey 
Robert L. Borsos 
James P. Churchill 
Henry W. C. Wong Prentiss M. Brown Jr. 
CLASS AGENT 
William I l. Walker James R. Zuckerman Kiehn er Johnson 
Robert B. Wilcox Robert J. Danhof Oa,·id E. Dutcher 
Charles W. Davidson Rex Eames Donors to the 
Donald D. Davis* 1951 Edward Elukin Law School 1950 Henry B. Davis Jr. SS th Reunion 6. Hugh A. Carnett THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET 
LSF Dollars $39,0BS Raymond J. DcRaymond 
john J. Gordon* F. Stuart Wilkins 
Tot.al Cius Giving George E. Dudley 
LSF Dollars $21 ,316 Richard W. Hcnes 
$ 159,085 
James B. Falahee Sr. Toul Class Giving Sl l ,916 Stuart E. Hertzberg L. HART WRIGHT CABINET 
CLASS AGENT Fred W. Freeman George H. I lopkins 
Dudley J. Godfrey Jr. 
Charles M. Bayer Robert H. Frick 
CLASS AGENT Russell Stover Jones 
Sydney S. Friedman 
I loracc j. Rodgers Richard M. Kaplan PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
Donors to the Joan R. Coslow CLASS PRESIDENT Irwin Lapping 
George A. Skcstos 
Law School Albert j. GrelTenius William W. Milligan Donald G. Leavitt 
Laurence L. Spillers 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET Robert P. Griffin David H. Lipner LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
Earl R. Boonstra Richard B. Gushee* REUNION COMM!TIEE Douglas L. Mann Edward Goldstein 
John A. !lay Rex Eames Richard S. Marx Kichner Johnson 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Harold I loag* Richard M. Kaplan Lucien N. Ncclzi Norman M. Spindclman 
Gerald Bright Charles M. Joas Donald G. Leavitt Patrick D. Neering 
Kenneth P. Stewart jobn M. Jones S. Noel Melvin Albert j. Ortenzio WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
LAYLIN K. JAMES CIRCLE john L. King William L. Mltchell• Thomas J. O'Toole 
Bernard Petric 
William P. Sutter Frederick M. Lewis Harry Pincus Jr. 
Shelton C. Penn Joseph S. Ransmcicr 
Howard A. Marken Horace j. Rodgers Robert L. Richardson j r. 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE john 0. McLeod Walter J. Russell Henry C. Ryder 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Tommy F. Angell Alan C. Mc:Man11s Henry C. R ydcr Marlin F. Scholl* 
James l. Huston 
£::,. See Spring LQN Thomas J. Donnelly Hudson Mead 
Lloyd j. Tyler Jr. Robert B. Seeley William J. Marcoux 
for reunion totals William 11. Lowery Ernest A. Mika lloward VanAntwerp Ill 
forrest G. Shaw Edward H. Owlett 
James C. Mordy Edward j. Ncithcrcut Robert H. Silk 
Kenneth 0. Shi"ely · 
Aaron R. Ross John A. Nordberg Donors to the Robert 0. Sornson 
Forrest W. Simmons 
Donald Patterson Law School Melvyn J. StaulTcr Jr. 
Robert P. Tiernan 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Vernon R. Pearson LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Rollyn L. Storey 
Joseph K. Wee 
James T. Corden Colvin A. Peterson Jr. Kenneth C. Harnister 1 larney n. Stover j r. 
Charles E. Day Jr. J.C. Tattersall 
Charles Hansen Norman H.Tendlcr 
Herbert E. Hoxie James E. Townsend 
PARTICIPATING DONORS David W. Rowlinson PARTICIPATING DONORS 1954 David D. Dowd Jr. Thomas D. Allen john R. Ryan* I lira D. Anderson Jr. Richard A. Entcnmann 
Burton L. Ansell William M. Saxton William A. Bain Jr. LSF Dollars 540,101 John S. Fallon 
George R. Ariyoshi Clark A. Shanahan William A. Beckett Total Cla.ss Giving 5 180,209 James T. Frost 
John M.R. Ayres Sonia Z. Shaw Martin L. Boyle 
CLASS AGENT 
Jack F. Gardner Sr. 
Joseph C. Balich Barbara Y. M. Simons William R. Brown Roger K. Garfink Average Gift to the Richard W. Billings Ralph Sosin James W. Callison Lawrence L. Bullen Benton E. Gates Jr. 
Frances Eve Bilmes NubarTashjian Thomas F. Chenot Henry W, Gleiss Law School Fund Donors to the Willard L. Boyd Jr. Donald j. Veldman James L. Conley Law School Herbert A. Goldsmith Jr. ssoo Martin B. Breighner James L. Wcirbach Roger F.. Oavis EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET Norman N. Gottlieb [van Brod Hardin A. Whitney Jr. ClilTord A. Dean Robert Il. Aikens john S. Hager $700 John J. Callahan Robert F. Williams Richard M. Donaldson Hugh G. Harness 1869 
Thomas C. Cecil Louis E. Wirbel Stanley M. Fisher L KART WRIGl!i CABINET Lawrence J. Hick.~ Jr. 
William A. Clark John W. Woodard Richard F. Fox Clyne W. Durst Jr. Alan R. Hunt ssoo 
Hugh A. Cook Jr. James L. Gault 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
William G. Hyland 
$500 Clan Crawford Jr. Eliot S. Gerber Edward J. Kahn 
John J. Douglass 1953 Carleton H. Griffin john Ernest Riecker Robert J. Kilgore $400 Eugene V. DoU\ an $32.600 Mark W. Griffin LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET John B. King LSF Dollars 
Robert P. DulT Total Class Giving $118,119 Robert 0 . Hamilton David R. Frazer Lawrence A. King* $300 Robert G. Eidson Bernard Hulkower Leonard Kravets 
Charles E. Gibson Jr. Donors to the JohnW. Hupp WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE John H. Leddy $200 Robert S. Griggs Law School Marvin K. Jacobs Lawrence L. Bullen Robert Libner 
Donald L. Hersh EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET Don l. Johnson Carl A. Hassel wander Ah-in P. Lipnik $100 Carl L.. Horn E. James Gamble Frederick D. Johnson George M. Mack 
L. Douglas Hoyt William A. Joselyn PARTNERS IN LEADERSlllP Joseph R. Matsen 
Karl E. Braunschneider so Bristol E. Hunter PAUL G. KAUPER CA.BINET Alan R. Kidston Patrick 11. McCauley 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001 2006 
Lawrence H. Johnson John G. Hayward Ward L. Koehler Wilhelm F. Busch Maclyn ·r. Parker 
James A. Kendall Walter I I. Weiner I lerbert M. Leiman Paul B. Campbell Raymond j. Payne 
Peter C. Kostant.acos William T. Means Raymond M. Champion Jr. Chester E Relyea 
John H. Kunkle Jr. LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Herbert L. Meschke Theodore J. St. Antoine JustinT. Rogers Jr. 
Patrick J. Ledwiclge H. Donald Hawkins R. Wyatt Mick Jr. Donald M. Wilkinson Jr.• Walter J. Roper 
Martin R. l..e"is Joseph M. Kortcnhof Donald J. Miller Richard W. Young John F. Shantz 
Cornelius E. LombilTdi Jr. Richard D. Rohr James J. Nopper* Samuel l. Shuman PARTICIPATING DONORS john M. Longway PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Richard W. Pogue Nola Allen Abraham Y. T. Siu Joseph R. McDonald John B. IlrulT Hugh E. Reynolds Jr. R. William Barker I lcnry R. Smitter John E. Mcl.)o"ell* WilHam K. Davenport Gordon H. Smith Jr. George B. Berridge Bradford Stone Robert 0. McFce Ellis B. Freatman Jr. Philip S. Smith Robert H. Bloom Malcolm J. Sutherland Richard P. McManus Garth E. Griffith John F Spindler Stephen A. Bromberg John P. Van Eenenaam Philip G. Meengs John Il. I Jouck Richard C. Stavoe Chris ·i: Christ William K. Yan 't Hof John R. Milligan Dwaine V. Lighthammcr Rudolph Tanasijc,·ich Charles H. Cleminshaw John K. VonLackum Sol Mix Richard J> Matsch James 0. Tingle Milo G. Coerper Stanley R. Weinberger Leonard M. Moore Duane Morris Richard M. Treckelo Howard A. Cole Robert T. Winston Martin C. Oetting John S. Sla"cns Franklin S. Wallace Roderick K. Daane Arthur M. Wisehart Warren K. Ornstein William L. Wise 
Julius Denenberg Marvin 0. Young Burton Perlman Frank L. Zagelmeyer lU 
Jerry A. Donley •Deceased George R. Reller 
Robert B. DornhalTer 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 1956 LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Cynthia Vary Peterson 1955 Khalid A. Al-Shawi William R. Brashear Harold H. Plassman 
l.SF Dollars SS6,581 Michael j. Baughman h . £:,, Raymond H. Dresser Jr. Morton A. Polster SOt Reunion 
Total Cla.s.s Giving $306,SBI joh.n W. Bauknecht 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Edward A. Quinnell Norman I. Brock l.SF Dollars $63,626 Robert 0. Rosenman 
CLASS AGENT James Bulkley Total Class Giving $372,841 Jack G. Armstrong Murray 8. Schwartzberg 
Robert I. Donnellan Ross W. Campbell James S. Hilboldt Donald W. Shaffer CLASS AGENTS Richard W. Morrison 
Bar')~ '69, and Robin Acldmcrn and Donors to the Douglas E. Cutler Jack G. Armstrnng Charles B. Renfrew Lawrence W. Sperling 
Law School John F. Dodge Jr. Raymond H. Dresser Jr. Edward L. Shank David W. Swanson their children, of Scarsdale, New JamesW Dorr Shoshana B. Tancer THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET Vernon C. Emerson REUNION CHAIR Edwin S. Taylor York, haue made a gift of $100,000 Robert B. Fiske Jr. PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Robert L. Fenton Raymond rl. Dresser Jr. John A. Kelly Jr. Robcn S. TI1ompson 
to prouide rhe l.aw Schoo! with EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET Dominic J. Ferraro Labron K. Shuman James A. Timmer john G. Fletcher FUNDRAISING CHAIR Dale Van Winkle esse11tta! f1mtli119 for ini tiatives Irving Stenn Jr. William C. Cassebaum George S. Flint PARTICIPATING DONORS Charles G. Williamson Jr. 
rclatinq to legal r eform and public L HART WRIGHT CABINET Robert S. Frey REUNION COMMITTEE Stephen C. Bransdorfcr MurrayYolles 
service, includi119 support for fellow David R. Macdonald Harvey A. Howard William F. Anhut Hugh R. Braw1 Norman A. Zilber 
Harry G. Iwasko Jr. jack G. Armstrong llarland M. Britz CharlesT. Zimmerman ships and grant s; student mentor PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Bernard A. Kanncn Herbert R. Brown WilJiam R. Brashear 
mg programs; faculty fellows who Robert E. Baker Robert H. Levan Robert A. Brown Jr. Raymond E. Knape Mark R. Lidschin Joseph Butler William D. Brusstar Jr. 1957 culii 1111te students' interest in gou Robert G. Schuur Daniel L. Martin John C. Cary Jr. John C. Cary Jr. William F. Crockett L.SF Dollars Sl9,32S 
rrmncnt, fegal reform, nnd pu!.thc Joseph F. Maycock Jr. Paul R. !·!aerie William Y. Chalfant Total Class Giving S36,87S LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
William M. Moldoff William F. Crockett ;ervtce; pro bono st11drnt orqcrniz'l- James W. Beatty Martin S. Packard Irving L. Halpern Richard R. Dailey CLASS AGENTS 
tions •ind projects; and a '"cture john R. Worthington John R. Peterson James S. 1-lilboldt Glenn S. Dennis Jules M. Pcrlberg 
Leonard J. Prckel William R. jcntcs Marvin Dubrinsky Robert S. Rosenfeld series Thanh to thr qenero>;ty of WIUIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE John A. Kelly Jr. Richard S. Ratcliff Daniel P. Ernst fuchard M. Adams Robert S. McCormick Donors to the the A !elm an f<H11°ly and or her iike- Earl E. Borradaile Fra•.ier Reams Jr. john H. McDermott Donald R. Ford Law School 
m
011tled s.1pporters, M1chi.Ja11 l.aw is Lawrence I. Brown Anthony F. Ringold Richard W. Morrison Norman E. Gaar 
Harvey M. Si lets Eugene H. Gilmartin PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Robert I. Donnellan Roger H. Oetting Robert 0. Guy* among t11e top thwe law ~..i.oots in Roger P. Noorthoek Robert C. Strode! Charles B. Renfrew Merrill W. Green IJ 
the perc1111tarye of 9raduates tak 0 llCJ Douglas E. Peck Donalcl F. Stubbs Edward L. Shank Daniel S. Guy WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE William L. Randall Malin VanAntwerp Lawrence W. Sperling Paul R. Haerle Ralph 11. Dwan Jr. tlteir first jobs in p..i!Jhc ser vi.e ·n1c lnvin Roth Edward L. Vandenberg Charles G. Williamson Jr. Robert L. Halbrook Sidney C. Kleinman Adclmans' previou!" :..uppor!Jor the' William A. Swainson William L. Wilks Norman A. Zilbcr Edward A. Hansen Howard N. Nemerovslci Kenneth S. H. Wong Hazen V. Hatch School has mcluded th~ir establish PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Donors to the Gerald B. Helman PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
ment of a named scholcu::hip ir• William J. Conlin Law School Frank C. Henry George J. Caspar Ill 
2002 Bnrry Adelman is air r.rljunc.t Charles H. Cory II THOMAS M. COOUY CABINET Jobn B. Huck Daniel F. Coughlin Jr. Stewart S. Dixon 
William R. Jentes Richard A. Jones Rodger T. Ederer member OJ tht' I.mu School factd!y. I van M . Forbes Jobn F. Kruger Frederick Mahan 
Jack F.. Gallon PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Thomas A. Lazaroff' Cyril Moscow Sanford B. Hertz William C. Cassebawn Sherwin J. Malkin 
6. See Spring LQN Morton M. Scull Robert S. McCormick JamesT. Neef Sr. 
for reunion totals Roger H. Oetting 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Thomas F. Quinn Jr. PARTICIPATING DONORS john ~t. Stull Stanley Hirt 
John A. Reach Frank F. Recd II jerry P. Baugh Robert S. Sugarman john H. Jackson 
James B. Beckett Don L. Reynolds Robert E. Brown Thomas G. Thornbury Frank D. Jacobs 
George E. Benko john T. Rogers William H. Burkhart Thomas A. Troyer Leroy Michael Jr. 
George T. Bennett l'rai1cis M. Small Jr. Richard C. Burrows George B. Trubow Leonard B. Schwartz 
Jacob Bernstein Byron L. Sparber Marion B. Burton Gerald O.Tupper Wendell A. Smith 
F. Douglas Birdzell Robert S. Tancer James P. Chapekis Theodore M. Utchen George S. Tulloch Jr. 
Hugo E. Braun Jr. Leonard Toboroff John W. Conlin Spyros N. Vlachos 
James C. Bray GcralclTuchow Byron J. Cook Eugene G. Wanger PARTICIPATING DONORS 
"I feel I am incredibly lucky. Dadd F. Breck Robert J. Vanleuven A. Blair Crownover Marvin Waxman l'etcr J. Armstrong 
Phillip C. Broughton Charles A. Wasserman Jr. Irving G. Curry Ill Rainer R. Weigel Harry M. Asch r en;oy what I do. r get up 
David f'. Cargo A. Duncan Whitaker Ronald L.. Dalman Sr. Robert D. Wclchli John M. Barr euery day looking forwmd Eugene H. Ciranni L BcnnettYoung Jon P. Desenberg Thomas R. Winquist lllair 0. Benjamin 
Kenneth B. Cutler Raymond]. Dittrich William P. Wooden Stanton H. Berlin to the work r do. The 
Richard E. Day 
1958 
Joseph A. Gemignani Wilbert L. Ziegler James W. Brehl i11struct10r. and the tools S. Jonathan Emerson Joseph S. Georgiana Robert M. Brucken 
John H. Rldcw LSF Dolla" S44,737 Charles D. Gcrlinger 
G. Sidney Buchanan I recewed ,1t this fine Law 
Philip A. Fleming Total Clau Giving $420,B20 Philip G. Gillespie 1959 Edward D. Bureau Jr. 
Stephen G. Fucrth Hanley M. Gurwin LSF Dollars $60.976 
James L. Burton School me why I experience 
Whitmore Gra) CLASS AGENT john T. Hammond Total Class Giving $BB,007 Donald W. Carlin this satisfaction everydciy'' 
Francis R. Grebe F. Loyal Bemiller Robert J. Hoerner A I be rt D. Cash 
Edward C. Hanpeter Thomas W. 1 loya CLASS AGENT Samuel B. K. Chang 
James R. Hanson Donors to the James A. Humphreys Jr. Gerald L. Bader Jr. David C. Coey Barry A. Adelman, '69 
Mal') A. Hartung Law School Theodore M. Hutchison Lynn W. Fromberg 
Kenneth H. Haynie THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET M. Robert Kestenbaum Donors to the Malcolm H. Fromberg 
Thomas]. Hughes lcrrencc A. E!kes Barry L. King Law School John W Gelder 
Richard M. Hughey Eugene L. Hartwig Charles H. Kivett 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Bracllcy M. Glass 
Michael F. Kelly Barry L. Kroll John P. Williams Albert E. Grinton 
Phillip L Kennedy Thomas J. Lang Frank K. Zinn James J. Hall LAYUN K. JAMES CABINET 
James J, Kilsdonk Robert I' Luciano Stuart R. Lcfstcin LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
Wallace M. Handler 
RoS-< A. Kipka David L. Nixon George E. Lohr Stanley N. Bergman 
Ronald Harbert 
Arthur F. Lamey Jr. Charles C. Lundstrom John D. Boyles David I. Harfeld 
Daniel C. Learned* WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Francis J. Maclaughlin Jr. Jerome B. Libin Arnold Henson 
James A. Leavengood John C. Baity William R. McCart) Louis Pcrlmuller Peter W. Hirsch 
Robert A. Link Eugene J. Farrug Sr. Hannes Meyers Jr. Scott Hodes 
ArthurT. Llppertjr. jack N. Fingersh Phillip B. Moberg WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Wolfgang Hoppe 
George W. T. Loo Phillip R. Jacobus Stephen Moyer ]nmcs T. Funaki John T. Jeandrevin 
Edward A. Manuel Robert A. Ritchie* William K. Muir Jr. DenisT. Rice James P. Kennedy 
Roger C. Markhus Charles L Pcven john E. Schippcl Frank J. Kinn 
D.-;d H. Marlin PARTNERS IN LEA.DERSHIP Donald L Reisig Joel D. Tauber Walter W. Kocher 
Robert A. Martin Lee J. Colling David L Rollins Theodore G. Koerner Ill 
Willfam H. McCready Robert H. Kapp Richard S. Rosenthal PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Hans C. Krueger 
Donald 0. Meyers Daniel L. R. Miller* Elmer C. Rudy Gerald L. Bader Jr. Lawrence J. La Brie 
Frank R. Morris Jr. Gerald W. Padwe Michael J. Ryan Edward Bransiker Paul M. Ladas 
David L. Nelson Gerald M. Smith Thomas A. Dieterich Edwin C. Landis Jr. *Deceased 
E. William Oakland Robert]. Stewart DonnldA. Hines Wayne Lccngran 
James M. Porter William W. Stodghill Barry Hirsch* Lawrence E. Levine 
Ronald J. Under PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Gordon G. Myse Donors to the Warren E. Eagle 
.. .. Nicholas A. Longo Robert W. A ppleford G. Masashi Nakano Law School William S. f-arr Jr. 
Clas 8 John M. MacMillan Robert B. Nelson THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET John A. Fiske 
Melvyn I. Mark LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET William Patterson Henry B. Pearsall Jackson L. l'rost G .. ng Wilbur J. Markstrom Joseph D. Whiteman John I. RilTer* Stanford E. Gass 
• .. • Robert S. McGeough Robert L. Segar L HART WRIGHT CABINET Stuart S. Gunckcl WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Alan F. Meckstroth Erik J. Stapper Charles R. Sharp Harold S. Barron B~rnard I lcllcr 
Daniel C. Mills James C. Shearon William A. Krupman H. Russel llolland 
Robert F. Mitchell PARTN ERS IN LEADERSHIP Susan Rosenthal Shimer Gregor N. Neff Frederick R. Hubbell 
William H. Morman Roger W Findley Dean J. Shipman Stanley R. Zax Thomas E. Hunter 
J. Lee Murphy Robert J. Paley Joel N. Simon LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Anson M. Keller 
Dadd A. Nelson Leonard W Smith G lcnn Sperry Arthur R. Gaudi Michael Klynn 
George E. Parker Ill Arbic R. Thalacker WilHam K. Strong Merwyn M. Kroll 
john Fredric Powell Guy Vander Jagt WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Wal tcrV. Kron 
Canoll F. Purdy Jr. PARTICIPATING DONORS William P. Vogel William Y. Webb Peter F. Levin 
George R. ruchards Thomas R. Beierle David B. Weisman Daniel E. Lewis Jr. 
John Butler Schwemm David A. Benner Kent E. Whittaker PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP John F. Lymburner 
Mark Shaevskv Robert L. Bombaugh Clay R. Williams James N. Adler Francis C. Marsano 
David Y. Smith Anthony C. Buesser Calvin A. Campbell Jr. Richard E. McEac:hcn 
Herbert W. Solomon John P. Bure 1961 
Louis Frey Jr. Rohen L. McLaughlin 
George C. Stewart Robert A. Burns Richard J. Heafey Cecil R. Mellin 
Ronald J. St. Onge Barbara A. Burt 45th Reunion !::,. Richard L. Kay G. Gregory Michael 
Alfred C. Strauss John F. Burton Jr. Richard M. Leslie Timothy J. Murtaugh Ill 
Edward B. Stulbcrg Ward Chapman LSF Dollars $39,245 J. Bruce McCubbrey Jerome D. Neifach 
John M. Swinford David John Cooper Total Class Giving 5257,756 Elliott C. Miller Robert E. O'Connor 
Rohen P. Volpe Dirk De Vries CLASS AGENT John E. Porter Richard W. Odgers 
Robert M. Vorsanger Charles N. Dewey Jr. William S. Farr Jr. James M. Trapp Ben Olin'! 
Marilyn M. Wanger Seyn1our N. Dubrinsky Bruce N. Parsons 
Robert C. Weinbaum Richard A. Elbrcchl REUNION CO-CHAIRS PARTICIPAT'ING DONORS John L. Peschel 
Alan I. Epstein James N. Adler Robert R. Anderson Robert A. Pfaff 
Vance A. Fisher Laurence M. Scoville Jr. Walter M. Andrew Jr. I lanson S. Reynolds 1960 Glenn 0. FLdlcr William Y. Webb Richard 0. Ballentine Russell H. Riggs 
John Fuller Bruce Alden Barnhart Gerald F. Rosenblatt LSF Dollar> $33,899 Harry A. Gaines REUNION COMMITTEE Robert S. Bolton Tot.al Cla.ss Giving $ 134,699 Harold S. Barron Albert J. Russell Mer\'yn S. Gerson James H. Booker Timothy F. Scanlon 
CLASS AGENT Lawrence H. Gingold James H. DeVries John H. Bradbury Laurence M. Scoville Jr. 
K~nt E. Whittaker ClilTord 11. Harl Raymond H. Drymalski Phillip $. Brown Robert A. Shupack 
Douglas J. Hill William S. Farr Jr. J. Philip Burt Donald A. Stichter 
Donors to the Dudley Hughes Barry I. Fredericks George D. Cameron HI Charles H. Stark 
Law School Mark V. Klosterman Irvine 0. Hockaday Jr. John E. Cochrane Paul S. Teranes 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CA.BINET Kenneth Laing Richard M. Leslie l'redcric K. Cono\'er Robert E. Thorne 
John F. Nickoll William M. Lane Daniel E. Lewis Jr. James R. Cripe W. Gerald Thursby 
Robert J. Margolin Kenneth Sparks Bruce J. Daniels* David C. Todd 
Richard H. May L. Vastine Stabler Jr. Frederick S. Dean Daniel E. Tolfree 
!::,. See Spring lQN Richard J. McClear James M.Trapp Charles A. DeGrandpre Stanley A. Williams 
for reunion totals David H. McCown Lloyd E. Williams J1-. Virginia M. Diaz 
Russell A. Mc:Nair Jr. Raymond H. Drymalski 
1962 john A Benning Alan D. Overton Sr. Robert M. Bordeau John B. Pendleton 
LSF Dollars S5B,105 Richard S. Borland Donald R. Prinz 
Total Class Giving $79,255 William M . BrukolT Richard E. Rabbideau 
Rohcrt G. Burton Irwin R. Rein 
cl.ASS AGENTS Robert A. Butler Carl M. Riseman 
Warren M. Laddon RO\·mond E. Corn~) ius LWilliam Schmidt Jr. 
L William Schmidt Jr. Eben G. Crawford Thomas P. Scholler 
Donors to the Douglas S. Dales Jr. SlUart D. Shanor 
Law School Walter T. Dartland Donald j. Spero 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Robert P. Da»idow Recd F. Steele 
John A. Wisc Benton S. Duffeu Jr. James L. Stokes 
Frederic L Dupre Donald I'. Stone 
LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Gerald F. Ellcrsdorfcr Robert W. Swain Jr. 
Garo A. Partoyan Brian C. Elmer Roy Y. Takeyama 
Da> id L Finkelman Thomas W. Taylor 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE James M. Flaggert John j. Timmer 
Peter D. Byrnes Edward M. Grabill Jr. D3'i<l C.Tracey 
Arnalya L. Kearse Robert M. Grover Bowen I-I.Tucker 
William K. King Morrison L I Jeth Kcntj.Yana Warren M. Lacldon John E. Hodgson David A. Watts 
William R. Nicholas Philip S. Hollman David N. Weinman 
Oliver E. Seikel Albert P. Horrigan James J. White 
Robert B. Wessling C. Vernon Howard Jr. Raymond A. Yost 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Richard A. Hyde 
Charles E. Blank Norman Allen Jacobs 1963 Morton L. Efron Lynne B. Johnson 
Michael R. Flyer Bruce Kalom LSF Dollan 595,773 
Alan G. Friedman Alan F. Kane Total Class Giving $151,.345 
Karl L Gotting Philip E. Kaplan 
W. Philip Gray David IL Ka1.1. CLASS AGENT 
Roger B. llarris Vernon D. Kortering John W. Galanis 
Thomas D. Hcckin Joseph P. Kouck y 
Conrad W. Kreger Donors to the Henry J. Price Law School 
!'rank G. Reeder David K. Kroll 
Roger E. Legg L HART WRIGHT CABINET William B. Rees Roher! J. Currie 
Thomas C. Shearer Malcolm E. Martin 
Daniel E. Singer Larry W. McCormack PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
Duane Stranahan Jr. Thomas J. McKey Thomas W. Yan Dyke 
Robert L Metzger 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Charles H. Miel LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
Martin J. Adelman A. Da\'id Mikesell Murray J. Feiwell 
Randolf H. Aires Paul F. Mordy 
William S. Bach Har\'cy S. Morrison 
Livingston Baker Casey Neuman 
J. Edward Barth John R. Nichols 
WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Alexander E. Bcnneu 
Robert C. Canfield 
John W. Galanis 
Gerald L. Gherlein 
Kenneth S. Handmakcr 
Robert L. Harmon 
J. William Holland 
Herbert Kohn 
C. Raymond Marvin 
J. "l11omas McCarthy 
Alan I. Rothenberg 
Philip SotirolT 
C. Peter Theut 
Stefan F. Tucker 
A. Paul Victor 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Stuart r:. Feldstein 
Charles R. Frederickson 
Ira J. Jaffe 
Jerry D. Jordan 
John Berton Kemp 
D. Michael Kratchman 
john A. McDonald 
Hugh M. Morrison 
I\ llan Nachman 
Lee D. Powar 
03'•id J. Rosso 
Richard K. Snyder 
Jackman S. Yodrcy 
Lawrence W. Waggoner 
Kathryn D. Wriston 
Scott F. Zimmerman 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
I I ans G. Bagner 
James M . Beardsley 
William F. Bracuninger 
David A. Brock 
Arthur V. N. Brooks 
Jon L. Brown 
Dan R. Bruggeman 
T. ln·ing Chang 
Theodore R. Cohn 
Simon F. Coleman 
D. Sidner Condit 
James W. Creamer Jr. 
Peter 1-1. DcHaas 
Edwarcl M . Dolson 
Bruce W. Eaken Jr. 
Henry Earle lit 
Anthony E. EfremolT 
Sarah K. Efrcmoff 
S. Stuart Eilers 
Allen D. Evans 
John M. Fischer 
Han·cy R. Friedman 
Andre A. Gelinas 
Su~nne Baine GiJTord 
Beue Gou let 
Warren F. Griencnberger 
NewmanT. Guthrie 
Robert C. Hackett 
Donald J-1. Hann 
Jackson C. Hedges 
j. Walker Henry 
Marvin J. Hirn 
Howard H. Hush Jr. 
James Alan Jensen 
Gen Kajilani 
Johann P Kalbc 
D"''1d B. Kennedy 
BruceT. Kloppman 
John A. Krsul Jr. 
Jules Lang 
Arthur F. Lubke Jr. 
Orlin 0. Luckstcd 
john R. Lutz 
Ralph E. Mahowald 
j. Patrick Martin 
Joe B. McDade 
Gerald E. McNally 
John M. Meade 
Anthony R. Miehe.I 
Gail Franklin Miller 
Charles D. Moyer 
Michael E. Oldham 
Diane L. Olsson 
Anthony J. Pagano 
R. Erk Peterson 
James H. Quirk 
Burton L Raimi 
Law School Recognition 
l11onu, M Coolo1 <.:.wine• 
L,lson R "undt'1 land Cabint.'t 
I .. 11311 Wright C>h1nri 
P•ul <.. Kauprr Calnn~o 
1 d~ Im K J.-:am<:~ Calnru.;' 
W11l1Jm W. B1<hop Jr. C. 1rt l~ 
Par1.11ct" .. 111 I c·~<krdnp 
i\d\t>C"dh.~' Jor l~\t.-cl lcnll' ('A.? 
r>aruapaung l)()nors 







1.000 - 2,499 
500 . 99q 
I -999 
Jame.• 1-1 . Rich Jr. Philip Mc Weeny William S. Moody PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET James T. Dodds 
Burton Rodney Peter S. Sheldon James J. Nack Jon H. Kouba David D. Dodge 
Luis F. Rodriguez Kcnnclh P. Walz Edwin J. Panichas Mark J. Levick L. Garrell Du non Jr. 
Richard A. Shapiro James M. Powell Pau I M. Lurie Gordon L. Elicker 
James L. Shonkwiler Jr. PARTICIPATING DONORS Larry A. Pulkrabek John W. Ester 
Jeffrey B. Shulman Robert D. Andrews Jr. Stephen W. Roberts LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Richard L. l'airchild 
Fredric L. Smith Philip B. Bass Philip J. Rosewarnc Richard M. Helzberg John C. foeldkamp 
Webb A. Smith Robert J. Battista Neal Schaclncl John W. McCullough John P. Fernsler The Honorable Cornelia G. 
Herbert C. Snyder Jr. James R. Borthwick T. Gordon Scupholm II Charles F. Niemeth Rohen B. l'o<ler 
Kennedy, '47, of Detroit recently Charles K. Veenstra Marvin J. Brcl\ncr Jon M. Sebaly Alan J. Olson Sheila Gallagher 
celebrated her 35th amnversarv of Edward A. White E. Alan Brum berger Lloyd A. Semple WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE John E. Gates 
Robert C. White Philip L. Bruner Arthur M. Sherwood f'ricV. llrown Jr. Paul GrofTsky service on the United States Courr Dougla., W. Whitney Charles A. Buss Dayton E. Soby Paul A. Rothman Morris A. Halpern 
oj Appeals for the Sixth Cirrnil fl Roger C. Wolf Timothy K. Carrol I Ben S. Stefanski II Patricia M. Hanson 
Philip F. Wood Alan G. Choate Kenneth E. Stewart PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Edward G. Henneke Jr. recognition, her family, friends and Rolfe A. Worden John J. Connaughton john D.Tully Bruce R. Bancroft Robert H. Holmes jormer law clerks have created the James L. Copeland Chee\'cr Tyler Helman R. Brook John E. Howell Avelino V. Cruz Walter A. Urick David A. Ebershoff John Blair Hutchison Honorable Cornelia G. Kennedy 1964 Charles K. Dayton Daniel W. Vittum Jr. Douglas I. llaguc Leon E. Irish Srltolarship at the Law School LSF Dollars $44,660 Man- G. Dcnkingcr Robert G. Waddell Thomas C. Lee David R. Johnston 
Throughout her distinguished Total Clan Giving $46,310 Jon E. Denney J. Michael Warren A lcxander Macmillan Jerome 1-1. Kearns Michael A. Dively James A. White Rosemary S. Poolt:r Charles B. Keenan Jr. 
career, Judge Kennedy has been CLASS AGENT John J. Dood S. Michael Wilk Thomas B. Ridgley John F. Kern 
a trnilulazer; among many other Stephen M. Wittenberg I lenry M. Ekker David G. Williams Phillip L. Thom Philip S. King 
Daniel R. Elliott Jr. Stephen M. Wittenberg Arthur J. Le,·y 
11chieveme11ts. she was the first Donors to the K. Micharl Foley PARTICIPATING DONORS Richard N. Light 
woman appointed to the .federal Law School James W. Greene Phillip L. Thom Michael J. Lynch 
WIUlAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Ronald R. I lanlon 1965 Ronald C. Allan Sarah Ann Margulies bench in Michigan and the .first William B. Dunn john F. Han"m Charles H. Aymond Michael S. Mathews I.SF Dollars $70,610 
woman to become a chiefj11d9e Lawrence G. Meyer Spencer C. I lunt Total Class Giving S348,834 Thomas E. Baker J. Gary McEachen 
Melinda M. Morris PetcrW. Hyde Larry J. Bingham Michael J. McHalc 
of u United Stutes cJislricl cour l. Thomas E. Palmer Denis t\. Jacques CLASS AGENT Richard L. Blatt• Joseph E. McMahon 
The Kennedy Scholarship will be Donald A. Pierce Jr. J ustiec G. Johnson Jr. Terrence Lee Croft John H. Blish Neil R. Mitchell 
E. Da,id Rollert Allyn D. Kantor llcrbert 11. Brown Andrew H. Motl 
used to support outstanding lnw S. Olof Karlstrom Donors to the James R. Brown Donald E. Overbeck 
students with.financial need. PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Patrick J. Kearney Law School Christopher L. Carson James K. Perrin 
Dennis P. Bedell John A. Kicz THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET Thomas P. Casselman Robert V. Peterson 
Theodore L. Bendall Jr. James L. Krarnbeck William J. Bogaard Joan V. Churchill Richard J. Rankin Jr. 
Ronald W. Carmichael Alan R. l(ra,·cts Charles G. Nickson R. Theodore Clark Jr. Douglas J. Rasmussen Alan D. Croll Paul L. Leeds Wade P. Clarke Jr. David L. Roll 
Thomas G. Dignan Jr. William J. Madden Jr. EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET Amos J. ColTman Jr. Jay A. Rosenberg Irwin J. Dinn Donald L. Martin Lance J. Johnson Charles C. Cohen Lawrence J. Ross 
Fred J. Fechhcimer Timothy W. Mast Laurence D. Connor Stanley D. Ross Albert S. Colbert Samuel j. McKim Ill Terrence Lee Croft James E. Scanlon 
,6. See Spring LQN William T. l-lucton George C. McKinnis Robert H. Daskal George W. Schoonmaker 
for reunion totals Michael V. Marston Alan P. Miller Robert G. Dickinson Andre A. Schwartz 
f·tttkrick B. Sch" ar1e 
Gary J Sh•p•,.. 
Jerome M Smith 
Bcnj•man D. St<•inrr 
Tho..,., J. StTcll Sr. 
Chub S. T•pp.ln 
F Dami Trickc) 
P•ul Wcanh••rg 
Robert G. Wbe 
Timothy D. Wittling«r 
1966 
40th Reunion .6 
I.SF Dollars 




Freel E Schlegel 
REUNION COMMIITEE CHAIR 
James ~•gee 
REUNION COMMIITEE 
Doug! .. M. C•in 
George c; Coggan• 
Dew.!) B. C,..wford 
&rbua [ 1 landschu 
Fred E Schlegel 
Rich•rd C.. Sneed 
Thomas G. W.-hing 
William C. Whitbeck 
Richard J. Williams 
Donorn to the 
Scl\ool 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET 
Samu«! Zell 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
M irhael L. Carter 
J. Alan Gallm1th 
Roger A. Goldman 
Ronald L. Olson 
Richard C. Sneed 
LAYUN K. JAMES CABINET 
James G. Phillipp 
Richud J. Willi;uru 
WIWAH W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Dewey 8. Crawford 
William E Doster 
John M. Walker Jr. 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Jonathan L. Birge 
Alfred M Buc1baugh 
D<>uglas M . Cain 
Robert E. Epstein 
David M. Guinn 
Terence Murphy 
Thomas A. Pliskin 
Fred c. Schlegel 
Erik I I Serr 
Richard F Vitkus 
Thomas G. Washing 
Kenneth J. Wysoglad 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Stanlc) G. Anded 
William C. Anderson 
Hor•re Andrews Jr. 
James G 8.,-ncs 
William G. Barris 
Robert D. Becker 
Robert W. Beicke 
Robert S. 8erbdt7 
Stephen A. Bodzin 
Terrance K. noyle 
Nathaniel P. Breed Jr. 
Jon D. Carlson 
Thomas D. Chase 
George C. Coggins 
William M. Colby 
James F. Companion 
Douglas M . Crowley 
Eugen<' E Danorc 
Michael C. De, inc 
Robert A Dimling 
Dt•nniJ, C. Drury 
George M. Elsen er 
Edwin G. Emerson 
S. Cody Engle 
Robert J. Epstein 
James C. Ef\in Jr. 
Thoma. S. hcland 
Eric J. Faun 
John E. Ferris 
Gerald B. Fincke 
Sidney L. Frank 
Peter S. Galloway 
Thoma. D.Gdl 
Robert E. Gilbert 
Ronald D. Glona 
Bruce M. Groom 
Hiram S. Grossman 
Joseph P. Hafor 
Kenneth R. Harker Jr. 
Roben E. Heller 
William K. llolTman 
Robert E. Hollweg 
Jay S. Hooker 
Raymond E. Hopkin' 
John C. Hutchinson 
Duane H. llved<on 
Gilbert V. lndeglia 
Jon C. Jacobson 
Da>id R. Johnson 
Thomas I Jones 
Dennis S. Kayes 
Stc,·en M Kin 
Richard J. King 
Victor E. D. King 
Frederick W Krieg 
Bailey 11. Kuklin 
R. Bruce Laidlaw 
Kenneth J. LaMotte 
JamcsT. lca\·in Jr. 
Morton Q. Levin 
Edward P. Levy 
Stanley Lubin 
Robert P. Ludgin 
Dianne M. Magee 
John H. Marl.in 
William F. Marx 
Alan A. May 
Robert P. McBain 
F. William McCarty 
Wilham S. McDowell Jr. 
Mi<fad J Mehr 
George B. Mullison 
K.-nn<eth R Omtcrhousc 
Robert S. Paye 
Ronald <; l'rctrkin 
G.ry I Price 
John <... f>rovin1· 
Thomas R Rcmsma 
Jcrrdl P Ros1·11bluth 
Rnb•·rt G. Schuchardt 
I 3\Hcncc J. Sherman 
Morris N Simk111 
William ). Skow 
Gary N. Sundick 
Judith I.. Teichman 
Charles D.'locld 111 
Robert 0. Tyler 
Stuart C. Ungrr Jr 
John ll Wh1nrr) 
William C. Whitbeck 
S...mud W. Wat" er Jr. 
I.SF Ool~rs 




Christoph« B Cohen 
Donors to the 
'l • »O 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
Michael I•. McCarthy 
Joseph R. Seiger 
Charle• V.111ornton Ill 
LAYLIN K. JAMES CA81NET 
James R. l.amh 
JrlTrey 11. Miro 
lo. Miles l'rrnucc Ill 
WIWAH W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
James M. Amend 
Willmn M Brodhead 
Randolph H. Fields 
James P. Kleinberg 
J. Da,·id Mackstallcr 
Charles K. Marquis 
William C. Pelstcr 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Ronald E. Brackett 
Leonard A. Chinitz 
William H. Conner 
M. Donald Drescher 
Hurst K. Groves 
Marilyn W Groves 
Jeffrey G. I Jcuer 
Sally Katzen 
Matthc" P. McCauley 
Dack McDonough 
J. Thomas Mullen 
Richard B. Nesson 
Jack L. ;-\cucnschwandcr 
Philip A. Nicely 
J. Larry :\ichols 
&n• 11. Rodgers 
(m """"°') of of Ju-,.(. ftodp) 
Larry J. Spilkin 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Joel S. Adelman 
John J. Arado 
Joseph H. Ballway Jr. 
Lew is T. Barr 
Calvan E. Bellamy 
Thomas A. Bengtson 
Robert L. Bcrchem 
Thomas F. Blackwell 
Hope Knight Blucher 
James A. Boucher 
Robert M. Brimacombc 
William C. Buhl 
jack M. Burkett 
Gerald S. Clay 
Christopher B. Cohen 
I.William Cohen 
James H. Cohen 
"I appredate so much all 
that I received from the 
University of Michigan, 
both undergraduate and 
Law School. I am pleased 
that the -;cholarship 
may help make the same 
opportunity for others." 
The Honorable Cornelia 
G. Kennedy, '47 
• • 
Bruce L. Colton Gu) H. McMichael Jll 1968 jamcsW. Burdick Robert L. Utt 
Cl Timothy J. Curtin Robert I I. McSwecny William M. Burns John H. Logie a s s Peter A. Danl<in James L. Meretta LSF Dollars $58,267 John H. Burson Lawrence G. Lossing 
Giving Dixon B. Dann Whitney F. Miller Tot.al Class Giving $463,091 Thomas K. Butterfield James W. Malsbury 
Michael J. Da"is Aida S. Montano Elden W. Bu\7.haugh Jr. Michael A. Mason 
.. .. .. Thomas J. Donegan Jr. Charles A. Moran CLASS AGENT David L. Callies J. Frank McCahe 
Charles A. Dunkel Philip W. Nantz Mark M. Scoblionko Barbara A. Clark Stewart H. McConaughy 
A. Jerome Dupont John H. Norris Donors to the Stephan L. Cohen Gordon A. McKean 
Carl E. Esser Joseph F. Page Ill Law School Kenneth S. Colburn John P. Meaker 
James B. Fadim Charles L. Pitcock THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET R. M ichacl Cole Bruce P. Miller 
J. Kay Felt Edward H. Po" ers Bruce P. Bickner John 0 . Conley James A. Mitchell 
Duane A. Fcurer John W. Puffer Ill David M. Copi Patrick M. Muldoon 
Arnold M. Flank Ronald I. Reicin LAYllN K. JA11ES CABINET Michael W. Colter Malachy R. Murphy 
Jack E. Ford Eric r. Reif James L. McDonald Peter M. Cre' i Donald A. Nelson 
Lon Foster Ill W. Rober\ Rcum Martin C. Rccchuitc J. Jcrferson l)a, is John A. Nitz 
George E. Freese Ronald A. Rispo Charles E. Thomas Jr. Williamson P. Donald Robert J. Oexemao 
Dennis L. Froslic John A. Sebert Jr. Robert L. Eastaugh Eli>.abcth R. Parker 
John M. Gardner William C. Shedd WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Larry R. Eaton Ronald W. Pcriard 
Dadd R. Gcuo Gerald D. Skoning Lester L. Coleman Ill Robert J. Faux Willard E Pinney Jr. 
Ronald R. Gilbert James A. Smith Stephen A. Glasser Allen D. Field I-. Ronald Poste1H 
Roger M. Golden Mark E. Smith WaherW. KurCl.e\\ Ski Jerfrey A. !'rant George E. Preonas 
Charles H. Goodman George M. Smrtka Will.iam J. Garmisa Paul C. Pringle 
Charles D. Hackney Richard N. Stcin PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Ronald Gerard John C. Ransmcier 
Charles J. Barnhill Jr. George 0. Hamilton Geoffrey M. Stoudt Frederick W. Brenner Jr. Ronald R. Glancz Joseph D. Rich Marshall Hamilton John H. Stout Sr. Peter C. Flintoft Lawrence M. Glazer Mark R. Sandstrom Edward W. Harris II I John T. Svendsen Wood R. Foster Jr. Rohert S. Gold Michael D. Saphicr John C. Hartranft Thomas E. Swaney Lawrence M. Gill Edward B. Goldman Lav. rencc j. Schulman 
Louis J. Hellerman Jefrrey H. Swartzbaugh Francis P. I lubach Jr. 
Henry S. Gornbein James E. Schwab 
William R. Hineline Ira L. Tannenbaum 
Harry P. Lamberson 
J. Kirklai1d Grant Mark H. S<:oblionko 
Robert L. llood Bruce A. Timmons Charlotte Greenfield Melvin S. Shonen 
William J. I lutr.binson Michael 0. Umphrey Richard Lempert William N. Gross Cornelius J. Sullivan 
Daniel H. Isreal Ronald G. Vantine Ronald L. Ludwig Robert W. Harmon Michael P. Sullivan 
Robert S. Kat« Larry Viclorson Ste'cn D. Pepe Ronald M. Harwith Thomas F. Sweeney 
Michael J. Kchart James E. Walter James E. Rice John L. Hayes Thomas F. Tresselt 
Joel D. Kellman Stanley P. Weiner WilUam M. Toomajian Thomas A. Hayes Nancy v.: Trowbridge 
Marc S. Kirschner Rober\ A. Wells Jay L. Witkin Francis J. Hcarsch Jr. Thomas R. Trowbridge Ill 
Douglas D. l.ambarth Thomas L. Whittington PARTICIPATING DONORS A. Benjamin Henson Samuell L. Tsoutsanis 
Stephen A. Landsman David G. Wisc Charles F. Adler Jr. Jay A. Herbst Daniel Van Dyke 
Robert R. Lennon Michael W. York Da,id S. Allen William D. Hen John H. Vogel 
Joanne Leveque John F. Zulack Cushman D. Anthony Frazer C. H ildcr Carl H. \"Oil Ende 
Travis H. D. Lewin Michael J. Barnhart Robert I~ Hurlbert WiUiam R. Weber 
James A. Locke Ill WLlliam F. Bavinger Ill Eli1.abct.h Kinney Alfred J. Wiederkehr 
Joycr Q. Lower Rober\ J. Bernhardt Terry J. K laasen Gary F. Wyner 
Michael P. Malley Richard I. Blod1 Jeffrey R. Kravit7. Jack R. Zerby 
Thomas 0 . Mann Richard M. Bluestein Eric V. Lemon 
Richard D. Mclellan Michael J. Bobrorf Paul L. Lieberman 
Alan G. Lipson 
1969 
PARTICIPATING DONORS John J. Lynch Ill 
Sam L.Abram Samuel W. W. Mandell 
LSF Dollars S82.l24 Ben J. Abrohams Richard C. Marsh 
Total Class Giving Sll l ,399 Robert S. Adler David C. Ma.stbaum 
Stephen W. Andrew M. Bruce McCullough 
Cl.ASS AGENTS Michael A. Bergin Robert M. Meisner 
Robert E. Gooding Jr. Douglas G. Boven Richard E. Meunier 
Swiley S. Stroup Stephen C. Brown William S. Moore 
Donors to the 
Marisa M. Buttrey James P. Murphy 
Kenneth K. Cassell John R. Myer 
Lau. School Wi ll iam A. Childress Michael E. Neiheiscl 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET A I Ian J. Claypool Stephen M. Newman 
Barry A. Adelman Joel E. Cooper Da\ id E. Nims Ill 
L HART WRIGHT CABINET john P. Davis Richard H. Nimtz 
Regina Siske Pau l R. D1moml Robert H. Norris 
(rn memory ef Roaer C. Si.<kc) George M. Elworth Charles R. OlcS?.ycki 
Robert D. Evans Allen J. Philbrick 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Terry E. Fenzl Louis D. Pierce 
Marilynn J. Cason Harold E. Fischer Jr. Norman A. Platt 
Brian P. Patchen James R. Frederick Harold W. Reick 
Stanley S. Stroup Stuart A. Friedman Urban C. Remmel 11 
Charles I.. Gagncbin Il l Arthur C. Rinsky 
L.AYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Randall J. Gingiss JelTrcy P. Robbins 
Peter P. Garam Robert H. Goldman Robert L. Rose 
Robert J. Khcel Peter I:. Goodstein Barry E. Sammons 
Arnold M. Nemirow Richard B. Gorman Gary P. Sams 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
L:>wrence E. Hard Larry J. SchilT 
Charles A. Adamek Philip J. llarter Ronald B. Schram 
Lori Klein Adamek James F. I lartmann Jr. Simcha Shapiro 
Stephen P. Kikoler Howard C. Hay Robert J. Sher 
Gary M. Macek Marshall David Hier Robert M. Sigler Jr. 
Thomas M. O'Leary John R. Holmes Ken R. Springer 
B. Lance Saucrteig N. Thomas Horton 11 Stephen J. Spurr 
Roger C. Siske* J. Richardson Johnson Michael B. Staebler 
David E. Weiss Jr. Robert P. Johnstone Alan J. Sternberg 
James M. Justin John J. Van De Graaf Jr. 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Gerald I I. Kahn Claude L. VanderPloeg 
8sel W. Bailey Jr. Mary B. Kahn Gerald W. Van Wyke 
Charles W. Borgsdorf Edward S. Kaplan E. Rick Watrous 
Richard F. Carlile Chan Jin Kim Philip L. Weinstein 
Spencer T. Denison Ralph L. Kissick Fred M. Woodruff Jr. 
Robert E. Gooding Jr. 0. John Kuenhold Mar) M. Zulack 
Darrel J. Grinstead Thomas W. Lacchia 
G. Alfred Mudge Frederick Lambert 
David F. Ni tschkc John M. LcFevrc Jr. 
Rickard F. Pfizcnmaycr Walter H. Lindsay 
La" rcnce E. Young 
1970 
LSF Dollars S I 16,478 
Total Class Giving $759,478 
CL.ASS AGENT 
Gregory L. Curu1cr 
Donors to the 
Law School 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET 
Leo R. Beus 
James L. Waters 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
John M. Fordlc 
Edward T. Moen II 
LAYLJN K. JAMES CABINET 
David 13aker Lewis 
Simon M. Lorne 
David M. Schraver 
John C. Unkovic 
WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Steven ll. Chameides 
Gregory L. Curmcr 
Jon C. MacKay 
R. Stan Mortenson 
Victor F. Ptasznik 
John L. Sobieski Jr. 
Robert H. Swart 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
James R. Bieke 
Bettye S. Elkins 
Barry B. George 
Peter L. Gustafson 
Richard ll. Kepes 
Robert A. Prentice 
Steven G. Schember 
Thomas J. Whalen 
Laurence E. Winokur 
Jay H. Zulauf 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Gary N. Ackerman 
George W. A lien 
Frederick J. A mrosc 
James N. Barnes 
Patricia S. Bauer 
Patrick J. Berardo 
Mary F. Berry 
Richard F. Brennan Jr. 
James N. Candler Jr. 
Douglas R. Chandler 
Mary 7.. Chandler 
Robert B. Cohen 
Gordon B. Conn Jr. 
Randall G. Dick 
Diane Sharon Dorfman 
Stephen C. Ellis 
Richard J. Erickson 
George E. Feldmiller 
Jane forbes 
Dale B. i"urnish 
James V Gargan 
William E. Goggin 
Leslie J. Goldman 
Steven 11. Goodman 
Mark A. Gordon 
Donald F. Haas 
John J. Hays 
William A. Irwin 
James F. Israel 
Howard A. Jack 
Terrill S. Jardis 
C. Clayton Johnson 
Michael V Kell 
Marc J. Kennedy 
Peter J. Kok 
Brian J. Kott 
Joel N. Krcizman 
Aldis Lapins 
Ronald E. Manka 
John R. McCarthy 
Kenneth J. Mcintyre 
Debra Aru1 Millcnson 
Ralph A. Morris 
George B. Moseley Ill 
Ivan W. Moskowitz 
Patrick J. Murphy 
State Funding Received 








Thomas R. NiL-olai Donors to the Noel Anketell Kramer Steven M. Woghin 
John S. Pfarr Law School PARTICIPATING DONORS Karl E. Kraus Howard B. Young 
Stcvan D. f>hilHps PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Lawrence M. Abramson Edward M. Kronk Robert J. Zitl3 
Marshall S. Redman Richard R. Burns Leslie W. Abramson Brian J. Lake 
Douglas R. Rendleman Frederick L. Feldkamp John L. Barkai Charles M. Lax 
Susan L. Rockman Richard M. Barron Bruce J. Lazar 1972 
Robert J. Sammis LAYLIH K. JAMES CABINET Robert M. Becker Stephen R. Leeds U F Dollars $96,668 
Through a gift of $100,000, Lawrence W. Schad Wayne C. Dahb Jr. Alan C. Bennett David E. ufovre Total Class Giving $ 153,168 
Eric J. Schncidcwind Paul F. Sefcovic Bruce D. Black Bruce R. LcMar 
Gene, '58 and Donna Hartwig of Michael D. Scndar Jelfrcy H. Smith John B. Bowers Steven H. Levinson CLASS AGENT 
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.funded Lyle B. Stewart Sr. David M. Stahl Robert J. Bremer Alan M. Loeb Kim L. Swanson 
Michael J. Thomas Georgetta Ann WoUT Darrel G. Brown J. Terence Lyons 
a charitable remainder unitrust to Peter M. Weinbaum Aaron H. BullofT David M. Mattingly Donors to the 
establish the Hartwig Law Schoo! Martin C. Weisman WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE C. Erik Chickedantz Robert E. McFarland Law School 
Su~an S. Westerman Denis B. Binder Arthur R. Cone Ill David W. McKeague L HART WRIGHT CABINET Endowed Scholarship Fund The M. Jay Whitman Howard L. Boigon Jules I. Crysul Gale T. Miller Leonard J. Baxt 
Hartwig Scholarship will benefit James W. Winn Henry E. Fulclner Thomas B. Dorris Richard L. Mintz Jeffry N. Grabel PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Lawrence A. Young Robert J. Dugan Melvin J. Muskovitz Nora A. Bailey in-state Law students with s trong Wayne C. Inman Frank D. Eaman William R. Nuercnberg 
Karen K. MacKay Pau l L. Lee academic performance who t1eed George W. Edwards James A. 0' Brien Jr. James E. Lurie 1971 Muriel Jnvin Nichols Robert W. Edwards Jr. assistance to finance their legal David M. Spector Michael B. Evanoff Corey Y. S. Park Dean C. Storkan 
40th Reunion .6 Sally Ganong Pope educations. Remembering that Edward 0 . Sybesma Jr. Donald C. Exclby Herbert J. Ranta LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
Donna's teaching salary supported PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Louis G. Ferrand Jr. Wanda J. Reif Jane Waterson Griswold UF Dollars $ 110,000 David M. Fitzgerald 
Total Class Giving S l21,304 Paul Alexander Michael F. Reuling Joseph C. Zcngcrle Ill them through Ge11e's third year 
Dickson G. Brown 
Lawrence D. Fruchtman William H. Scharf Lynda Siegel Zcngerle 
of Law School, the Hmtwigs were CLASS AGENT James N. Doan Timothy A. Fusco Don A. Schiemann 
Howard A. Scrlio David E. Everson Jr. Connie R. Gale John R. Schoonmaker WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE inspired to create their scholarsfiip 
James P. Feeney Donald $. Gardner Kurt G. Schreiber Nelson G. Alston 
by the knowle<lgc that the cost of REUNION COMMITTEE CHAIRS Gene N. Fuller Gerald Garfield Peter M. Schwolsky William J. Davis Jr. 
Paul Alexander 
Michael J. Gentry Robert M. Gault Howard A. Serlin Saul A. Green attending Michigan Law has Howard L. Boigon 
Barry D. Hovi< Stuart E. Grass Lowell M. Seyburn Michael L. Hardy 
grown beyond the reach of most Thomas R. John<on Dawn Hertz Dale L. Sielaff William J. Meeske REUNION COMMITIEE Peter T Hoffman Timothy A. Nelsen Mary Kay Kane Donald H. Silverman middle-class .families. Their gift Richard R. Burns Peter J. Hustinx Joseph T. Sinclair Ill Thomas W. Palmer 
and others like tt help to make Frederick L. J'cldkamp 
Stephen P. KilgrifT Stuart M. Israel Abraham Singer S. Michael Peck 
Dawn Sc:rivnor Hcrt7 Wolfgang Knapp John E. Jacobs Charles M. Stewart Mark A. Vandcr Laan 
a Michigan Law education a John E. Jacobs Alan R. Lcpene W. Thomas Jennings Ronald J. Sryka 
democratic ideal. not an exclusive Muriel Irwin Nichols William J. Rainey David C. Jensen Gordon E. Swartz PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
William J. Rainey Alan H. Richardson Robert T. Joseph William J. Abraham Jr. Julia Rankin Richardson Deanell R. Tacha privilege. Julia Rankin Richardson Frank M. Kaplan Lawrence C. Tondcl William T. Bisset 
Sterling "Terry" Ross Sterling L. Ross Jr. Robert 0. Kaplow Dona.Id F. Tucker Zachary Dean Fasman Ronald P. Soltman Jeffrey H. Smith 
Roger B. Tilles 
Carter E. Keithley Gary L. Walker JelTrcy J. Greenbaum 
Da-•id M. Spector Peter A. Kelly Paul D. Weaver Diane L. Jensen 
.6 See Spring LQN Da,•id M. Stahl Gerald V. Weigle Jr. R. Joseph Kimble Larry C. Wil ley Robert E. Kass 
for reunion totals Donald F. Tucker Joseph J. Ziino Jr. John E. Klein Steven H. Winkler Roben G. Kuhbach 
Georgetta Ann Wolff 
Stephen P. Lindsay Ronald E. Greenlee lll 
Thomas G. Morgan Dennis M. Haley 
Alan M. Rauss Michael P. Hall 
William J. Richards Richard J. I lilfer Jr. 
Barbara Rom Mark B. Hillis 
Larry J. Titley Craig D. Holleman 
John A. VanLuvanee Ronald S. Holliday 
Robert J. White Gary A. Hollman 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Gregory A. I lulTman 
Kenneth T. johnscm Jr. 
Alan T. Ackerman Louis L. Joseph 
Millard F. Aldridge Linda B. Kcrsker 
John W. Allen Joseph W. Kimmell JI 
Gerald A. Ambrose Calvin B. Kirchick 
Charles J. Avcrbook David Kirshman 
Da,·id G. Baker Kenneth A. Kraus 
John H. Boggs Richard N. W. Lambert 
Robert E. Borton Barbara A. 1.ane 
Phillip J. Bowen Nielsen V. Lewis 
James E. Brenner Frank B. Lienhart Jr. 
John G. Brian Ill Seth M. Lloyd 
Robert H. Brown Joseph D. Lonardo 
Thomas C. Brown Joanna London 
H. Patrick Callahan Richard A. Martens 
Donald J. Clark William F. Martson Jr. 
LawrcnC(" S. Coburn Robert J. McCullen 
Wilunm L. Cooper Thomas J. McGinn 
Lawrence W. Dam Gary J. McRay 
JclTrcy Davis M. David Minnick 
Donald J. Dawson Jr. Philip M. Moilanen 
Charles A. Duerr Jr. James M. Moore 
Christopher J. Dunsky Neil G. Mullally 
Stephen S. Eberly K. William Neuman 
Richard D. Elliott Eugene P. Nicholson Ill 
Peter B. !·arrow Glanella Nunn 
Paul S. Felt Marcia 13. Orr 
Neil Jon Firctog Douglas R. Penny 
Robert W. Fleishman Robert T. Picken Jr. 
David E. Frasch John B. Pinney 
John P. Freese John P. Quinn 
Jeffrey E. Froelich A lien J. Rapoport 
Lawrence M. Cavin Charles D. Rcite 
James 11. Geary Michael J. Renner 
Adamont N. Georgeson James A. Rice 
Richard B. Ginsberg Charles T. Richardson 
Bruce A. Goldstein Lawrence A. Rogers 
Norman 11. Roos 1973 Morton M. Rosenfeld 
David J. Rude LSF Dollars $165,141 
Stuart W. Rudnick Total Clau Giving Slll ,561 
William M. Schlecte 
Stuart A. Schloss Jr. CLASS AGENTS 
Jim E. Scott Quinn W. Martin 
Peter R. Scullen Pamela B. Stuart 
Stephen F. Secrest Donors to the 
Gerald I'. Seipp Law School 
Michael B. Shapiro EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET 
Gordon P. Shuler John M. Nannes 
Harvey J. Shulman 
Janice Siegel l . HART WRIGHT CABINET 
Bruce E. Smith Michael R. Fayhcc 
CraigA. Smith Gregor) T. Mutz 
Dean E. Snyder 
George C. Stech PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
Miriam Bernstein Steinberg Eric A. Oesterle 
James D. Supance 
I larold A. SwalTord LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
Keith E. Swanson Steven F. Greenwald 
Peter N.Thompson James R. Jenkins 
Sandra A. Thompson Kathleen McCrce Lewis 
Richard L. C. Virtue John K. Villa 
William P. Weiner Jerry C. Wagner 
Michael E. Whitsitt 
J. Bryan Williams WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
John D. Wilson Jr. William J. Campbell Jr. 
William B. Wilson Edward A. Grossmann 
James S. Wulach 
Robert E. Hirshon 
Robert Zcgstcr Donald I Jubert 
David H. Zoellner Warren J. Kessler Quinn W. Martin 
Christopher Hull Milton 
George D. Ruttinger 
Frederick C. Schaf rick 
Max J. Schwartz 
Allan J. Sweet 
Robin G. Weaver 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Rupert M. BarkolT 
Samuel Bufford 
Charles S. DcRousic 
Steven E. Fox 
Gene B. George 
Ronald M. Gould 
Charles A. Lowenhaupt 
Curtis L. Mack 
Mark F. Mehlman 
Lawrence R. Moelmann 
Richard J. Munsch 
Richard M. O'Connor 
John A. Payne Jr. 
David M. Pedersen 
John $. Redpath Jr. 
Christine M. Rhode 
Timothy M. Sheehan 
Stephen M. Silverman 
Timothy M. Stone 
Pamela B. Stuart 
Frank P. VanderPlocg 
Abraham L. Zylberberg 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Ronald J. Allen 
Elliott D. Andalman 
Franciscus A. Bakker 
James L. Baumoel 
Mark R. Bendure 
Donald P. Bennett 
Wilfred J. Benoit Jr. 
Martha Bergmark 
Keith T. Borman 
Andrew J. Broder 
Brian I. Brown 
Clifford 13. Buelow 
Ronald H. Bussey 
Clinton Canady 111 
Thomas M. Carhart Ill 
MichaelT. Chaney 
John B. Chapman 
John M. Christian 
Rufus L. Cole 
Louis A. Colombo 
William H. Cordes 
Katherine Gerstenberger 
Crystal 
Bruce L. Dalrymple 
Charles 0. Daniel 
James P. Dean 
Thomas L. Drenth 
"Knowing what our U of M 
education has meant to us 
in terms of our careers and 
quality of life, it required 
little thought on our part 
to make a gift that would 
provide meaningful schol-
arship aid to deserving 
students. We hope these 
student beneficiaries will 
have not only a rewarding 
University experience, but 
will enjoy lives as rich and 
ful.fil1ing as we have had." 
Eugene L. Hartwig, '58 
John H. Eft Richard M. Schumacher 1974 PARTICIPATING DONORS lnomas W. Kcnnish • • Gregory A. Eurich Melvin R. Schwartz Emerson J. Addison Jr. Bernard S. Kent 
Cl aaa Norman E. Fretwell !Uchard E. Schwartz !SF Dollars S91,709 Clifford D. Allo Renate Klass 
G Philip M. Frost Stephen E. Selander 
Total Class Giving SIB0,44B David B. Anderson P. Kenneth Kohnstarnm 
v ag Neil Ganulin Joseph J. Serritella W. David Arnold Jeffrey 0. Komarow CL.ASS AGENT 
" • • 
Larry R. Goldstein Richard P. Shcolnck Anita H. Jenkins 
Richard F. Babcock Jr. Spencer Le Roy 111 
Gregory D. Hale ruchard F. Silvestri John R. Barker Gordon R. Lewis 
Theodore L. Hall Je!Trey Small Donors to the Sara S. Beale Stuart M. Lockman 
John P. Hcil Stanley Smilack Law School William D. Belski Matthew J. Mason 
Jeffrey L. Hirschfield Barry R. Smith EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET James L. Bickett Daniel W McGill 
Timothy 1-1. Howlett john W, Solomon Neil R. Mann Randolph T. Borden Paul L. B. McKenney 
Frank W Jackson Ill Sterling K. Speirn Patricia L. Mann Arnold P. Borish Shirley Moscow Michaelson 
Robert W Jaspen john M. Spencer Michael B. Brough Alan S. Miller 
Barry S. Josephson Frederick O. Sprague PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Philip A. Brown Arthur R. Miller 
Ronald L. Kahn Robert F. Stayman Larry D. Hunter Carl V. Bryson Reese F. Mills 
Don L. Keskey Thomas G. Stayton Michele Coleman Mayes Robert W. Buechner William F. Mills Jr. 
Edward F. Kickham Gary G. Stevens Janice L. Charter Richard G. Moon 
Charles G. Knox James E. Stewart LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET David W. Clark Kraig E. Noble 
George E. Kuehn C. Mark Stoppcls Robert A. Armitage Norma Ann Dawson Laurence C. Nolan 
Steven E. Kushner 1 lclen H. Sundgrcn James B. Griswold Edgar P. DeVyldcr Jr. Thomas S. Nowinski 
Wendy J. Lascher Robert E. Tail Anita I-I. Jenkins Gary R. Dicsing Mark S. Patt 
Eric Einar Lenck Philip R. Tellcen Stephen T. Kochis Joseph F. DiMento Irving Paul 
Ber tram L. Levy Roger M. Theis Michael H. Morris Richard D.S. Dixon 111 Dougla.• W. Peterson 
Michael G. Marion William S. 1nomas Jr. Larry J. Saluslro Bruce D. Dugstad Paul A. Peterson 
Robert K. Matsumoto William J. Travis Dana L.Trier Michael D. Eagen P. Frederick Pfenninger 
Thomas W. Mclaughlin David VanderHaagcn Dennis M. Fallon Richard A. Polk 
Harvey J. Messing Michael G. Vartanian WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE S. Jack Fenigstein Thomas G. Power Jon Y. Arnason 
Donald B. Miller Richard J. Webber Jean-Francois Bellis 
Raymond F. Fix Clarence L. Pozza Jr. 
Blondell L. Morey Hendrik Weinans Richard J. Gray 
Michael J. Forster John P. Racine Jr. 
Larry A. Mowrer James L. Wernstrom Robert A. Nelson Lloyd A. Fox Louis C. Roberts 
Mattbcw L. M ycrs Robert L. Wcyhing llf David C. Patterson Steven F. t'ricdeU John M. Rogers 
Michael F. N uechterlein Andrew S. Williams !Uchard A. Riggs 
Daniel S. Friedman Gary A. Rowe 
Martin D. O'Malley Robert T. Williams Jr. Richard P. Saslow Nancy N. Grckin Mkhael D. Rubin 
Edward H. Pappas David C. Zalk Larry D. Thompson 
Glen ll. Gronseth James A. Sarnborn 
Richard D. Persinger Michael C. Haines Ivan J. Schel l 
Je!Trey M. Petrash PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Gene H. Hansen Daniel M. Schember 
Leo H. Phillips Jr. R. Michael Gadbaw Paul D. Harrington Walter R. Sc:bocnle 
Glenn M. Price Frank J. Greco Susan L. Hauser Brook M. Smith 
Michael M. Ransmcier Thomas L Harnsberger George F. I lcidcn Darryl L. Snider 
Allan J. Reich JctTrey L. Howard Louis A. 1-lighmark Jr. Barbara S. Steiner 
Mark M. Rosenthal James J. Maiwurm Patrick J. I lindert David G. Strom 
Robert A. Rowan Daniel E. Reidy Alan B. Hoffman Franklin W. Strong Jr. 
Paul F. Russell Bart J. Schenone Bruce F. Howell Maria M. VanBeek 
6. See Spring LQN 
Jeffrey L. Schad MichaelToulT W Lawrence Joad1im Jaime G. Vela 
George Schankler H. Wendell Johnson Bruce T. Wallace 
for reunion totals Michael J. Schmedlen Alan L. Kaufman James D. Wangelin 
James M. Warden PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP John R. Holdcnried 
Thomas W. Weeks Donald N. Ouqueue Stephen J. Hopkins 
Patricia D. White Shirley A. Kaigler Diane L. Kaye 
Christina B. Whitman Nina K rauthamer William V. Lewis Jr. 
L. Michael Wicks Mark F. Pomerantz A. Russell Localio 
frc<lcrkk C. Williams* Frederick J. Salek Thomas R. M~'<:ulloch 
Thomas S. Wiswall James B. Stoetzer George H. McKay 
Craig A. Wolson Robert P. Wessely John H. McKendry Jr. 
Kenwood C. Youmans Nobutoshi Yamanouchi Stephen B. McKown 
Robert K. Morris 
PARTICIPATING DONORS J. Kenneth L. Morse 
1975 Lucile J. Anutta Walter E. Mugdan Clara Hayley Axam Michael Murray LSf Dollar< $124,06S Richard M. Bendix Jr. 
Toul (Jass Giving $162.585 Andrew S. Muth Joyce llihary I lideo Nakamura 
CLASS AGENT Susan L. llloch Morton L. Novcck 
David H. Paruch Michael 11. Boldt Charles F. Oliphant Ill 
John H. Brannen Norman D. Orr 
Donors to the Robert C. Bruns George A. Pagano 
Law School David J. Bu!Tam David 11. Paruch 
L. HART WRIGHT CABINET Lamont E. Buffington Da-id M. Pellow 
Jcrrr~y l.iss Michael P. Burke David R. Peterson 
Paula H. Powers Christopher L. Campbell Bru~'<! N. Petterson 
Timothy A. Carlson Joel F. Pierce PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Sherry L. Chin Anne Bowen Poulin 
Richard C. Sanders Henry B. Clay Ill Clark T. Randt Jr. 
George T. Cole John C. Reil'< LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET John R. Cook 
Rochelle D. Alpert J. M ichacl Cooney 
Joseph A. Ritok Jr. 
Steven ·r. Hoort Gordon W. Didier 
James J. Rodgers 
Robert A. Katcher Daniel P. Ducorc 
John C. Roebuck 
Joel E. Krischcr Peter M. Rosenthal KcnneLh R. Faller Gai l Rubinfcld Terry S. Latank h Susan Grogan Faller Michael 11. Runyan Adrian L. Steel Jr. Lawrence G. f"einberg 
Douglas M. Tisdale Mary Louise Fellows 
Dcllllis G. Ruppel 
Rodney Q. Fonda 
Larry J. Saylor 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Catherine 1-1. Gardner 
Gary D. Sesser 
Scott J. Arnold 
Paul L. Gingras 
Gary D. Sikkema 
I Scott Bass Alfred E. Smith Jr. 
Ronald F. Graham Mattie P. Compton 
R. Thomas Greene Jr. 
James D. Spaniolo 
Sue Ellen Eisenberg 
Charles Hair 
Dennis R. Spivack 
Barbara E. Etkind Michael A. Stack 
Alan K. Hammer David Y. Stanley David B. Hirschcy 
I lurLiccnc Hardaway Arnold J. Kibur/. Ill Robert 11. StolofT 
Michael W. Hartmann David W Lentz Richard B. Urda Jr. 
Martin T. McCue Mark D. Herlach Raymond L. Vandenberg 
James L Wamsley lfl Douglas R. Herman Matthew B. Van I look 
Nathaniel A. lloffman 
Barbara 1: Walzer 
Peter L. Wanger 
Alan M. Weinberger 
Barry F. White 
Paula M. Zera 
Zena D. Zumcta 
1976 
30th Reunion D,. 
LSF Dollars $71 , 102 
Total cta.ss Giving $121,352 
CLASS AGENTS 
Da' id M. Armj\agc 
Bertie N. Butts 
REUNION COMMITIEE CHAIRS 
Bertie N. Butts 
William P. O'Neill 
FUNDRAISING COMMlmE 
Karen H. Clark 
William A. Kindorflll 
Nancy Meier Lipper 
Robert E. Sheeder 
David L. Wolfe 
PARTICIPATION COMMIITH 
Robert D. Aicher 
Valorie A. Gilfeather 
Corrine A. Goldstein 
Will E. McLeod 
Nancy R. Schauer 
Renee M. Schoenberg 
Wirnam Steward Waldo 
Jerome R. Watson 
Donors to the 
Law School 
l. HART WRIGHT CABINET 
Yvonne S. Quinn 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
William P. O'Neill 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Philip J. Collora 
Richard L. Epling 
CorinneAmy Goldstein 
Nancy Meier Lipper 
Michael $. Olin 
Valdemar L. Washington 
M ichatl H. Woob·cr 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Christin<' L. Albright 
Kenneth A. Alperin 
Da\'icl M. Armitage 
Gar) E. Baker 
P. E. Bcnnell 
Berrie N. But ts 
Karen H. Clark 
Charles M. Cobbe 
Marrjo Rose Cohen 
ValorieA. Gilfeathcr 
Stephen E. Godsall-Mycrs 
Daniel J. Goldberg 
Dennis M. HafTey 
Thomas D. Johnston 
William A. Kinclorf Ill 
Joseph J. Kochanek 
Michael S. Pabian 
Da,·id M. Rubin 
Nancy R. Schauer 
William S. Waldo 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Charles F. Adams 
Susan Anne Bandcs 
William K. Black 
J. Rion Bourgeois 
James C. Bruinsma 
Denis P. Burke 
Thomas A. Busch 
Robin E. Neuman Caton 
Lynn P. Chard 
Barbara N. Coen 
Gary E. Davis 
David L. Dawson 
Lynne E. Deitch 
Gregory P. Dunsky 
Law School Recognition 
l11omi.1' M. Cool1.•\ CJ.bm(:t 
[d-,<ln R Suntltrland lalm1t·c 
l 1--brt Wright C.ihin< l 
Paul (; K.aupt:r C0tlnn('l 
l<1~lm " J=e' C'>bm-. 
Wllli•m W ll"hop Jr Cin lo 
P.irtnrr., m Le.idu~lup 








I ,000 ~ 2.499 
500. 999 
I 999 
I.a nee Johnson,'65, of Woodbury, 
Minnesota, made a gift of $50,000 
to the Law School's Child Advo-
cacy Law Clime. Johnson believes 
that Michigan's Child Advocacy 
I.aw Clinic is well positioned to 
carry out focused scholarship and 
teaching to advance the field of 
children's rights in a way that will 
tangibly benefit childrens' abilities 
to have meaningful relationships 
with both parents, even when 
their parents may be divorced. To 
that end, his gift will support a 
workshop series that gathers schol 
ars in the field to spark discussion 
and ideas and to disseminate 
i1iformation, thus bringing a 
renewed focus, stronger cheoretical 
underpinnings, and a more highly 
developed jurispmdence to the 
pursuit of improving advocacy on 
behalf of chiidren. 
£::. See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
Mary LI. Eberle 
H. Richard Elmquist 
Douglas W. Emerich 
Morgan L. Fitch IV 
Har\'C)' Frccdcnberg 
John B. Gagwnc 
Robert M. Gcsalman 
John L. Gierak 
Henry L. Gompf 
JamcsT. Graham 
Paul R. Griffin 
Constance D. Groh 
Wayne M. Gr1.ed<l 
Joyce Trimble Gwadz 
Gary L. I Jahn 
Lawrence N. Halperin 
William C. llanson 
Carolyn D. I larbin 
Warren Harrison 
Jon Enc Hayden 
David E Hcroy 
Anne H. Hiemstra 
DouglasW. I luff man 
Pamela S. Hyde 
William R. Jansen 
Gordon W. Johnston 
Gregg H. Jones 
Richard A. Kaminsky 
Robert I. Kligman 
Richard A. Kopck 
George A. Krcsovich 
Barry S. Landau 
Nelson S. Leavitt 
Christoph H. Leuenberger 
Donald B. Lewis 
Thomas W. Linn 
Jonathan D. Lowe 
Dennis K. Loy 
Mark A. Luscombe 
Christopher j. Mc Elroy 
john C. O ldenburg 
Stephen G. Palms 
Michael L. Pero>. 
Todd D. Peterson 
DwightW. Phillips 
Diana Volkmann Prall 
Arthur R. Pr1.ybylowicz 
Joseph M. R;mac 
Carol V. Rogoff 
Ellen Beth Rosenthal 
john C. Rothhaar 
Carol Sanger 
Thomas P. Sarb 
Lynn A. Schefsk y 
Charles M. Schiedel 
Renee M. Schoenberg 
C. F. Scotl Schofield 
Warren M. Schur 
Thomas J. Sharbaugh 
Jeffrey C. Smith 
Lyman F. Spitzer 
Sharon Raykovitz Stack 
GLllian Steinhauer 
Robert B. Stc,·cnson 
Thomas D. Terpstra 
Timothy J. Tornga 
Dona A. Tracey 
Howard C. Ulan 
John I-1. Vestal 
Jerome R. Watson 
Michael A. Weinberg 
Robert J. Whitley 
Joel C. Winston 
David L. Wolfe 
Andrew M. Zack 
1977 
LSF Dollars $73,493 
Total Cla5' Giving 5214,415 
CLASS AGENT 
Bruce C. Johnson 
Donors to the 
Law School 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET 
Bruce A. Featherstone 
L HART WRIGHT CABINET 
Gary A. Nickclc 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABIN ET 
Robert H. Gorlin 
George A. Vinyard 
LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
St. Clair 0. Davis 
Richard B. Drubcl Jr. 
WILI.JAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Fred C. Fathc 
Raymond R. Kepner 
Patricia L.. Niehans 
David Westin 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Samuel T. Field 
James L. 1 lillcr 
Bruce C. Johnson 
Karen J. Kirchen 
Kevin P. Lucas 
Marc Ii. Manly 
Donald F. Parman 
Brian K. Porter 
Robert 0. Rippe Jr. 
Joel Scharfstein 
john B. Sherrell 
Bruce C. Thelen 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Dale E. Ahearn 
James L. Allen 
Steven R. Anderson 
James W. Blis.• 
Russell Bruemmer 
Klaus A. Burgi 
Earl K. Cantwell II 
William L. Cathey Jr. 
Vincent F. Chiappetta 
James S. Cunning 
J efTrey W. Doan 
Alexander R. Domanskis 
Donna Jean Donati 
Stephen A. Dove 
Mary Sobkowski Doyle 
Mary Kay Ellingen 
Susan D. Falkson 
Charles S. Ferrell 
Philip R. I'ileri 
Edward M. Frankel 
Alan Gilbert 
Michael L. Glenn 
Eli7.abeth A. Goodman 
Anita Naomi Gottl ieb 
D. Stewart Green 
I larry Griff 
Ralph E Hall 
Susan D. Hartman 
Sarah Andrews Herman 
Thomas G. Herman 
!ilizabeth Rose Hi lder 
James S. Hogg 
Robert 11. Hume Jr. 
Robert H. Jerry II 
Donald W. Keim 
David A. Klein 
Gary W. Klot1. 
Thomas A. Knapp 
Sumio Kuriaki 
James M. lawniC?.ak 
William S. Leavitt 
Curtis J. Mann 
Mark L. Mann 
Laurence S. Markowit-.< 
Edward A. Marod 
Michael A. Marrero 
Merton St. Clair Marsh 
Michael G. McGee 
R. Charles Mcl.ravy 
Joseph W. Med,·ed 
John C. Mczy_anottc 
David B. Miller 
Reuben A. Munday 
john R. Myers 
KentY. Nakamura 
Kathleen R. Opperwall 
Paul A. Ose 
john B. Palmer Ill 
William M. Paul 
Greg L. Pickrell 
Bruce K. Posey 
RichardT. Prins 
Dana L. Rasure 
Stanley J. Reed 
Rosalyn j. Rettman 
Phyllis C. Rozof 
Eileen Scheff 
James 11. Schnarc II 
James R. Spaanstra 
Florence Sprague 
Robert A. W. Strong 
Lawrence D. Swift 
Charles F. Timms Jr. 
Ellen L. Upton 
James Allen Vose 
Katherine E. Ward* 
Kenneth R. Wylie 
George I::. Yund 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Mark E Klcin 1979 Rick A. Pacynski Burt P. Rosen 1978 Janel Anderson-Davis Anthony J. Kolenic Jr. 
LSF DollarS $145,798 Mark C. Rosenblum SI 16,149 Barbara Beth Baird Stanton D. Krauss LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving $209,688 Mart.ha Browning Sosman Marilyn A. L.ankfer Total Class Giving $247,427 William R. Bay 
O. Keith Birchler Elliot P. Lcgow 
CLASS AGENT PARTICIPATING OONORS CLASS AGENT Roselyn Komisar Blanck Chris E. Limperis 
Jay A. Kennedy Maria B. Abrahamsen John 11. Beisner Karen L. Boyaris Eric 13. Lipson 
Peter Adler 
"Society benefits from Barbara Bruno Eric L. Martin Donors to the Kathleen W. Albanese Donors to the Elizabeth Ann Campbell Ann Elaine Mattson Law School 
John W. Amberg healthy children. I belieue Law School Carlos R. D. Castro G. Mark McAlccnan Jr. 
EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET Mary Kathryn Austin 
that a child whose parents 
THOMAS M. COOLEY CABINET Stuart M. Chcmtob George 1: Mooradian 
Jeffrey E. Susskind Pa1.ricia K. Bare w Robert Kohorst Wesley J. Coulson Hwcsu S. Murray 
Robert B. Bettendorf are diuorcing benefits from PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Kent Cprek John G. Nuanes L HART WRIGHT CABINET Hildy Bowbeer 
having meaningful relatwn-Dennis Earl Ross Joseph P. Curran Jr. William A. Odio Carla E. Craig Kay Windram Brown Mark D.Yura James C. Dcchene Nancy I.. Olah 
Stuart D. Freedman Gary Bruhn ships with both parents. My Jacqueline A. Decker Michael G. Oliva Barrie Lawson Locks Fra.nk W. Buck 
gift is intended to start the 
LAYUN K. JAMES CABINET john C. Ocrnbach Theodore R. Pixie) Jr. 
Beverly H. Burns Arthur R. Block Curtis J. DeRoo Maurice Portley 
PAUL G. KAUPE.R CABINET Lori R. Burns process of achieving that Terrance L. Carl•on o.,·id C. Dickey Joel M. Ressler john K. Hoyns Thomas E. Callow 
goal by requiring that the 
Andy Jacob Del Dillingham Marilyn Niwao Roberts 
Michael G. Campbell Stafford Matthews Dennis J. Dlugokinski Steven H. Rosenbaum 
LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Maureen T Ca.,ey 
child haue an independent, Mark J. Richardson Stanley E. Doty Andrea Sachs Elizabeth Bradford Burnell Richard E. Cassard t\lichac:I J. Dwyer William J. Scanlon 
Timothy L. Dickinson Scott R. Craig competent aduocate; prefer-WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Stephen A. Edwards Robert A. Schneider Jack A. Molcnkamp Leslie Cameron Curry 
l " 
Debra A. A rmhrustcr Gordon P. Erspamer Rohert P. Schreiner 
Duane D. Morse Jan Karen Dunn ably a awyer. Norman H. Beamer SherrillToenncs Filter Barry N. Seidel 
John M. Quitmcycr Bruce M. Engler John H. Beisner Scoll A. Fink David R. Selmer 
Arn H.Tcllcm Albert F. Ettinger Lance}. Johnson,'65 
Ellen Dannjn Dennis W. Flichman Craig N. Smetko 
Ethan J. Falk Jack P. Helms Jonathan B. Forman Timothy D. Sochocki WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
1.in<la M. Goldberg Diane G. Klinkc• David 0. Fredrickson Scot C. Stirling ThomasA. Connop Julie Ann Greenberg Robert D. Santos Philip l~ Frickey Carol F. Sulkcs Frieda I~ Jacobs Don 11. J-lainbach Larry R. Shulman Gigi I'. Fried Daniel D. Swanson Robert B. Knauss Harold E. Harncrsmith Konrad J. Friedemann Keith R. Tokcrud Marguerite Munson Lcnt:t. Blake Lee Harrop PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Marcia K. Fujimoto James J. Widland John V. Lonsbcrg Sheila Cowles Haughey Colette Darcel Bohne Steven j. Gombinski S. Thomas Wicnner Da,.id L. Miller 
Jeffrey K. Helder 
Da,•idT. Case 
Jorge 0. Gonzales Mary Katherine Wold Jarncs P. Shaughnessy Jeffrey T. Johnson David Gruber Gary L. Greenberg Thomas V. Yates 
Hiroo Kajitani Janel Ann Jacobs Mark A. Greenwood Paul Za\'ala PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Douglas 11. Kanarek George Kimball john E. Grenke Jeffrey C. Beinlich 
Howard J. Kirschbaum Thomas A. Miller Patrick C. Hall Norman H. Beitncr 
William D. Klein Michael A. Peterson Kathleen A. Hogg Bruce D. Cclcbrcr.i.c 
William R. Landgraf Donn A. Randall Diane M. Istvan Robert J. Diehl Jr. 
Charles C. Lane Alan M. Unger Daniel W. Jackson Beverly K. Goulet 
Riehm:! B. Learman Ronald C. Wilcox JelTrey J. Jones Kevin S. Hendrick 
James Lehrburger *Deceased 
Daniel J. Winnike 
Gary P. Kaplan Da,·id B. Kern 
Terry Lewis Nancy Keppelman Bradford L. li\'ingston 
Michael Mcfaoy Synde Beth Keywell Pamela Ann Mull 
Barbara Rogallc Miller Amanda Yan Dusen Tillman Lo" ry Lay Micnael J. Denton Thomas WilUam Porter 
.. .. Stephen R. Miller Thomas P. Van Dusen Ira S. Mondry Jeffrey M. Eisen john j. Powers 
c 1 a s s Debra fochtman Minott John S. Vento Kevin A. Russell David Foltyn Adele Rapport 
Giving Gary E. MiLchcll Christian M. Verbeeck Martin R. Frey Donald B. Rintelman Kirn S. Mitchell Seth j. Weinberger PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Brian F.. Frumkin Jonathan Rivin 
• .. • Susan E. Morrison Steven D. Weyhing Ma1·c D. Basse" it2 Carol Hackett Garagiola Jessie C. Roberson 
Julie Page Neer ken Peter J. Wicdenbeck Christopher P. Berka Jerry Genberg Kenneth B. Roberts 
Laurie Jane Nicholson Robert A. Wynbrandt Jonathan $. Brenner Kenneth W. Gerver Mark E. Sanders 
Kiichi Nishino Lee B. Zeugin Carl E. Cormany Jonathan I. Golomb James E. Schacht 
Theodore R. Oppcrwall Dadd W. DeBruin Joan C. Go0<lrich Ronald B. Schrotenboer 
Michael J. O 'Rourkc Jr. Ric ha rel M. Dorado Joseph T. Green Stanley K. Shapiro 
David R. Pahl 1980 Marvin I. Droz john I. Grossbart Mary Anne Silvestri 
Dona.Id R. Parshall Jr. Bonnie M. France Eileen M. I lanrahan Elise Ellen Singer LSF Dollar> $161,279 Mitchell H. Frazen Michael B. Peisner Total Clas:s Giving $218,629 john C. Harmon Stephanie M. Smith 
Steven F. POaum Ste,·en L. Gillman Lynn A. Helland T. Murray Smith 
Walter A. Pickhardt CLASS AGENT Arthur j. Kepes Georgeanne Henshaw Lisa SLcinberg Snow 
Barbara Schlain Polsky Alan j. Knauf Rohert E. Lewis Charles F. llcrtlein Jr. Steve Stojic 
Charles H. Polzin Carol Nancy Licher Anne Louise Heyns j. Scou Timmer 
Ronald C. Porter Donors to the Richard P. Murphy Jeffrey R. Hughes Susan Tukcl 
Samuel H. Press Law School Ronald j. Ncssim Edward J. Inman Beryl Elaine Wade 
Louis B. Reinwasscr L HART WRIGHT CABINET Darrell W. Pierce Seth R. jalTc Steven A. Weiss 
Lawrence E. Rissman Randall E. Mehrberg john D. Rayis James B. Jensen Jr. 
Clyde J. Robinson Dean A. Rocheleau Paul A. Kcl ler 
Fred A. Rodriguez PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Brooke Schumm Ill Dwight B. King Jr. 1981 
N. Rosie Rosenbaum Beverly Bartow Stephen B. Selbs1 Alan J. Knauf 25th Reunion 6. 
Frank John Ruswick Jr. StewartA. Feldman Valentina Sgro Edward J. Kraulancl 
Brad S. Rutledge James D. Hol7.hauer j. Michael Shepherd Richard T. La Jeunc.~sc LSF Dollars $73,407 
Michael J. Sauer Robert I:. Spatt Joseph E. Tilson Paula Rae Latovick 
Total Class Giving 5 176,986 
Jame.s K. Say James Stengel James F. Wallack Richard P. Layman* CLASS AGENT 
Christian Schmiel Deborah Schumer Tuchman Michael A. Wcinbaum Fredric B. Lesser D"'·icl D. Gregg 
William A. Schochet LAYU N K. JAMES CABINET Sharon Carr Winnike Richard/\. Levine 
David J. Schwartz Charles L. Glerum Susan Lightfoot Doud FUNDRAISING CHAIR 
Melhert E. Schwan. PARTICIPATING DONORS Iris K. Linder Kent D. Syverud Alain A. Gloor David A. Arnold Christopher M. Scotti Barbara Jane Irwin Diane Soskin Ash 
Stc"en B. Lockhart 
Susan L. Segal David B. Lo\'e James K. Markey FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE Unda Wasserman Aviv Richard Michael Cieri Geoffrey L. Silverman Keith C. Wetmore David R. Marshall 
James I l. Simon Paul E. Bateman Edwin D. Mason Karl R. !'ink 
Scott A. Smith WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Sylvia L. J. Bateman P. Sherrill Neff Gary C. Robb 
j. Lloyd Snook Ill Todd J. Anson Steven J. Beilke Mark S. Niziak Glenn A. Shannon 
Mark A. Sterling John Wm. Butler Jr. Curtis B. Blessing William j. Noble Gregg F. Vignos 
Wesley N. Steury T. Christopher Donnelly George I. Brandon Beatriz M. Olhcra 
Richard A. Stevens Mark A. Filippell Marco C. E. J. Bronckcrs Judy A. O'Neill 
PARTICIPATION CHAIR 
Jeffrey A. SupowiL Jesse S. Ishikawa Keefe A. Brooks Steven Y. Patler 
jonathanT. Walton Jr. 
Donald E. Theis James B. Jordan Norman J. Bruns Donald L. Perelman 
6, See Spring LQN David L. Tripp* Robert M. Kalec James A. Burns Jr. Alan R. Perry Jr. 
for reunion totals Thomas 11. Van Dis Frederic R. Klein Janel Ruth Davis john F. Pollick 
PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE Ann 0. Rosenblum 
Steven G. Adams Karen K. Shincvar 
David D. Gregg Kenl D. Syvcrud 
Jason S. Johnston 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Jeffrey S. Lehman 
Lawrence W. Abel WiJliam C. Marcoux 
Barbara Ruth Mendelson Karen Sani Ali 
Kenneth C. Mennemeier Kevin D. Anderson 
Marissa W. Pollick Bruce G. Arnold 
Andrew V. Beaman Janet Susan VanAlsten 
David G. Beauchamp Linda S. Walton 
Andrea Beggs 
Donors to the Paul B. Burke 
Law School Benjamin Calkins 
EDSON R. SUNDERLAND CABINET Karen L. Chadwick 
Anonymous Robert R. Cowell 
Anthony M. Damiano 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Mary Ann Denton 
Carmen Judith Lawrence John M. Dorsey 111 
Deryck A. Palmer William R. Drexel 
LAYLIN K. j!tMES CABINET Alexander M. Dye 
Diana M. Lopo Russell M. Fincstcin 
William C. Marcoux John W. Finger 
Gregg F. Vignos Karl R. Pink 
Kathryn Hamilton Fink 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE John R. Foote 
John D. Croll Jack L. Fortner 
Steven S. Diamond Bruce A. Fox 
Mitchell Dunjlz Robert W. Fulton 
Deborah E. Greenspan Signe S. Gates 
Stewarl L. Mandell AlSushi Gondo 
Gary C. Robb John C. Grabow 
John M. Sloss David D. Gregg 
Eric K. Gressman 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Andrew I:. Grigsby Jr. 
Ronald W. Crouch Meg Hackett 
Natalia Delgado Bruce W. Haffey 
Marianne Gaertner Dorado R. Lee Hagclshaw 
Robin L. Harrison Gwen Thayer Handelman 
Richard S. Hoffman Charlr.s E. Harris Ill 
Richard S. Kolodny Mary M. Hendrikscn 
JelTrcy S. L.chman Howard N. I lcnick 
Deborah M. Levy Wayne D. Hillyar<I 
Russell E. Makowsky Scott W. Howe 
Barbara Ruth Mendelson Ann K. lrmas 
Michael Ostroff Patricia A. Kenney j. Gregory Richards 
Jonathan S. Klein Elizabeth Warner 
Charles H. Knauss Christopher M. Wells 
Richard D. Korn Nancy Williams 
Howard L. Kramer Roberl R. Wisner 
Kenneth A. Kroot Deborah K. Wood 
Michael J. Kump Richard L. Wood 
James D. Kurek Noah E. Yanich 
Jon R. Lauer Stephen A. Yokicb 
L. David Lawson Elizabeth Anne Zatina 
Douglas B. Levene 
Hal A. Levinson 
1982 Mark R. Lezotte 
John M. Liming lSF Dollars S66,2S4 
Eric A. Linden Total Class Giving $7B,954 
Stuarl D. Logan 
Thomas E. Maier CLASS AGENT 
Daniel J. McCarthy Douglas S. Ellmann 
David Mcfarlin 
Donors to the Kenneth C. Mennemeier 
Law School Kazuya Murakami 
PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Darlene M. Nowak 
James E. Brandt Dustin P. Ordway 
Kathryn Wcg Brandt Susan McKee Pavlica 
Alan A. Pcmberlon 
WIUIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Vito C. Pcraino Robert M. Isackson Steven R. Porter 
Gregory I~ Jenkins y,.cs I'. Quintin john M. Lummis Raimund T. Raith 
Anita Porte Robb Michael D. Remington Awry K. Williams Daniel Renbarger 
Erncsl M. Roble> PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Jose M. Sariego Elizabeth Ann Allabcn 
Sucllyn Scarnccchia Bijan Amini 
William r:. Seabaugh Sharon R. Barner 
Richard E. Segal Daniel J. Bergeson 
Lawrence A. Serlin Michael A. Bucci II 
Glenn A. Shannon Michael S. Bukicl 
Lawrence M. Shapiro Malthcw A. Chambers 
Peter R. Silverman James A. Elgass 
Richard V Singleton Douglas S. Ellmann 
Alisa Sparkia Moore Mary McFarland Fisher 
Debra Marlene Stasson Dadd S. Inglis 
Slcfan D. Stein Jeffrey D. lzcnn1an 
Bruce A. Templeton Barry L. Katzman 
Janel Susan VanAlsten David J. Lauth 
Anita Louise Wallgren Peter M. Lieb 
Susan Block Lieb 
Kenneth B. McClain 
Michael P. McGee 
Richard J. J. Scarola 
Robb L. Voyles 
Wayne B. Weisman 
Richard 1. Wcrder Jr. 
Sara E. Werdcr 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
David J. Apo) 
Betsy B. Baker 
Richard A. Barr 
Jeffrey A. Berger 
Timothy R. Beyer 
Joseph Blum 
Quentin R. Boyken 
Brian H. Boyle 
Nancy A. Chafin 
Michael P. Coakley 
Stephen E. Crofton 
Ross L.. Crown Jr. 
Paul A. Curtis 
Stephen D. Davis 
Rachel Deming 
Jeffrey A. DeVrce 
Janice M. Dinner 
Thomas A. Eff 
Gershon Ekman 
William D. Ellis 
Laura K. Entrekin 
John E. Fagan 
Susan B. Pine 
Bryant M. Prank 
James K. French 
Steven Gersz. 
Stuart J. Goldring 
Arthur N. Gorman 
Volker Gross 
Robert M. Gurss 
Shane B. Hansen 
Mark L. Harris 
Douglas E. 1 lart 
Mark E. Haynes 
Bonnie L. Hoff 
Craig W. Horn 
Deborah S. Howard 
Fiscal Year 2006 
Law School Revenues 
Gr11nts. Attorney Fees 





Blair B. J Jysni George H. Vincent Michael J. Levitt Peter A. Jackson Carl A. Valenstein 
.. .. David P. lrmscher Nancy H. Weiher Barr Deborah A. Marlowe Broderick D. Johnson Al VanKampen 
Cl a 8 8 Richardo I. KilpaLrick Paul M. Wy,goski Richard C. Morrissey Thomas C. Judge Lauren G. Van Steel 




John M. Kruis 
1983 
William K. Perry Shcrelyn Kaufman Judith W. Weintraub 
Richard W. Krzyminski John C. Person Frederic L. Kenney Barbara Weitz 
Catherine James LaCroix LSF Dollars $110,005 H. Mark Stichel Mark L. Kowalsky Marc Wertheimer 
Kevin M. LaCroix Total Class Giving 115,790 Howard S. Suskin Paul B. Landen J. Greg Whitehair 
Kyle E. Lanham Michael D. VanHemert john A. Lawson Timothy L. Williamson 
Mary Jo Larson CLASS AGENT Barbara A. Welke Margaret C. Lepage Joseph 0. Won 
CraigM. Lawson H. Mark Stichel William R. Welke Michael R. Lied Stephen E. Woodbury 
Diane Lehman Wilson Ronald F. Lopez john S. Yun 
Michael A. Le"ey Donors to the PARTICIPATING DONORS Thomas R. Lonerman 
Thomas A. Lewry Law School David B. Alden Kyle B. Lukins 
Peter C. Manbeck PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Jack M. Beard James S. Madow 1984 
Ellen -r. McKnight Anne T. Larin James M. Belin Donna Maria Majeske LSF Dollars $73,480 
David E. Mclay William J. Newell Clifford H. Bloom Peter E. Manis Toul c1 .. s Giving $74,261 
Rolando V. Medalla LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET 
William J. Brennan James G. Martin 
Suzanne M. Mitchell Jonathan B. Eager 
Eric E. Bronson Thomas J. McDonald CLASS AGENT 
Ronald L. Mock Paul Hamburger 
Da,•id L. Burgert Erica Anne Munzel Robert J. Portman 
David G. Moore Mark J. Stein 
Timothy R. Butler Daniel A. Murray 
Melissa H. Murphy JohnV. By! Stephen M. Nolan Donors to the 
Richard W. Murphy WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Walter S. Calhoun Richard N. Olsbansky Law School 
Robert M. Ncustifter Asli F. Basgoz Kenneth L. Crawford Jose D. Padilla PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET 
Masaru Ono Deborah M. Chaskes William 0. Dahling Jr. Justin H. Perl Mary E. Snapp 
Mark R. Ortlieb Paul T. Denis Daniel A. DeMarco Nathan P. Petterson 
Larry Pachter john A. Denniston Kathleen Dempsey Royle Sylwcster Picckowski LAYLIN K. JAMES CABINET Laura A. Chamberlain James G. Pachulski Karen Fagerstrom Albright Anne E. Bachle Fifor Laura J. Remington 
John S. Palmer Jr. Mark E. Ferguson Victor P. Filippini Jr. ScottM. Riemer 
Stephen G. Tomlinson 
Janel L. Parker John B. Frank Judah B. Garber Robert J. Rosoff WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Glendon B. Pratt William J. Gillen PaLricia D. Gardner Cecilia A. Roth Sue 0 . Conway 
Kevin C. Randall Anne Bald,\'in Gust Thomas A. Geclhoed Barbara Zahs Rothstein Gar) A. Rosen 
Robert L. Rosenfeld Jr. Diann H. Kim Matthew]. Gehringer Ira B. Rubinfcld Daniel M. Sandberg 
Sue A. Sikkema Camille Annette Olson Gregory S. Gilchrist Scot~]. Schoen Da,;d J. Schlanger 
Richard 0. Snyder john C. Petro,·sk.i Michelle Hacker Gluck David G. Sisler Russell 0 . Stewart 
James R. Sobieraj Patricia Lee Refo Craig L. Godshall Sandra L. Sorini Elser 
Michael S. Sperling Henry A. Udow Joel Jay Goldberg Mark S. Stein PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Steven M. Siankcwic-£ William B. Goodspeed Jeffrey W. Stone Kirk A. Davenport 
Daniel J. Stephenson PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Christopher]. Graham Barbara L. Strack ScottC. Dew 
Radovan Stipanovic Alison C. Blair Michael J. I lainer Karen S. Strandholm David B. Fenkcll 
Kent D. Stuckey Claudia Robert.< Ellmann Jack G. Haught Anne Sutherland llclen R. Haynes 
Peter S";ecicki Stacy Lyn Fox Mark F.. Herrmann Wayne D. Swan William H. Holmes 
Dean R. Tousley Colleen M. Hanlon Alan J. Hoff Paula Tironi David W. Koch 
Daniel B. Tukel Frank T Judge Ill Van E. Holkeboer Brad M. Tomlishen Stephen M. Merkel 
James E. Van Valkenburg Robert J. Krueger Jr. Jonathan Hollingsworth Judy A. Toyer Michael J. Scats 
Michael 0. Vale Mary Beth M. Wong 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Stc,·cn C. Poling WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Michael T. Ambroso Mark D. Pollack Steven J. Aeschbacher 
Thomas O. Ashby Richard L Pomeroy John P. Buckley 
Darby A. Bayliss Robert J. Portman Kimberly M. Cahill 
Douglas S. Bland E. James Potchen Samuel J. Dimon 
Oa>id P. Blank<- Jacob C. Reinbolt Stuart M. Finkelstein 
Thomas J. Blessing Marc S. Rockower David A. llcincr 
Diane L. Bodenstein Kevin W. Saunders Robin A. Walker-Lee 
Daniel R. Bronson Megan Scott-Kakurcs 
Thomas A. Brown Rex L. Sessions PARTNERS IN UADERSHIP 
Karen C. Bunling Roger M. Sherr Mark H. Adelson 
Terrence E. Burns David D. Shoup Charles B. Boehrer 
Meg Waite Clayton Michael R. ShpicG-c Erika Forcione Bucci 
Thomas J. Clemens Adrien L. Silas Jeffrey R. Coleman 
Ann M. Cooper Lawrence A. Silvestri Andrea L. Dulberg 
Craig A. Corman Rochelle P. Slater Jerome F. Elliott 
Carey A. Dewitt Joan P. Snyder David J. Herring 
Thomas E. Dixon Elaine K. Soble F. Curt Kirschner Jr. 
Marline R. Dunn Deborah A. Somerville Mark J. Mihanovic 
Stephen T. Erb Robert C. Stoddart john M. Newell 
Ste\ en E. Coren Clare Teresa Tully Carolyn K. Seymour 
Kyle A. Gray Lynn C. Tyler PARTICIPATING DONORS Jeffrey T. Harbison Philip S. VanDcr Wcele 
Denise Arca Ste,•cn R. Heacock Gregoria Vega-Byrnes Emil Arca 
Robert A. Heath Julie A.Waddell Scott E. Baral Bradley D. Hcin.z Jane P. Wilson Donald F. Baty Jr. Stu::irl H~r.shm:m Michael D. Wil•on Christian F. Binnig Rolando Hidalgo Kurt G. Yost Kathleen M. Binnig Michael H. Hoflheimer Sheri Ann Young Ste,·en L. Brenneman William F. Howard John F. Zabriskie Arnold E. Brier Robert M. Jackson Jonathan Zorach Ellen S. Brondfield Charles E. Jarrett 
James W Clark Kim P. Jones 
1985 Andrew M. Caden Steven M. Kaufmann Thomas R. Coerdt Christopher Klimko 
LSF Dollars S77,810 Joseph M. Cohen Kay Adele Kornman Total Class Giving $78,870 Janet S. Crossen Steven L. Kroll 
Don G. Davis George Lavdas CLASS AGENTS 
Thomas R. Lucchesi Jerome F. Ellion Sylvie Maze Dcparis 
D.,;d L. Marshall Constance A. Fratianni Pamela 0. Eyre 
Susan M. McGee James R. Lancaster Jr. Mark A. Finkelstein 
Mitchell R. Meisner James C. fowler 
Gretchen F.. Miller Donors to the Gregory H. Gach 
Kathryn Montgomery Moran Law School Jeremy S. Garber 
Eli1.abcth A. Morris PAUL G. KAUPER CABINET Thomas j. Gibney 
Martha D. Moses Carla Schwartz Newell Caroline Seibert Coray 
Paul J. No,ack William B. Sailer Ste' en Gorosb 
Arnold S. Graber 
Laura Kathryn Haddad 
Nancy S. Heinrich 
Robert M. Heinrich 
James W. Houck 
Dadd L. Huntoon 
Masami Ichikawa 
Marcia A. lsracloff 
Stanley P. Jaskiewkz 
Craig J. Jones 
Roberl). Jonker 
BruG'<: A. Kaye 
Eugene Killian 
David B. Kopel 
Jeffrey D. Kovar 
Daniel A. Ladow 
Ronald A. Lang 
Stephen F. Lappert 
Margaret E. Lennon 
Jane Macht 
Benedictc E. F. 
Mathijsen-Bayi 
Kent K. Matsumoto 
Mark S. Molina 
Deborah Alfred Monson 
Donna E. Morgan 
Mark A. Oates 
Ronald S. Okada 
Lynda J. OS\\ald 
Kevin J. Parker 
Paul E. Pirog 
Philip J. Quagliariello 
Marc M. Radell 
Marvin L. Rau 
Sheila M. Reynolds 
Laura K. Rhodes 
Betsy S. Rubinstein 
Recd D. Rubinstein 
Fabricc L. Rue 
James K. Sams 
Douglas F. Schleicher 
David W. Schrumpf 
Jerry Sc'J 
Rex A. Sharp 
Robert J. Sikerman 
john M. Spilman Jr. 
William J. Stapleton 
F.dward S. Stokan 
David S. Stone 
Duncan A. Stuart 
Jeanne C. Tai 
Dennis G.Terez 
Richard S. Tom 
George J. Tzanelopoulos 
Ernest E. Vargo 
Neal C. Villhauer 
Stc,·cn M. Wellner 
Richard B. Werner Jr. 
Steve M. Wolock 
Young J. Yang 
Ronald M. Yo lies 
Xiangyu Zhang 
1986 
20th Reunion 6 
LSF Dollars SB7,347 




W. lodd Miller 
FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE 
Christopher j. Caywood 
Audrey L. Krasnow Gaynor 
Andrew G. Klcvorn 
Michael P. O'Neil 
PARTICIPATION CHAIR 
Arthur 1-1. Siegal 
PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE 
Susan E. Brock 
Patick C. Cauley 
Kerry A. Galvin 
Howard B. I wrcy 
Amy J. Lambert 
Karen K. Manders 
Dand M. Matus-,ewski 
Lynn M. McGovern 
Scott E. Munzcl 
Law School Recognition 
Thom<ili. ~\1 Co• •le\ C.lh1nt.t 
hhon R. 'iumkrland C.llnnl'\ 
L M..tn \Vt1glu Lalnnd 
l\ml C l\.Juprr Cotbmct. 
la) lm K J31lw~ Cahmct 
William\\' ll1>hop Jr C11d" 
P.ittnt r .. 1n La:adc....,h1p 
l\J,onte' fur L ~cdltnt:e ""' 
Jl,trll<- 1p.t1mg l>unur ... 
ct.:> I m d•"<' 1996· 2005 
SI00,000 + 
S0,000 · 99,999 
25,()()() 49, 9<J9 
10,000 2'1,999 
S,000 9.999 
l,500 ·~. 999 
1,000 1,499 
500 'l99 
I - 999 
Megan Pinney Norris Lee C. Cook Andrew C. Richner Robert L. Cohen Monica Rimai 
Rebecca L. Raftery Maureen M. Crough Nancy G. Rubin Suzanne Cohen Hard Tomaz Rizner 
Milton L. Williams Jr. Susan A. Davis JdTE. Scott Diane V. Dygert J. Adam Rothstein 
Dana D. Deane Robin L. ShalTert Jason 0. Engel Mary Ann Sarosi 
Donors to the Amy S. Farrior Keith A. Shandalow Cheryl Fackler Hug Giuseppe Scassellati-
Law School Jeremy M. Firestone Cynthia j. Sherburn Elizabeth A. Fish Sforzolini 
L HART WRIGHT CABINET L. Joseph Genereux David B. Sickle Todd G. Frank Jordan S. Schreier 
Leo, '70, and Annette Beus of Kerry A. Gah·in Geoffrey R. Gist Arthur H. Siegal James H. Gale Thomas Schuerrle 
Anne E. Gold Thomas M. Skelly Geoffrey Garver Robert P. Shantz Scottsdale, Arizona, have made WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Martha J. Gordon Joseph E. Slater Justin A. Cerak Harry R. Silver 
a $500,000 gift to support the Karin Day Kingsley Robert B. Gordon Sheila M. Spalding Blakney Douglas R. Ghidina Edward J. Strong 
Law School's building renovation 
Peter G. Fitzgerald Abner S. Greene Bradley M.Thompson Mary Rogers Gordon Patricia J. Thompson 
Lydie A. Hudson David M. Greenwald Mark D. Toljanic T1·oy W Gordon Scott Allen Turpel 
and expansion. The Beuses were Audrey L. Krasnow Gaynor Eric C. Hard Michael D. Turner Steven Greene Tina S. VanDam 
inspired to make their gift because W.Todd Miller John J. Hern Mary K. VandcrWeele Frances W Hamermcsh Jeffrey J. Van Winkle Mark A. Moran Roberts E. lnveiss Susan L. Vogel-Vandcrson Domenica N.S. Hartman Bradley C. Web~.r 
they believe that the atmosphere Robert R. Shuman Mary E. !Lin Kors R. Jeffery Ward Gretchen J. Hudson Lee A. Wendel 
of the Law Quadrangle encourages Donald M. ltzkolT Jean MacDonald Weipert John D. I Judson Karin M. Wentz PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Howard B. lwrey Milton L. Williams Jr. Kimberly Wyche Huyghue John M.Wcst 
students to pursue the study of Bruce P. Ashley Harlan D. Kahn llruce A. Wobeck Michael L. Huyghue Robert W. Woodruff 
law with dignity and thoughtful- Robert C. A7.arow Mark A. Kaprelian Alexander W. Joel Sui-Yu Wu Christopher J. Caywood Lawrence I. Kicrn Winston K. Jones David L. Wunder 
ness. The couple recognize that this Andrew M. Gaudin Amy S. Knopf 1987 Jan Kang John S. Zavhsanos 
unique atmosphere is jeopardized Timothy R. Hanigan Lawrence J. Knopf LSF Dollan $23,555 Aone S. Kenney Andrew G. Klcvorn Steven V. Krauss Nancy J. King by the physical limitations of ag- Steven A. Roach Total Class Giving $24,285 1988 Peter C. Krupp Thomas J. Knox ing facilities and want to help the Margaret K. Seif Warren C. Laski CLASS AGENTS David F. Kolin Kevin "foll.is Karen K. Legault Diane V. Dygert Scou James Kro,vitz LSF Dollars SJS,310 School address those limitations KarlT. Williams Holly H. Levinson Michael L. I luyghue Dominique H. Lcchien Total Class Giving S40,87S 
before they begin to compromise PARTICIPATING DONORS Richard A. Levy Reginald M. Turner Jr. Jon M. Llpshultz CLASS AGENT 
the Quad's special character. The Gary M. Arkin Veronique M. Liem Donors to the Scou L. Long Bruce A. Courtade Lisa S. Mankofsky David A. Lullo 
Beuses have been longtime friends Karen L. Baril Linda S. I'. Marshall Law School Creighton R. Magid Donors to the John P. l~arker Jr. David M. Matuszewski PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP TcriThrcadgill McMahon Law School of the Law School, supporting, Stephen F. Barthclmcss Jacqueline A. May Marcus R. Colwell DouglasA. Midock WIUIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
in addition to this generous gift, Ronald S. Betrnan Lori A. McAllister M. Elaine Johnston Michael R. Mills Jeffrey A. Hall Arthur D. Brannan Melody L McCoy Marla J. K rcindler Shelly A. Misha I Gary A. MacDonald scholarships, student initiatives Susan E. Brock Lynn M. McGovern Michael J. Kron John Mucha Ill Jeffrey D. Nickel 
and the Law School Fund. Steven G. Brody John R. McLain Reginald M. Turner Jr. Nancy L. Nagel Ellen November Rigby Michael N. llurlant 
Alexandra K. Callam Will iam J. Moreland PARTICIPATING DONORS Glenn D. Oliver Aidan J. Synnott 
Jonathan E. Carey Thomas R. Morris Robert J. Allen Andrew F. Pcr·rin Scott E. Munzel Rudi W. Plancrt PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Patrick C. Cauley Megan Pinney Norris Charles E. Armstrong Larry M. Pollack Elizaheth M. Barry Margaret Chon Ca.role L. Nuechterlein Julie M. Arvo MacKcn7jc Mark C. Pomeroy Nicole VanAckere Colwell 
f;;. See Spring LQN Timothy J. Chorvat Nat L. Pernick Susan I I. Bragdon James S. Portnoy Donn M. Davis for reunion totals Robert M. Cohen Kial Poonsombudlert Robert G. Branca Jr. Anthony A. Powell Scott W. Fowkes James R. Collett Jr. Rebecca L. Raftery John R. Cahill Herbert F. Riband Robert M. Gerstein 
Debbie J. Ge>.on 
Gregg A. Gilman 
Marlene Van Dyk Greenberg 
Ward A. Greenberg 
Jay R. Jolliffe 
M. Scan Laane 
Melissa H. Maxman 
Rick Silverman 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Cynthia A. Baker 
Karen L. Barr 
Elizabeth Barrowman Gibson 
Cathy A. Bcncivengo 
Mark S. Bernstein 
Alrrcdo A. Bismonte 
George H. llocrger 
Alison K. Campbell 
llrucc L. Campbell 
Gabriel J. Chin 
Julia A. Corl 
Bruce A. Courtadc 
Michael H. Cramer 
Maureen A. Darmanin 
Jennifer De Lcssio 
Aldebaran fl. Enloe 
Diwid C. N>rman 
Sara M. G. Forstner 
Thomas C. Froehle Jr. 
[)avid I.. Goret 
Doug A. Graham 
john J. Gregory 
Mark T. Holmes 
Scott A. Huizenga 
Seth F.. Jacobson 
Charlolle H. Johnson 
Eric A. Johnson 
Nanette Joslyn 
Richard A. Kaba 
Gregory A. Kalscheur 
Krista 0. Kaupcr 
N. Peter Knoll 
Scou M. Kosnoff 
Brad Lane 
Anne E. Larson 
Katherine Frank Lauer 
Ross A. Lcisman 
Marilyn K. Mann 
Jonathan 1-1. Margolies 
Marjorie M. Margolies 
Hans J. Massaquoi 
Mark R. Mazanec 
Donald P. Moore 
Mark R. Morton 
Gregory J. Murphy 
Martin J. Murray 
Pauline C. Onycmacc:hi 
Lisa M. Pancpucci 
Robert C. Petrulis 
Janice K. Procter-Murphy 
Terry F. Quill 
Richard M. Rosenthal 
Ste,·cn Roth 
Frank C. Shaw 
Mark D. Shonkwiler 
Mark R. Soble 
Nicholas J. Stascvich 
Craig L. Sumbcrg 
Sheila A. Sundvall 
Gail Harris Thomason 
James L. Thompson 
Catherine Cimpl Yan Kula 
George YanKula Ill 
Paul F. Van Valkenburgh 
Ena L. Weathers 
Janel K. Welch 
Elisa J. Whitman 
Richard G. Ziegler 
1989 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Rebecca J. McDade 
Donors to the 
Law School 
LAYUN K. JAMES CABINET 
Robert R. Kimball 
J. May Liang 
$27,275 
$32,925 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Earl J. Barnes II 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Ronna F.. Garelick McNamara 
Lydia Barry Kelley 
Stephen W. Kelley 
Creighton R. Meland Jr. 
Andreas P. Reindl 
Bruce G. Tuchman 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
David 11. Baum 
Matthew E. Berke 
Charles A. Browning 
Michael J. Carroll 
Margaret A. Cernak 
Ste\'cn J. Cernak 
Bruce M. Chanen 
Cynthia L. Corbett-Hoffman 
Sandra Miller Cotter 
Catherine J. Courtney 
Marcella David 
Sharlene Deskins 
Steven R. Englund 
Jonathan T. Foot 
Albert E. Fowerbaugh Jr. 
Brian K. Gearinger 
Lisa S. Gelb 
Anna M. Geyso 
Robert D. Gordon 
Robert P. Hanson 
Karen M. Hassevoort 
Moira Oages Hathcock 
Joe M. Hawbaker 
David L. Jenny 
Elizabeth Jolli!Te 
Donald M. Kerwin 
Michael L. Kidney 
John 0. Knappmann 
Donald J. Kula 
Daniel R. Laurence 
Brandon 0. Lawnic-,.ak 
Steven C. Lee 
Winston W. Lee 
Elizabeth E. Lewis 
Alex M. Liberman 
Nancy L. 1.ittle 
Robert D. Lo Prete 
David N. Lutz 
Robert !;. Malchrnan 
Janet A. Marvel 
Rebecca J. McDade 
Michael McLeod 
Timothy F. Mellett 
Daniel M. Miller 
Kathie Zieve Norman 
Jeffrey A. Ott 
Thomas J. Piatak 
Eric A. Pierce 
Audrey A. Polite 
Ethan M. Posner 
Todd W. Rahmes 
Mark L. Rickard 
Mark J. R.inges 
Scott A. Roney 
Jeremy R. Salesin 
Daniella Saltz 
James E. Schaarsma 
Eric Schnaufor 
Daniel J. Sheridan 
Mark J. Snyder 
Kenneth F. Sparks 
Robert P. Stefanski 
Paul G. "ll1ornpson 
John A. Ugliena 
Kristin Mary Vandcn Berg 
Oamon N. Vockc 









Kenneth A. Willen berg 
Donors to the 
Law School 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Lois A. Gianneschi 
Peter P. Murphy 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Andrew S. DoclorofT 
Mary B. Etrick 
Paul E. Glot'l.er 
John F. Klein 
Richard K. Korn fold 
Jennifer C. Warrcn-Mbanefo 
Jacob D. Werksman 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Eli1.abeth R. Abrams 
Audrey J. Anderson 
Stacey R. Anthony 
Eric A. Barron 
i)a,·id A. Breuch 
Timothy W. Brink. 
Harold R. Burroughs 
Mark A. Butler 
Chrisline Marie Castellano 
Pamela G. Costas 
Julie B. Crockett 
Tracy D. Daw 
Keith R. Denny 
Ronald G. De Waard 
Kenneth M. Dint:zer 
Jamal L. El-Hindi 
Bennett S. Ellenbogen 
David N. Eskenazi 
Michael F. Flanagan 
Geoffrey H. Genth 
Robert M. Goldberg 
Stephen P. Griebel 
Susan Marie Guindi 
"The Law School was great to 
me during some very tough 
years, and now I want to give 
back. To me, the Law Quadrangle 
symbolizes tradition, commu-
nity and excellence - all of the 
distinguishing characteristics of 
Michigan Law. I can think of 110 
better way to honor my ties 
to the Law School than by 
preserving the Quad for future 
generations." 





~ See Spring LQN 
for reunion totals 
Jonathan M. I lei mer 
William j. HofTman 
Thomas H. I lowlctt 
Daniel R. Hurley 
Peter E. Jaffe 
Kathryn L. Johnson 
David J. Kaufman 
Consbncc B. Kiggins 
James ll. Kimmel 
Pamela R. Kittrell 
Stephen A. Klein 
Jcnifor A. Kohout 
I lidcaki Kubo 
Steven M. Levitan 
C. Thomas Ludden 
Charles McPhedran 
Kathryn H. McRay 
James C. Melvin 
Richard C. Mertz 
Marla E. Nelson 
Steven J. O lson 
Mark C. Pieroni 
James J. Rabaut 
Michael G. Redstone 
Michael N. Romib 
Melanie Sabo 
Oianne B. Salesin 
T. Malcolm Sandilands 
Theodore R. Schneck 
Graeme E. V. Sharpe 
Stephen J. Siegel 
Anthony L. Simon 
I liroo Sono 
Melanie H. Stein 
Robert K. Steinberg 
Molly McGinnis Stine 
Lea Ann Stone 
Randall M. Stone 
Kathryn A. Swiderski 
Darrell Thompson 
Patrick E:folan 
Valissa A. Tsoucaris 
Stacy H. Winick 
Kenneth A. Wittenberg 
Colin J. Zick 
1991 
15th Reunion ~ 
LSF Dollars $21,867 
TotaJ Class Giving S22,817 
CLASS AGENT 
Barbara L. McQuade 
FUNDRAISING CHAIRS 
Robert J. Borthwick 
Kevin T. Conroy 
PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE 
Barbara L. McQuadc 
REUNION COMMITTEE 
David K. Callahan 
Michael R. Carithers Jr. 
Michael F. Colosi 
Theodore E. Deutch 
I.aura J. Hines 
Michael J. Lawrence 
Martin 0. Utt 
Christopher D. McCleary 
Angel L. Reyes Ill 
Adam C. Sloane 
OehaiTao 
Albert L. Vreeland II 
Donors to the 
Law School 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
David K. Callahan 
Angel L. Reyes Ill 
PARTNERS IN LEAOERSHIP 
Robert J. Borthwick 
Carla Folz Brigham 
Johan V. Brigham 
Ke\'in T. Conroy 
Sheila M. Conroy 
Sergio D. Cosu 
Ora T. Fisher 
Mark A. Goulieh 
Kim Ruedi Howlett 
Michael K. lsenman 
Prananatha Jha David A. Moran PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Amy E. KosnofT Eclurne Navarro· Varona Craig L. Anderson 
Paul R. Maguffcc Jill D. Neiman Ann L.. Andrews 
Sarah R. Magllffee Haruko Ozeki 1akashi Asada 
Barbara L. McQuade Carl R. Pebworth Christopher A. Ballard 
Robert R. Ouellette Michael T. Pfau Margaret G. Beck 
Adani C. Sloane Jeffery J. Qualkinbush Corinne A. Beckwith 
Albert L. Vreeland II Molly Reilly Matthew H. Berns 
Frank H. Wu Craig E. Samuels Randy A. Bridgeman 
Stephen L. Scharf Mark Howard Colton 
PARTICIPATING DONORS Vanessa L. Smith Carla Cono' er Aly 
Charles P. Bacall Jennifer Lee Taylor L. Andrew Cooper 
Pamela Lee Barkin David M.Thimmig led C. Craig 
William B. Batzer William G. TishkofT Kathleen L. Davis 
Jean T. Brennan Sa<lhna G. True Christopher Deluca 
Anne T. Breuch Christopher A. White William J. Dllbinsky 
Joan Kooistra Brush Samuel C. Wisot7..key David R. Eberhart 
William R. Burford Eliot S. Ephraim 
Troy M. Calkins James S. Freeman 
Clinton E. Cameron 1992 Michelle M. Gallardo M ichacl G. Canaras David M. Glaser 
LSF Dollars $19,532 James M. Carlson Rachel D. Godsil Total Class Giving 521,682 
Andrew M. Cohen Bruce J. Goldner 
Lisa A. Crooms CLASS AGENTS Heather I.. Guise 
Lynn Williams Davenport CraigY. Allison Gregory P. Gulia 
EclwardT. DcLaLoza Michelle M. Gallardo Robin Joy Hall 
Kathryn Dessayer Whittaker Rachel D. Godsil Steven A. Hicks 
Kathryn T. Ditmars Lyclia Pallas Loren Jeffrey P. Hinebaugh 
Diane Lamon Dorsey Stephen D. Senter James E. Hopenfeld 
James A. Flaggert Thomas I~ Howard 
Steven C. Florsheim Donors to the Carolyn C. Jackson 
Robert J. Gilbertson Law School Sarah J. Kilgore 
Steven F. Ginsberg WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE JcfTrcy S. Kim 
Bridget 1: Gonder Charles C. S. Park Karen M. Kircher 
JamesT. Grant PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Lydia Pallas Loren 
Elizabeth A. Grossman Elizabeth C. Coombe Charles K. Maier 
Kenn~th A. Hill Jr. Myles R. Hansen Lance T. Mason 
Laura J. Hines Kenneth R. Hillier Koji Matsumoto 
Kc,~n M. !Unmao Michael D. Martin Patrick F. McGow 
Stc"en 11. I lufT Michael A. Ma7:mchi Kelly Morton 
John M. Kennedy David Newmann David A. Nacht 
Robert J. Kilgore Sergio E. Paglicry Linda Popovich Nicastro 
Margo S. Kirchner Rhiannon E. Schmieg Robert E. Norton II 
Mi Young Lee Brian C. Silbernagel Kelly Ilrowe Olson 
Martin D. Utt Teresa L. Snider Jonathan D. Pendleton 
Bcrnard"f. Lourim Brian Tauber Mark T. Phillis 
Philip S. McCune Sarah C. Zearfoss Diane M. Pompei 
Gary W. Reinbold Joseph B. Levan Priyaclarshi Sen Sarah A. Bcssin Pia N. Thompson 
Matthe" J. Renaud Roger S. Lucas Howard M. Sendrovitz Dean Bochner Daniel S. Varner 
B. Andrew Rifkin Susan Michele Marsch James P. Silk Valerie K. Brennan Donica Varner 
Sinisa Rodin Anthony J. Mavrinac Paul A. Slager Jeffrey J. Brookncr Alan G. Waldbaum 
Arny Lauren Rosenberg Kenneth G. Schuler Bradley L. Smith Mark J. Carpentrr Michael L. Weissman 
Margaret T. Sa.•saman Kristine M. Schuler Cheryl Sulkowski Leslie F. Chang Scott A. Westrich 
Scott A. Schrader Ginger R. Wilson Joseph A. Sullivan Andrew S. Cohen Timothy 0. White Jr. 
Tracy A. Schrader Yi Zhang loshi<· 'fanaka Nancy Engbcrs Falk Jennifer I laskin Will Campaign Giving 
Rohe rt A. Seltzer Angela Y. Ting Stephen T. falk Da»id B. Williams 
Stephen D. Sencer PARTICIPATING DONORS Bhamati Viswanathan Daniel M. l'cency Margaret C. Wilson 120 
William E. Smith IV Kimberly S. White Alcantara Gregory G. Volan Linda K. Finkel Robert G. Wilson 
Syh ia A. Stein Oscar L. Alcantara Tracy S. Weissman Noah A. Finkel Phoebe G. Winder 
Craig C. Stevens Dirk A. Beamer Paul N. Wengert Benson K. Fncclman Mark C. Witt 
1).0 
----
Cortney G. Sylvester Paul A. Bondor Melanie M. West Joseph K. Grckin David C. Wood 
Charles M.Tea Il l Ke"in J. Bonner Sung K. Yoon Wendy A. Hallgren Heather Martinez 2.ona 80 
Hfroto Tera.<hima Sharon K. Brady John P. I lcnsicn 
Thomas D. Titsworth Liescl E. Brand Steven• Teresa l loldcrcr 
Da,·id M. Traitel Bethany A. Brectz 1994 Lubna N. Jafri 1995 60 
Joanne 1-l. Turner Mary E. Britton LSF Dollars $18,010 Veena K. Jain LSF Dollars $20,700 
Marc A. VanAllen Bruce R. Byrd Total Class Giving $18,810 Brian J. Kdly Tot.al Cl;us Giving $21,790 
Nancy Brigner Waite David M. Byrne Dennis R. Kiker 
10 
0 PelcrsWilborn Jr. Diane Benedict Cabbell CLASS AGENT Kacy Kleinhans CLASS AGENT 
Natalie L. Woodruff Christine R. Deutsch Liam B. La\'ery Jeffrey 1\. Koppy Adam J. Nordin 10 
Sandra L. Wright \;cronika Fabian Nate Kowalski 
Steven A. Wright Barry Y. Freeman Donors to the Ann M. Kraemer Donors to the QUIET PHASE PUBUCPHASE 
Cynthia F. Gilbertson Law School Anne E. LaLonde Law School 00 
Clay A. Guise PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Lance S. Lankford WIUIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE !1111 20l2 
!Ill) m 2'.llS m 
1993 Gregory J. Henchel Jon Ed Brown Liam B. Lavery Michele R. Chaffee +llllals~lllros +OO!mn~ Daniel M. Israel Bradley L. Cohn Brenda R. Lillie Adam J. Nordin LSF Dollars $19,450 Molly McMahon Israel Gordon E. Devens 
Total Cla$$ Giving $21,225 Monica P. Na,·arro PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Rene M. Johnson Michael Rafael Etzionj* Marc L Newman Amy Curtner Andrcv. s 
CLASS AGENTS Christopher L. La Grand Sean W. Gallagher Max J. Newman AitncAutcn 
Bru(.-c R. Byrd Martin J. Lalonde Susan F. Gallagher Rachel C. 0 'Bryan Steven D. Barrett 
Daniel M. Israel David J. Ledermann Heather K. Gerken Mona J. Patel 
Karen Libertiny Ludden Peter D. Hardy Vincent Basulto Lisa Lodin Peralta Alan B. Brown Donors to the JuHe Manning Magid Cheryl A. Hipp Nelson L. Peralta 
law School Lance F.. Mathews Armando Irizarry Christopher J. Peters 
Brian Byrne 
LAYUN K. JAMES CABINET Brian D. McCabe Leslie Collins Overton Mary Lou Peters 
Thomas D. Cunningham 
Colleen Barney Rachel M. McCormack Elaine Murphy Rice Kristen A. Donoghue Erika Po\\ers Appelt Dare~· E. Flynn Jonathan A. Barney David E. Morrison Christopher F.. Ware Susan M. Rabino"itz 
Patricia E. Nessel Andrew M. Winograd Laura B. Redstone 
Eric J. Corman 
WJU IAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Christopher R. Nicastro Jonathan D. Hacker 
Heidi J. Stock Jamie C. I lccht Nisidis PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Kelly B. Reilly Merrick D. Hatcher 
Jeffrey D. Appell Gregory J. Ritts Roger A. Hipp PARTNER~ IN LEADERSHIP Alec D. Rogers Elizabeth M. Rosenfeld 
Joann~ M. Barbera Ilana B. R. Rosenzweig Ste,·en M. Baumer Phillip J. Smith 
Reem F. Jislti 
Manhew F. Bergmann Steven J. Olson *Deceased E\anne l.. Diel'.< Dorne J. Rybicki Nancy Laethem Stern 
Joshua G. Berman Nina Y. Rivera Kim A. Forde-Ma.,rui David M. Saperstein Karen L. Ste,·ens 
Aylicc M. Toohey Laurel E. Queeno Donors to the Paul J. Niewiadomski PARTICIPATING DONORS 
• • Pau-icia Jones Winograd David L. Schwartz Law School Richard A. Norwin Todd S. Aagaard 
Cl a 8 8 James M. Wyman Roopal R. Shah PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP jong-Koo Park An·ie J. Anderson 
Giving Kirsten K. Solberg Jesse S. Reyes Eric R. Phi l Ups Steven J. Azzariti PARTICIPATING DONORS Andrew Z. Spilkin Maureen E. Sweeney Andrew P. Pillsbury Alexander 0. Baldwin 
., 
• .. 
Marta R. Almli Rebecca E. G. Tankersley Adriana V. Vlasic Suzanne J. Pry•ak Arthur K. Bartlet l 
Andrew H. Aoki Paul J. Tauber Jeffrey A. Rossman Jonathan Brennan 
Eli7,abeth Feeney Asa Ii Denise Caravetta Tomlinson ADVOCATES FOR EXCEUENCE Allison M. Ryan john I~ Brumbaugh 
Katherine D. Ashley Joseph P. Topolski Heidi M. Betz Stephanie Schmelz Angie Chen 
Peter C. Beckerman M.ToddWade Su•an Mosser Caperton Randall L. Shoemaker JcJTrey L Claburn 
Shelley F.. Bennett Nicole Jennings Wade Jason A. Crotty Aubrey D. Smith Kristine C. Danz 
Andrew P. Boucher Daniel A. Wentworth Carol E. Dixon Grant S. Sovern Scott L Darling 
Jon R. Brandon Christopher H. Wilson Stephanie J. Gold Michael J. Thomas Jennifer S. Ellenbogen 
Amy M. Brooks Kristine Johnson Zayko Heather J. Stewart Jessica Toll Rebekah Eubanks 
Michael A. Carrier David L. Trygstad Freeman L. Farrow 
Steven C. Collier PARTICIPATING DONORS Thomas P. Ward Barton J. Fears 
Ellen E. Crane 1996 6 Kristy L. Allen John E.Wise Vicki E. Fishman Judith C. Decdy Carol J. Banta Jared M. Wolff Kristen M. Flynn 
Christine N. Esckilsen 10th Reunion Benjamin H. Barton Kathryn S. Wood Jennifer A. Gallagher 
Samuel L. Feder 
LSF Dollars $12,035 Jennifer Z. Belveal Jeffrey H. Kahn Total Class Giving $13,005 Louise S. Urock Darren J. Gold David R. Karasik 
Devon A. Cold CLASS AGENT Kincaid C. Brown 1997 Daniel J. Kheel Mitchell J-1. Cordon Carol E. Dixon Jeff E. Butler Helene T. Krasnoff 
Daniel J. Greiner Nathaniel Cade Jr. LSF Dollars $12,323 Jonathan A. Kulish 
Amy O'Meara Chambers Total Class Giving $ 12,998 Murray W. Griess REUNION COMMITTEE CHAIRS Todd H. Lebowitz 
Jo-Anna M. Griffith David B. Cade Maria Comninou CLASS AGENTS Joshua W. Lcichter 
Sophia S. Hartch Carol E. Dixon Daniel P. Dain Freeman L. Farrow Lies I A. Maloney 
Timothy E. llar lch Jesse$. Reyes Lisa R. D' Avolio Hardy Vieux Emily McCarthy 
Nina L Je'l.ie Chuck c. Duross Neil J. McNabnay FUNORAISING COMMITTEE Beth Fulkerson Dara J. Kcidan Donors to the Cristina C. Niccolini Louise S. Brock Matthew B. Gatrell Law School Edward B. Keidan Koji Nonomura Marisa Toso Brown Daniel P. Ginsberg Richard Klarman Richard Earle Charlton Ill WIWAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Angela I. Onwuachi-Willig 
Walter J. Lanier Drew N. Grabel 
Eric P. Getting Meredith B. Jones Antoinette Paige-Smith 
James A. Lawton Deborah L. Hamilton Rebecca C. Ponlikcs Ross Romero 
Gerald F. Leonard Kristin Ann Hermann PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Vincent J. Presti Ill 
Mel issa A. Leonard 
Jeffrey C. Torres Paul J. Huff Eli>.abeth J-1. C rabam Olson Chad A. Readier Adriana V. Vlasic 
Seth J. S. Leventhal John C. Hun Julianne M. Linder Jerome J. Roche 
Josh A. Levine PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE Matthew B. Kall Kathleen M. Olin Rachel L. Sagan 
Jennifer W. Lewis Carrie J. Fletcher Naomi F. Katz Robert B. Olin Daniel H. Serlin 
Lynne 0 . Lourirn Christine Gregory Tamas I. Kovacs Matthe" J. Russo KashifZ. Sheikh 
Deborah I.. McKenney Richard J. Mrizck Peter J. Krumholz Kelli S. Turner Ann Skjei Brumbaugh 
Sean A. Monson Maureen E. Sweeney Ariana R. Le.,inson Lisa R. Trovato ADVOCATES FOR EXCEUENCE Brian O'Donnell Jessica Toll Anne R. K. Maciver Nancy E. Vettorello 
Andrea C. Okun Yoko Masuzawa Andrew B. Kay Hardy Vieux David S. Mendel 
!:.-, See Spring LQN Sangeeta Patel Catherine E. Maxson Kathryn D. Zalewski 
for reunion totals Lara Fetsco Phillip Brad Miller 
Yvette M. Van Riper 
D. Andrew Porting• Richard J. Mrizck 
1998 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
Carrie L. Newton 
Donors to the 
Law School 
PARTNERS IN UADERSHIP 
Geoffrey R. Entress 




ADVOCATES FOR EXCEWNCE 
Richard M. Assmus 
Charles C. Ca\'311agh 
Alexandra W. Miller 
Matthc" M. Murphy 
James E. Myers Jr. 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
KciAmemiya 
Thurston C. Bailey 
Erin 1-1 . Becker 
Mich•el Bobelian 
John M. Bre7.a 
Andrea R. Buder 
Michael'[ Cahill 
C. U>wis Colliru; 
Christin<' Cooney Mansour 
Daniel I~ Cooper 
Ethan D. Dettmer 
Leonor Y. Dicdican 
Matthew R. Elkin 
Ad•m J. Epstein 
Michael B. Fisch 
Megan A. Fil7.patrick Bula 
Gillian N. Flory 
Susan W. Foxman 
Haruhiko Fujimoto 
D.-id S. Gingold 
Ronald E. I Jail Jr. 
Hanan 0. I !.-·iv 
ScotA. Hill 
Brian R. Hinton 
Stasha Jain 
Kirk 0. Johnson 
Nancy K. Klain 
Rebecca L. Kline Dubill 
Kevin C. Knohl 
Thomas M. Lorek 
Darren H. Lubetzky 
Robert J. Lundman 
Gregory J. Mann 
Ron E. Meisler 
Jason D. Menges 
Amy E. Metz 
Michael M. Met:t 
Jonathan D. Morris 
Susan E. Mortensen 
Carrie L. Newton 
Kristin A. Olbertson 
Cynthia A. Pacal 
Dimosthenis Papakrivopoulos 
Michelle I.. Pat.'\il 
Mark B. Periard 
Zachary M. Ral7.man 
Ann Reyes Robbins 
Kevin V. Ruddy 
1aras S. Rudnitsky 
Barbara M. Russell 
Michael B. Sachs 
Nancy W. Salomone 
Jason D. Sanders 
Sarah 0 . Schrup 
Raj N. Shah 
Allison W. Shurcn 
Jeffrey E. Shurcn 
Jessica M. Silbey 
Amy E.Smith 
Amy Yanoff Spencer 
Bradford W. Springer 
George M. Strander 
Phil landas T. Thompson 
Elana J. lyrangicl 
Susan W. Waesco 
AndrewW. Worseck 
Kathryn A. Youel Page 
1999 
LSF Dollars 
Total ([a.$5 Giving 
CLASS AGENT 
David C. Kirk 
Donors to the 
Law School 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
SI0,210 
$10,760 
H. Helen Chen-Schneider 
Kyle M. De Young 
ADVOCATES FOR EXCELL£NCE 
Sonya L. Byars 
Gregory W. Cooksey 
Matthc" I. Hall 
David C. Kirk 
Oliver J. Larson 
Alessandra K. Murata 
Emily K. Paster 
Elliot M. Regenstein 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
AliA. Akhtar 
Katherine Y. Barnes 
James S. Birge 
Jason K. Bowler 
Lacey Calhoun Sikora 
Matthew W. Carl in 
l)avicl 8. Charnin 
Sally K. Scars Coder 
Seth A. Cohen 
Adam B. Cox 
William L. Emerson 
/on R. Fetterolf 
Adam ll. Fine 
Jenny L. r:Joyd 
CharloLte J. Gibson Zavos 
John C. Gon7,alez 
!)avid R. Grand 
George E. Gurrola 
Kathleen Ra\·en Gurrola 
Andrew R. Isidore 
Richard A. Kline 
Jerry S. Kowal 
J. Chris Larson 
Lila E. Lee 
Camille C. Logan 
Evan K. Makela 
Michael J. McLaughlin 
Benjamin Means 
Kendra D. Miller 
F.ll1,aheth W. Milnikd 
Christopher M. Newman 
Christina M. Parker 
Matthew J. Perry 
Kc vi n J. Pic<."Ueh 
Michael J. Quirk 
Peter A. Reichart 
Marc L. Robinson 
Hidcya Sadanaga 
Joel H. Samuels 
Joseph M. Saul 
Elizabeth Seabury 
Aaron C. Singer 
Randy L. Socol 
Brian M. Steinhardt 
Bizunesh K. Talbot 
David D. Ta\vil 
Mark J. Tibaldi 
Kristin B. Wilhelm 
Irene L. Wolfe 
Nicholas R. 7,avos 
Matthew D. Zinn 
2000 
LSF Dollars 
Total Clau Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Christopher G. Evers 
Leslie Hinds St-Surin 
S I 5,82S 
516,325 
Donors to the 
Law School 
WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE 
Corey R. llarris 
PARTNERS IN UADERSHIP 
William G. Jenks 
l lartmut Schneider 
Michael L. Simes 
Nicole M. Simes 
ADVOCATES FOR EXCELUNCE 
Mark S. Germann 
Michael 8. Machen 
Monika Jeetu Machen 
Brian H. Meldrum 




Kimberly D. Bailey 
Daniel Bamdas 
Adam M. Becker 
Trevor J. Belden 
Margo S. Brownell 
Nathan A. Carney 
Rodger K. Carreyn 
Abigail V. Carter 
Rochelle Tedesco Charnin 
Clifford H. Chen 
Jennifer A. Chin 
Matthew Clash-Drexler 
Sara W. Clash-Drexler 
Stephanie J. Clifford 
Rachel E. Croskcry-Roberts 
Stephen E. Crowley 
Anne K. Cusick 
Christopher G. Evers 
Andrew H. f-e lfer 
Joseph F. Fielder 
Lea E. Filippi 
Lynda S. Flood 
Jonathan G. Gordon 
Kevin M. Ilenry 
Nicholas S. Holmes 
john F. Horvath 
Joseph C. Huntzickcr 
Charles.,._ Inniss 
Catherine R. Jones 
!ban Klln 
Denise Kirkowski Bowler 
Jeffrey Klain 
Kazuhiro Kobayashi 
Amy E. Lehman 
Lloyd J. Lemmen 
F. Jackson Lewis II 
Niamh M. Le\viS 
Law School Recognition 
Thoma. M CooJ,., Cabinet 
I J\()n R. ~unllt·rlaml Cabmcl 
I Hm Wright c;.1lu11et 
Paul G. IC.mpc.r C .. bmct 
1 oilin K. )>me' C.1b11wi 
W1lho01 W. ll1,l1op Jr C1n:k 
P.ln nt•"' lll i,..<"ad('r ' lnp 
Athoc•UC'~ for l>..ccllcncc ~ 
P.iruripattng l .)u1-.or~ 






2,500 - 4,999 
1,000 - 2,499 
S00 - 999 
I 999 
Alexandra T. MacKay PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE Scott W. Hairston Charlonc E. Gillingham 
Michacl P. Massey George A. Avila Julianne M. Hartzell 2002 Eric R. Goodman 
Russell M. McGlothlin Eve L. Brensike Sungjin Kang LSF Dollars $1 1,230 Nicholas B. Gorga 
Robert Negron Catherine T. Dobrowitsky Sarah P. Kelly Total Class Giving SI 1,980 Ryan M. Harding 
Diane N. Nguyen Jami A. Jarosch Kristopher Kiel Colin C. Heitzmann 
Krista L. Nunemaker Laura E. Kacenjar Peter Kleinhans CLASS AGENTS Stephanie J. Helfrich 
Eric R. Olson RobertA. Mikos Chad 0. Langley Eric A . Baker Tamara Gray Jain 
John Nannes, '73, of Bethesda, JdTrcy S. Pitt Angelica M. Ochoa Richard LeBrun Catherine S. Carrigan Neill P. Jakobe 
Wayne E. Reames Bryce C. Pilz Nicole M. Lucier Rasheeda N. Creigh ton Stacy S. Jakobe 
Maryland, who has funded eight Carolyn Barth Ren7in Amy L. Sankaran Scott A. Martin Chandra E Davis Lindsay James 
annual Nannes Third-Year Chai- Tom I. Romero, II Maggie J. Schneider Kelly M. Mathews Renee Dupree Sarah S. Keast 
John A. Rosans Joshua Michael Smith Frederick L. McDonald II Lindsey L. Mehan David Kim 
lenge Programs, doubled his gift Caroline Sadlowski Bonnie Schroeder McGuire Nicholas A. Smith Neha Lall 
this year to permit more members Amy K. Remus Scott Donors to the Joshua A. McGuire Andrew R.Toftey Ricardo J. Lara Jr. 
Caroline K. Sheerin Law School Robert A. Mikos Noah S. Leavitt 
of the Law School Class of 2006 to Eric J. Smith PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP Rebecca Min Donors to the Daniel S. Liebman 
participate. The program challenges Corin R. Swift Howard W. Burdett Jr. Yung Joo Oh Law School Kendra S. Mattison 
third-year students to pledge to 
Liv N. Tabari Joseph E. Giles Gerald S. Ohn WILLIAM W. BISHOP JR. CIRCLE Bernard A. Meis 
Jeffrey D. Talbert Deborah A. l laase Jasmine C. Patel Elizabeth L. Carr Todd E. Mcsibov 
make an annual contribution to the Steve J. Tenai Michael J. Riela Julia H. Powell D"'id E. Mills 
Law School Fund for each of the Matthew R. VandcrGoot Caroline A. Reckler PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP David 1-1. Mulle Elefteris Velc.iotis ADVOCATES FOR EXCEUENCE Eric E. Reed Lumen N. Mulligan Thomas N. Blanchard Robert A. Greeb cl 
.first three years after graduation. Michael J. Willis 
Kelly O'Donnell 
Sarah M. Riley Frederick G. Sandstrom Brian C. Neal 
In return for the promises of future Britton M. Worthen Linda Maria V. Wayner Cristina W. Rilchie Peter B. Ncrnerovski 
Martin Zimmermann Jacob Russin ADVOCATES FOR EXCEUENCE Eri Nishikawa 
support to the Law School, John PARTICIPATING DONORS Marcela D. Sanchez Karyn A. McCreary Christopher R. Noyes 
allows the students to designate 2001 Guido G. Aidcnbaum 
Amy L. Sankaran Emily J. Zelcnock Anthony E. Orr 
Michael J. Alcf Vivek S. Sankaran Sara K. Orr 
portions of his gift to the Law 5th Reunion 6 Felix Saratovsk y PARTICIPATING DONORS Jason D. Osborn Monica Beck 
School student organizations of Kristen M. Beutler Shannon N. Schcloske Hector Arangua Lecea Lora M. Reece LSF Dollars $ 15,570 Charu J. Shah Eric A. Baker Aaron J. Rupert 
their choice. The 2006 Nannes Total Class Giving 5 16, 145 Ryan F. Bloom Karl F. Baiz 
Steve Bressler Wei Shen Debra Shuwarger 
Third-Year Challenge surpassed CLASS AGENT Jason H. Casell Rebecca L. SbulTain Anne S. Becker Andrew J. Silverman 
John G. Knepper Nakisha N. Chancy Joshua M. Smith 
Jonquil S. Bcrtschi Leslie A. Stern 
the ambitious goal of enlisting 
Susy Chen Judd Spray 
Justin S. Brennan Nathan D. Stump 
200 students - more than half REUNION COMMITTEE CHAIRS Jean-Marc Corredor Scott D. Thompson Joshua A. Brook Douglas W. T,,nsey 
of the Clctss of 2006. Participants Howard W. Burdett Jr. Sarah A. Deyoung Bonnie H. Walker Stephanie L. Browning Bernard Taylor Elizabeth M. Goldman Paul A. Oilier Seth F. Wilkinson Jennifer A. Buckley Peter P. Tomczak 
designated their portions ($250 for Sarah M. Riley Catherine l~ Dobro" itsky Zahraa V. Wilkinson Bridgette A. Carr Tatyana 1rakht Marcela D. Sanchez Jonathan Witmer-Rich Andrea P. Clark ln·in E. Tyan 
each pledge) to nearly SO student Danielle M. Donaldson Jon C. Clark johnW. Ursu 
organizations. FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE 
Paul J. Dutton Linda K. Clark Ji ll L. Van Dalen Thomas N. Blanchard Allison A. Fink Melissa A. Cordner 
Cristen S. Frankel Veronica Vela Kcvjn M. Costantino Jeanine Harvey OankofT 
Joseph E. Giles Todd A. Frankel Erin L. Webb 6 See Spring LQN Chandra Da,.is John L>. Webster Daniel J. Kelly Eli1.abctb H. Goldman for reunion totals Charlie L. Divine Ill Brian C. Wilson Kelly O'Donnell Brian C. Gruber Joshua B. Dobro\\~tsky 
Sally Jean Tews 
2003 
I.Sf Dollars 
Total Cla5' Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Nicholas S. Janiga 
Melissa M. Mallery 
Neal Recnan 
Billy E. Wells Ill 




PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Keenan J. Wh.itehurstst 
ADVOCATES FOR EXCEUENCE 
Da,'id B. Anziska 
Neal Rccnan 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
John T. Adams 
Demian S. Ahn 
David G. Alderson 
Santosh S. Aravincl 
Ashley M. Bauer 
Christina M. Berish 
Pippin C. Brchler 
Jeremy J. Burchman 
Kirsten Matoy Carlson 
Tarun J. Chandran 
Ann 11. Chen 
Jennifer L. Contcr 
Olga V. Danilenko 
Kristy J. Downing 
Andrew T. Dustin 
Marc L. Edelman 
Alicia B. Fagen 
Gerard FiUtti 
Adam M. Flake 
Francis A. Franze· 
Nakammura 
Shauna L. Fulbright 
Seth A, Gast wirth 
Nina M. Gawne 
Rowena Gillmorc-McAllistcr 
Michael W. G roebe 
Piper M. Hendricks 
Melissa M. Hinds 
Ryan Hochgesang 
Thomas E. H<>gan 
Brian R. Hylandcr 
Jessica$. Hylandcr 
Nicholas S. Janiga 
Unmaish Jindal 
Da,·id H. Kaplan 
Benjamin H. Klein 
Eli>.abeth A. Kronk 
Jay H. Lee 
Laura A. LeeLun 
Kevin J. Leh pa mer 
Nathaniel A. Long 
Melissa M. Mallery 
Kelly A. Marra 
Ryan J. Mason 
Anna-Rose Mathieson 
Spiridoula Mavrothalasitis 
William T. Maxson 
Sha"·n M. McEnnis 
Megan f~ McKnight 
Virginia Morrison 
Adam S. Nadelhaft 
Emily S. Palmer 
Yarmcla Pavlovic 
Jagan N. Ranjan 
Catherine A. Recd 
Jacob T. Risner 
Jennifer L. Scheller 
Christopher M. Sheehan 
Timothy J. Sielaff 
Hillary J. Spike fordice 
Christopher T. Timura 
Tra,;sT.Townscnd 
Daniel M. Traum 
Niesa R. Trent 
Henry Turner 
Jimmie ll. Webster 
Billy E.Wellslll 
Geoffrey M. White 
Kristin N. White 
Jianmin Yi 
Sarah A. Zumwalt 
2004 
I.SF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Andrew C. Daly 
Nathan J. K°' lie 
Harprect K. Khera 
Katherine C. Loren>. 
Maren R. Norton 




ADVOCATES FOR EXCELLENCE 
Warren D. Dodson 
Christopher L. Moody 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
Selia M. Ace"cdo 
Michael 0. Adamski 
Joshua A. Agcn 
Christin J. Albcrtic 
Christopher L. Arellano 
Eduardo A' ilcs 
Lisa E. Bagley 
Sarah A. Binder 
Eric J. Carsten 
Sharon A. Ceresnic 
James Cerven 
GaryY. Chyi 
Andrew C. Daly 
Rebecca E. Day 
Joshua D. Dick 
Stefanie A. Ooeblcr 
Seth A. Drucker 
John G. Fedynsky 
Madeleine V. Findley 
Elizabeth L. Fine 
Andrew L. Foster 
Jordan ·r. Fowles 
Jessie M. Gabriel 
Anthony 0. Gill 
Melissa D. Green 
Anis H. Ha 
Adam A. Hachikian 
Brian C. Hagerty 
Ruth E. Hartman 
Nathan J. llolc 
Nagarnasa Honda 
Thomas J. I lughcs 
Erik C. Jones 
Landon Y. Jones 
Matthew A. Kat7. 
Nathan J. Kavlie 
Jessica G. Kennedy 
I larprcct K. K.hcra 
Gregory A. Koory 
Gail L. Krieger 
Aleen Lee 
Lara L. Liss 
Katherine C. Lorenz 
Amy M. Matschckowski 
Jcnn.ifer A. McNeil 
Estcfania Monge Requena 
Joel S. Neckers 
Maren R. Norton 
Brian 11. Pandya 
Scjal I~ Parikh 
Shamir Patel 
James P. Pecht 
Daniel Persinger 
Jessup C. Pyun 
JcanY. Rhee 
Benjamin J. Roesch 
Melissa L. Schwab 
Adam E. Schwart-1. 
Louis M. Segreti 
Joseph E. Simpson 
Patricia A. Skustcr 
Hope M. Spencer 
Cvnthia J. Black Svenson 
1-.'.acey L. Thomas-Gronniger 
Joyce L. ·rong 
Jesse Wald 
D.-id J. Ward 
Sarah R. Wasserman Rajec 
Clint C. Watson 
Jennifer R. White 
Amanda R. Whitman 
Claire B. Whitman 
Colin J. Wicker 
Thomas G. Wilhelm 
GeofTrcv M. Williamson 
James A'. Wright 111 
Daniel A. Zibcl 
2005 
LSF Dollars 
Total Class Giving 
CLASS AGENTS 
Umbrccn S. Bhatti 
Marisa Bono 
M. Ryan Calo 
Syed M. Karim 
Andrew R. Lin 
Nicole A. Pazona 
Stephen S. Sanders 
Ali H. Shah 
Darcie A. Tilly 
Donors to the 
Law School 
PARTNERS IN LEADERSHIP 
Cathryn C. rayard 
$8,303 
SI0,128 
ADVOCATES FOR EXCEUENCE 
Wonda M. Joseph 
Jaime K. Olin 
PARTICIPATING DONORS 
W Jason A !Iman 
Justin A. A mash 
Mark E. Ashton 
Jonathan M. Barkey 
Martin F. flarna 
Usa T. Blackburn 
Hector G. flladuell -llosado 
Joelle K. Blomquist 
Marisa Bono 
Jason R. Bosworth 
Autumn Brietstein 
Miguel A. Brizuela 
Gilbert P. Brosky 
Gary K. Brucker 
M. Ryan Calo 
Andrew 0. Cattell 
Margaret C. Curtiss 
James A. Earl 
Kirsten A. Erickson 
Ronald Falls Jr. 
Terrence Finneran 
Daria M. Fisher 
"I know that my Michigan 
Law education was bet-
ter because of the financial 
support that earlier gradu-
ates provided to the Law 
School, and it just seemed to 
me that r had an obligation 
to do for later generations of 
students what earlier gen-
erations had done for me. 
That is the Michigan way." 






Alicia M. Gimenez 
Reena R. Gokani 
Aaron C. Goodman 
Nathaniel Grow 
Sarah K. Hamilton 
Carla A. R. Hine 
Jenny Y. C. I-lo 
Kristen M. Jacoby 
Bjorn K. Johnson 
Joshua M. Kalb 
Jeffrey T. Karck 
Syed M. Karim 
Srikanth Katragadda 
Ramji B. Kaul 
MichaelY. Kieval 
Adam D. Kirschner 
Kate A. K lcba 
Adam L. Kochcndcrfcr 
Corin M. Korcnaga 
Kathleen I~ Lally 
Eric Laufgrahen 
Jeremy C. l...ay 
Aaron M. Lewis 
A Ii son S. Lievense 
Andrew J. Lie,·cnse 
Andrew R. Un 
Tara H. Lord 
John G. Marfoc 
f!miliano D. Marlinez 
Megan C. McCulloch 
Jason M. Mo ff 
Courtni E. Molnar 
Christina J. Murdoch 
M. AmcHa Myers 
Kimberly V. Neckers 
Jason C. Nelson 
Christine E. Nielsen 
William A. Novomi<lc 
Jacquelyn A. Ona 
Maureen C. Onycagbako 
Aaron A. OslrovsJ..')' 
Andrea D. Ostrovsky 
Nicole A. Pawna 
William R. Pearson 
Jennifer M. Pence 
Michael A. Ponzoli 
Matthew 0. Pryor 
Joshua D. Rafsky 
Trisha M. Rich 
Patrick ). Rosenthal 
Sarah J. Rykowski 
Beverly J. Ryskamp 
Stephen S. Sanders 
Monica R. Saxena 
Andrew D. Schlichter 
Brian M. Schwartz 
Daniel C. Scripps 
Gregg P. Severson 
Ali 1-1. Shah 
Catherine S. Shea 
Stanley S. Shepard 
Elizabeth B. Simson 
Kristin Ulrich Somich 
Lisa M. Spreitzer 
Matthew L. Stitzer 
Wesley F.. Stockard 
Michael R. Strand 
Ona Hahs Tenny 
Robyn M .1essin 
Stephen R. 'lnorn 
Darcie A. Tilly 
Gcncvie"c ). Vose 
Mario J. Weber 
Jamie S. Weitzel 
Joanne L. Wcrdel 
Megan K. Whyte 
Nathan E. Wilhite 
Dewayne A. Williams 








- $77M as of 6.30.06 
We have also exceeded our $27 million goal for 
bequest intentions, raising $28.3 million in new 
bequests. ln cash, pledges and planned gifts, ou1 
total fundraising for the campaign has exceeded 
$105 million. 
Students 
Rita D.Abro Chad R. Doobay Anna L. lijima Mary Catherin~ Martin Jeffrey M. Schwan The Law School extends 
Nada K. Ahu-lsa Stephanie A. Oougla. Shinichiro M Iwata Daniel E. Martinez Jeremy M. Schwartz 
special thanks to members of Bethany C. Ace Talia C. Dubovi Patrick T. Jordan Anne E:. McCune Steven Scordino 
Sharon D. Arimtrong Kathleen K. Duffy Lisa A. Kaegi Ryan 1: McFarland Linda M. Sharkey our student body who have 
Joseph R. Ashby Michelle M. Echevenia Dana L. Kacrsvang Da,•idT. McGee Nadia A. Shash 
Sosun Bae Andan Eddy Omario S. Kanji Dauclelinc Mem• RachaclT. Shenkman made gifts to the Law School 
Anna M Baldwin John R. Edwards Cynthia S. Kao Alexandra L. Mt'rtens MingShui in the 2005-2006 year. Names Megan C. Barnard Bernard A. Eskandari Shad R. Kidd Suchcta Misro Jeannine D. Sims 
Hcnkic F. Barron Glenn J. Favreau Le.sley S. Kim Hatsuki Miyata Molly j. Skjei listed here include students 
Aaron M. Bartell Anne N. Finken Richard C. Kim Lcakhcna Mom AdamCSmith who participated m the Nannes Justin H. Bell Anne C. Fitzpatrick SeongH. Kim Sharifa K. Moore Amelhyst C. Smilh 
Sarah Bender-Nash Dalian F. Flake Cara J. Kitagawa Matthew G. Morris Muri Smith Third-Year Challenge Program 
Kevin R. Bettsteller Gregory R. Hax Jennifer L. Kkm MichaclT. Murphy Mia Solvesson by makmg a three-year pledge Benjamin Blaustein Alaina R. Foliu-Wojtowic-L Cheng C. Ko Daniel A. Navejas Melanie Sonncnborn 
Kristen M. Boike ColJ;n B. foulds RobertA. Koch A le xis K. Nelson Ariel L. Stillman to the Law School Fund. In the 
Heidi S. Bond Alicia L. Frostick I.aura L. Kolb Joseph R. Nelson Stephen M. Stine 
Sarah R. Bookbinder Toni L. Gantz Mariana L. Kovd Sarah Niemiec John 13. Stone 2006 fiscal yea1~ 202 students 
Aron lmre Boros Amanda K. Garcia Jana Lee S. Kraschncwski Matthew J. Nolan Jennifer J. Theis pledged support for the Law 
Joseph F. Brennan Nadine A. Gartner Lesley A. Kroupa Aaron R. O'Donnell Seneca A. Theno 
Adrienne R. Brooks David R. Geerdes Justine Lazarua Timothy I' Ofak Rebecca B. Torres School Fund through the 
Jesse M. Calm Jason D. Glenn Bonjwing Lee Jaime K. Olin William Tran Nannes Third-Year Challenge. Andrea L. Caron Elizabeth A. Gobeski Richard S. Lee Erick K. Ong Jeffrey R. Tucker 
Waltrecse H. Carroll Jenne M. Goldenberg Samuel S. Lee Rajccv M. Patel Justin D. Van Wormer 
Jennifer D. Carter Nyasha A. Green Sonah Lee Jacob Paul Eric R. Veenstra 
Emily L. Cauble Pamela Grewal Stephanie M. Lee Michael A. Pearson Jr. Margaret 1:. Vincent 
Jamb Chachkin Thomas P. Griffin Amanda j. Legal Mark E. Peterson Ki mT. Vu 
Felbc B. Chang Christina J. Grostic Amy A. Lehman Maureen Pettibone Elizabeth Y. Waterman 
Emma C. Cheuse Megan E. Gruber Damon M. Lewis Justin Pfeiffer Jason S. Weinstein 
Sarah M. Chopp Mcghan J. Guido Jason L. I ichtman Marisa K. Philion Amy f\1.Wells 
Grace M. Chu Kathryn E. Gusmcr F.lizabcth I. Lintz Brandon E. Rc3\·is CharloHc M. Wheeler 
Yasmine Chubin Anna C. Haac Karen A. Lockman Ryan J. Rettmann Adam B. Wollson 
Rnbert R. Cleary Jr. Weston L. Hall Maurice Loeb! Eunice H. M. Rho Timothy j. Wyse 
Jayson L. Cohen Stephanie L. Hankin Gussie A. Lord Trisha M. Rich Mona Youssef 
Winston G. Collier Adil Haq Amrita Mallik Scott A. Risner Richard J. Zit<> 
Jason B. Conn Leanne E. I lartmann Tyler A. Mann Maria C. Rivera 
Natalia L. CortC'L Zo1;k Haruthunian Laura H. Manschrcck Megan I J. Roberts 
Trent S. Crable Kyra M. Hazilla-Low Lawrence M. Marcus James W. Hobie 
Carey L. Cuprisin Tammy L. He.lminski Megan Mardy Nicholas A. Rocrsman 
Nicole M. D' Avanzo Louscnc M. Hoppe Melissa B. Marks Matlhc.w L. Rojas 
Clifford S. Davidson Heather L. Hudson jenny I. Marsh Abigail E. RueHgcrs 
Joshua A. Deahl Sophia E. Hudson Joana M. Marshall EliY..1bctcli S. Ruiz 
Rachel C. Dobkin Gates S. I lurand Ba)TCX Marti Douglas L. Sanders 
Randy Mehrberg 
Rctn<l1 Mlhrhl·rg ,'80, and his 11 ilc, Mk-hell' ~<'hara, Llni1cr!-.il\' of Michigan graduah'. 1979. made a 
gcnnou!' gift of\ 12 ),000 w l'Stahlish an •'nd1>m.:d f'und ll)r 
public. and c:ommu111t 1 :;erd, c .it th,· Lill' ~..:hool. R::md) 
and Mic:hde rnJde thi.:ii gift in honor <lnd trih11t1 to Susan 
M. Eklund. fom1L r A\sociak Dean !'or Stucknt :\!fair~, to 
rc,·ol!niz<' her man~ ..:ontribuaons tn the La" Sdwol and to 
support ru1d strcngthl'n thl' Lall' ~d1oo l \tradition of pul>lic. ~lT\Kl', in "hich 
"Dcdn )uc'" played an intc·gn1l n>k during hl'r knurl'. Randy 's cmploy1•1. Ex<'lon 
Lorporntion, augm..:nt.:cl thl lund with an adclition.11 gil"t Qf 'i7),000. 
Thc~e ll'ondl'rful g1f'L~ ll'ill ht u~ed to 8upport Scrdrc Day .wtintil''> dt the La.11 
S1.hool, 11hich occ.ur as :i part ol nc" studc11l orit·ntation. LKh fall J.nd .,prin_:!. 
one. day j, '><'l ct~idt for incoming studC'nb to partidpate in c;omn1unit; ~crvk<.· 
prnjr1,:ts. \\rorking tog<' I 111•1, ~tud1·nts learn about th,• impmta1Kc and gralihca-
tion or.~<'r\ing th< public good, ,md 1·,pcriem<. hr~t-hancl th.- 1aluc Llw La11 
:oichoul pl.ices on contributmg to the nm1 munit~·· Thank-. to the grn<·rnsit} or 
R,mcl). Mit h<•k, an<l [ xdon, new ti 1ichigan L:m ~tucl1.•11t ~ \\ill haH' th1.· oppor 
lunil) to n:p<'r i•'llCC' \cnit:c Day loi mam wars lo cmrn. 
'",incl' ih inu .. pll<>n, tht· La'' "choul has C'ncour.1!,!C'd and 1r.1i1u'd 1ls ,\uck111' to 
lw gn1crou~ in th, Lim,· and cncr!!.' tl1c: clc,·ok l<> S\'I 'i11g tlw prok,,:1011 and 
tlwir' 0111111t111ll). \I\',, work to inslill Lhis 1.!lhiL i11 th,•m bt'LaU~l' thl'~ ,1n· p.11 t of a 
gnaL puhliL unhcnit: .md .ilv1h1,111,, .. th<' will in ju't a Ii.·" yc.1rs j<1lll a 
gi,·iug pr <>f,.,:,i<Jn. ~.1 'i<" Day i' parl ol' th.it traditi•>n. wd it mspin·' ~tud1:nu. 
to ],,·gin gh ing had• to lhl , ommunit' almost immt«liat• Iv upon arri, .. d .it 
tlit• La\\ '->chonl. B) \\ orking tog•·tlwr during SL·rvin lh). stucknb al-c1 hc1H 
a , hann· to brnld 'ilrong hond< with ':t• h other early on in 1lid1 law 'i< 11001 ta 
gh ing lx1c k to tlie c.ommunrty :1111 I l>uildi11:,, 'trong 
1 <·lat ion,hip' c1mong studc11h 
j, "ln· R.wd: ancl ~ lll'hdt' ·, gt1wrou~ gifl i~ ·mc.h .1 m.1ndou' trihuk tn "m ." 
L);iyicl 13:ium, 1 :)9, \,~bta111 D<..il1 lc>r "tu<knt i\rt:iir~. 
"\\•, an- \L'J"~' 11lcas••cl 1fl 11Uk.: lhi' gilt in Sue Eklund's honor," ~Jid 
.\lkhrhcrg. "111 IH r lcailc·rship rol<' .1l thl: Lm ~<.h1,C1(, 1.iuL \\ .1~ i1htru111cnto.l in 
thL" dt•\ dopm< nt ol' pmgr..1111, f~,r ~tu.kn ts i11tcll ''< d in publi< ,v·, ic.·t• :-iu 
.-r11>rm<>u' umtrilmt ion I h.n l1as h< nd11 eel 11111 onh \·Ii, lug.rn SI udl'lll', hu1 .il l 
th<N: "hom th,) 1i:,,, lwlp1·d in tlwir public'' n in· roll-~. Ju'l JS import.inti~. 
Sue \LlS a grc..11 rok modL'I and ,1 supporli\\· frin1d l~1r M• ni.11\' :;tudcnt.:>. °'he 
unhodkd tltl idc.iJ., ol .i lifl' 111 'crvi, ,._ T u11 think t•I" no inor<' appropriak ''·') 
t" re cogni,., lwr th.in h) •':-t.1l1lishi11g: this luncl." 
3M Foundation 
Abbott Laboratories Fund 
ABN AMRO North America 
Advanced Micro De,•ices, Inc. 





Association of Corporate Counsel 




The Baker & I lostetler Founders Trust 
Bank of America Foundation 
The Barr Fund 
Basic American Foods 
Baxter International foundation 
Bergstrom Foundation 
The Beard Group Inc. 
Beaverkill Foundation, Inc. 
Blaqwell , Inc. 
BP Foundation, Inc. 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc. 
Burlington Northern Santc Fe Foundation 
Butler Manufacturing Company Foundation 
Cargill Foundation 
Cargill, Incorporated 
Caroline P. Schoon beck Trust 
The Annie E. Ca.<ey Foundation 
Cerberus Partners L.1~ 
ChevronTexaco 
Cinergy Foundation 






Community Foundation for Southeastern Michigan 
Con Edison 
Consumers Energy Foundation 
Corinthian Lodge No. 241 
Corn Products International, Inc. 
Corporations, Foundations & Organizations 
Cran brook 
OaimlerCnrysler Corporation Fund 
Dcloitte Foundation 
Delphi Automotive Systems Corporation 
The George H. Dcuble Foundation 
DirecTV Group, Inc. 
Dow Corning Corporation 
Dr Pepper/Seven Up, Inc. 
Drusilla Farwell Foundation 
Duke Energy Indiana, Inc. 
Eaton Charitable Fund 
Edison International 
cnglcdow Group 
Ernst & Young Foundation 
Exelon Corporation 
ExxonMobil Foundation 




Ford Motor Company Fund 
Gate Gourmet, Inc. 
GE Foundation 
Gemini Real Estate Advisors, LLC 
General Motors Foundation 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation Atlanta Division 
Hess Corporation 
Irving S. Gilmore Foundation 
GlaxoSmiiliKline Foundation 
GMAC Residential Funding Corporation 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
Halliburton Foundation, Inc. 
Harley-Davidson Motor Company 
Harris Bank Foundation 
William Randolph Hearst Foundation 
Hewitt Associates LLC 
Honeywell Hometown Solutions 
Houghton Miffiin Company 
l ludson· Webber Foundation 
Ivanhoe Huntley I folding, LLC 
J.P. Morgan Chase foundation 
J.H. Ellwo0<l & Associates, Inc. 
Jewish Communal Fund 
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies 
Contributions Fund 
Jones Lang LaSalle, Inc. 
Kellogg's Corporate Citi•enship Fund 
Kemp, Klein, Umphrey, Endclman & May 
Foundation 
Kerr-McGee roundation, Inc. 
Kcyspan Energy 
Kirkland and Ellis Foundation 
Kroll Zolfo Cooper, LLC 
Lafayette Life Insurance Company 
The Henry Laird Smith Foundation 
LandAmerica foundation 
Larkin l lofTman Daly & Lindgren, LTD. foundation 
Eli Lilly & Company Foundation 
Lockheed Martin Corporation 
L'Orcal USA, Inc. 
Lyondell Chemical Company 
Market Share, Inc. 
Martin & Jonn Rosen Foundation 





Metropolitan Life Foundation 
Meyers Investments 
Michigan State Bar foundation 
Microsoft Corporation 
Monsanto Fund 
Morgan Stanley Matc:bing Gifts Program 
Morrison & Foerster foundation 
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 
Munger, Tolles & Olson Foundation 
Edward M. Nagel Foundation 
National City Bank 
NCR Foundation 
Nebraska Rook Company, Inc. 
New York Life Foundation 
Nike, Inc. 
Nomura America f-oundation 
Northwestern Mutual Life Fdn., Inc. 
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. 
NSTAR Foundation 
Ox-Bow Consenation & Fishing Club 
Procter & Gamble Fund 
The 00\•id and Lucile Packard Foundation 
Parker Hannifin Foundation 
PCS Administration (USA) Inc. 
Penske Corporation 
Pepsico Foundation, Inc. 
Pli1.cr Foundation 




Principal Financial Group foundation, Inc. 
PublicAnairs 
Pulte I lome Corporation 
Qualcomm Incorporated 
Rahn & Bodmer, Bankers 
Renaissance American Management, Inc. 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc. 
RPM International Inc. 
S.C. Johnson l'und, Inc. 
SBC Foundation 
Shell Oil Company Foundation 
Skillman Foundation 
Somers Films 
Sony Pictw·es Entertainment, Inc. 
Sprint Foundation 
State Farm Companil!S Foundation 
State Street Foundation 
Steelcase Foundation 
SUPERVALU Foundation 
T ime Inc.Time to Gh·e Back Campaign 
Reginald L. Tucker Scholarship Fund 
Turnaround Management Association 
United States Steel Foundation, Inc. 
Verizon Foundation 
Voices for Il linois Children 
Wachovia Foundation 
Walt Disney Company Foundation 
Watson Wyatt Worldwide 
Wells Fargo foundation 
Williams Lea, Inc. 
Wisconsin Energy Corporation Foundation , I 
Wyeth 
Xerox foundation 
S. K.Yee Foundation 
Baker & Hostetler LLP 
Baker & McKenzie LLP 
Barnes & Thornburg LLP 
Briggs and Morgan PA 
Bryan Cave LLP 
Bush Scyfcrth Kethledgc & Paige PLLC 
Caclwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
Clark I Jill PLC 
Clifford Chance US LLP 
Cooley Codward LLP 
Covington & Burling LLP 
Cox, Stein & 1>enigrew Company LPA 
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP 
Davis, Polk & Wardwell 
Dawcla, Mann, Mulcahy & Sadler PLC 
Dewey Ballantine LLP 
Dickstcin Shapiro LLP 
Drinker, Biddle & Reath LLP 
Dykema Gossett PLLC 
Faegre & Benson LLP 
Foley & Lardner LLP 
Foley Hoag LLP 
Fredrikson & Byron PA 
Fried, Frank, I larris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP 
Frost Brown Tocld LLC 
Gardner, Carton & Douglas LLP 
Godfrey & Kahn SC 
Goldhcrg, Kohn, Bell, Black, RCJsenbloom & Moritz Ltd 
Coulston & Storrs 
Greenberg, Traurig, 1-lolTman LipCJIT, Rosen & Qucntel PA 
Haynes and Boone LLP 
Heller Ehrman W' 
Hogan & Hartson LU' 
Ice Miller w> 
Jenner & Block LLP 
Jones Day 
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 
Kemp, Klein, Umphrey, Endclman & May 
Kcusch, flintoft & Conlin PC 
Kirklancl & Ellis LLP 
Law Firms 
Larkin I lolTman Daly & Lindgren Ltd 
Latham & Watkins LLP 
Lewis & Kappes PC 
Lord, Bissell & l3rook LLP 
Lovells 
Maslon Edelman Borman & Brand LLP 
Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw Ll.P 
McAndrews, Held and Malloy Ltd 
McDermott, Will & Emery 
McGuireWoods LLP 
McKee Nelson LLP 
Mika, Meyers, Beckett & Jones PLC 
Milbank, 1weed, I ladley & McCloy LLP 
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone PLC 
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo PC 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 
O'Meh·eny & Myers LLP 
Orrick, Herrington & SutclilTe LLP 
Osborn Malcdon PA 
Ouerbourg, Steincller, Houston & Rosen PC 
Pattishall, McAuli!Te, Newbury, 1 lilliard & Ccraldson LLP 
Paul, Weiss, Rillcincl, Wharton & Garrison LLP 
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLP 
Pdton & Gunther PC 
Pepper Hamilton 11.P 
Perkins Coic LLP 
Preston Gates & Ellis LI I' 
Quarles & Brady LU' 
Ree<!, Smith, LU~ 
Rider Bennett LLP 
Rohins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi I LP 
SachnolT & Weaver Ltd 
Seward & Kissel LLP 
Shearman & Sterling W' 
Si<llcy Austin LLP 
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP 
Skadden, A rps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP 
Snell andWilmer LLP 
Sonncnschcin, Nath & Rosenthal LLP 
Stalford l'rcy Coop~.r 
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan 
Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan LLP 
"11iacher Proffitt & Wood LLP 
Thompson Hine LLP 
Togut, Segal & Segal LLP 
'forys LLP 
Trenam Kemker 
Trucker Huss APC 
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & Ho" Jett LLP 
Warner Norcross & Judd LLP 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LU' 
Wiley, Rein & Fielding LLP 
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr LLP 
Winstead Sechrest & Minick PC 
Dow Foundation 
R fhc HerblT( 11. and lir.ilc A. DO\\ foundation of Midl.md, Mkhjga11 the fourth brl!l'SI row1Jaliun 
~ ~ 
in Michigan ha~ a\\ankd the Uni,·crsit} of l\1ithigan Lm 
Sdmol a gnnt ,>f) I. 5 million lo) t•st,1hlish thL· I krlwn I 1. and 
(;r:ic t • \. Dm' found..ttion 1"1'll<m ~. fhi-; ,.,,·iting n,.,, program 
\\ill prnvick• sdwl.lrship' li•r I .m '), ho1)I 'tudC'11ls with~< kntitic: 
training "ho \\ant to ron1binl thdr s1•1..·cialti,s lo< lllt•r fidds 
'lit h ;i:.. health Ja,, .mcl l)()lic. ,, intrlkctu:il pro pat' I.1", fond .rnd drug policy and 
patl'nt la\\. 
Through t hh ~iii, tilt' Dem hnmda1 ion hJ, c'c1uipp• d tlw LJ,, '\Jwol "ilh tlw 
mc aw• to l"<'l'ruit tlw hl':-t and hrighkst ":icntii:ts looking to p111 .;u1· ;i c .in c1 in th,• 
la\\, \ta tinw '' IH·n man~· of thL law'~ 111 "·1·,1 and ino~t c:umplt:'\ problems in1·oln· 
,d,•n, ,. an<l tvchnolug}. tlw Michigan La" i.,thool i~ now pobul Lo hcl'Ome a forum 
for ,tud) ;incl ddiat1.. <>f tht"<= key is~m'io., In ,,dJitirm, the L:m Sc hool will lwtnm1· 
part <if tlw inJr .. ,tructnn.: tll'< 1·s~ary l•) lo,tcr 1nd ~uslain ,u,n·:;,f'ul tecl1nological 
1·11t1 rprio;i:,; in th, St.ill 111" 1\1ic:hig.m. a critk·al sllp in thl ~t.it.:\ pmgrl.'ss toward a 
flouri-,hing nc\\ 1 ,onomy 
rl1i~ :<orl of impacc i'- 11t•ll ,1lignl'd with thC' gu:d~ of thP Do\\ Fuund..ition, \\ hid1 
wck' t1> impro1·, 1he (i,·..:, \,f 1\lichig.in\ 1woph b) nw .. tin~ 1 brn,1d 1-,rng.1.. ol n..:ccls 
in ,1 world tliat ,·on~t.rntly pr,•stnh 11..:\1 d1alkng,·::. .md •1ppor1u11itic!>. lkc.1uw the 
Fuun<l.1tio11 s .1~~1'l~ h..1' 1' hv<-11 pr11duc.ts of s1 kntifil Jchil \<'111, nt, Lht• Founclation 
1·n.:ottrJgt' projc•, ti. tli,ll ,1ddn·s, llC\I "'fll'Lt~ ol tu hnolng~-. mducling th( inter-
,,., I io11 of tc·d111olog) and l;i11 . In .1ddi1 ion, the r 011nda1 ion is d "' il\ ~ inter,·,t<:J in 
impro' ing thl· quality of crlut:ation at i\1ichigan \ acackmie in:.litut1ons. par-
ti, ub1 ly in tho~f' ~pecihL ana.~ ''hL're a gin.•n in::ritution aln·ady b establishing 
pn·l'mitwnt'l', .1~ is the case with the Linh ..:rs it) of MichigJn La'' School in Ull' 
area of tcdmol<•g) law. 
Ai. Margarl'l .\nn (H.,mu~ 1 Riu kvr. pn·sid, nt of th~ l l1'rbert I I_ ,md liran A 
Dow I ound.1tion, t':\.plain'." rhc Dow I Ol11ldat1011 ·~ rl'~l)tll'l:l''i L>rigin.ltnl lrom 
chemistry so ourTru,tcc~ ar,• ddighu·cl to ~uppon thi~ innmathe opportunity 
tc1 linl-. 'iCiu1tt', law, and policy to produt't' bctt..:r sdL'ntific r•scarch .incl sound 
policy. Gradllating L'"' <tmf..nt• "ith an .1pp1-.-ciati<1n and n.:'P'" t fcir tlt.~ 
tl1,·111k.1I, physicnl. aud hi•ilogical clisdplinc~ ,111d mdhodolog: will be far mon 
dk.:ti\L lidtn,· 111 enl1gl11c11cd trial and appeal~ t'oun '}'tuu. l\o al~o, (.rJil11-
atL'~ i11 tl1,' lil'L' 'Lknn·'i,, uginc..ring . .u1cl pharmavolog) ''ill produL t' u1,1rl' 
usable r, '''ard1 r,·sults ii' the•\ kno\\ hcJund.ll·il'S of rc;!:ulator) l<'ghlaLior• .md tllL 
,l ,\J1clJrcb ol can.: c.1..p.:c\t•d both b) prh ,\le i11du:<t:1y aml gm cm mcnl. Ou!' gr .mt 
to tlw U11in-r~il\' ol Mi< big.in La\\ Sd1c1ol -;hould t!Hh "l·n·c ,1s a <..tt,1l)Sl lor J 
n' \\ law scii·111 <' nm1p01111d." 
(irau.· .\. D1>\\ lst.ilibh1:tl tlw I h rbl'rl 1-1. and CratL' \.Dow J •>wHl.11io11 in 
J 4 lfi in memory uf her hu~hand. H«rhcrt I I. Do\\, "ho ll)undccl tlw D11\\ 
Cht·mical Compan~· and died in 1930. li1:'lcc and Hcrhu·t Um\ \\t:n dnotcd 
to thl'i1 famil), th1.. community, ,111cl to the enhancement of the <JU.lJit~· of life 
f.;1r 1 \'Cnon,· i11 th..: l\lidland J.tca and acr1.1~~ Mkhig:m. Thdr compassionall 
and vi~ion.:ir~· philo,nph\ totllinuc' t<> b..: th<" guiding i11sp1ration 1'01 tlw De"' 
r Olllldat ion Tru).lL'C .... 
Faculty & Friends 
Faculty and Administrators 
Francis A. Allen Edward H. Cooper Richard D. I'riedman Jerold H. Israel ]ohnW. Reed Kimberly Thoma.• Christina B. Whitman 
Todd M. Baily Rachel E. Croskery-Roberts Philip M. I'rost Dougla.•A. Kahn Donald H. Regan Joseph Vining Sarah C. 7.earfoss 
David H. Baum Donald N. Duquette Thomas A. Green Yale Kamisar Nicholas J. Rine Lawrence W. Waggoner 
Evan Caminker Rebecca S. Eisenberg Samuel R. Gross Margaret A. Leary Terrance Sandalow James Boyd White 
A If red F. Conard Phoebe C. Ellsworth Susan M. Guindi Richard Lempert MaryAnn Sarosi James J. White 
Friends 
Anonymous Kenneth and Judy Betz David D. Coe Peter M. Ellis Ian Gazes Caroline and Roger Katherine H. Inglis 
Rafael M. Aguilar Kenneth J. and Ann E. Da,id Rosenblum Cohen Sheila F. Ellmann David E. Gebhart Hackett Alice Davis Irani 
Kathy Albert Bia I kin Eileen and Meh-in Cohen Marianne T. Endicott Brit and Mary Sue Geiger Phoebe A. Haddon Marcia and Nobuhisa 
Robert M. Albert Lorna and Thomas Blackburn Lynn R. Coleman Carol Ennis aml Nick Melissa S. Geller Barba.ra Hamric lshizuka 
M.R. W. Alflatt Robert H. and Su7.annc David J. Cooper Bubnovich llyron H. Gerson David W. Hansen Eric I vesler 
Robert A. and Margaret Bluestein Pamela and Joseph Cooper Anita and Stephen Esslinger john and Rene Gilbertson B. W. Harris Merelyn J. Jacobson 
Allesee John Bodner Jr. Ronald and Stephanie Barbara and David Fanner Eli7.abeth M. Gillett Barry and Nan Hawk David B. Jaffe 
Carey Appel Bliss Bowman Cooper Stephen and Rose Marie Matthew Gillett John and Margaret Hayes Susan Johnson 
Lois M.Applcdorn Richard M. Bowman Angela E. Cordovcz farrar Gene and T ubic Gilmore Susan and John Hayes Thomas F. Jones 
Rand $.April Bobbe Jean Bridge Maura D. Corrigan Oscar H. f't': ldman Mari S. Gimbel Linda Hayman Thomas A. Jorgensen 
Ralph and Robin Ardjti Victoria and Thomas Broadie Robert E. Cox Richard and Judith Fenton Joseph J. Giunta Jack and Sw.anne Haynes Richard and Deborah 
Robert Aronson Jeffrey and Pamela Brown Gary and Jodi Cullen James R. Ferguson Paul E. Glad Scott and Lorraine Ha7.an Kadlick 
Mrs. Clinton R. Ashford Margaret A. Brown Samuel and Debra Cusano Sue E. f-crgusson John and Julia Glass James A. Heeter Richard R. Kalikow 
Reid and Rhonda AshinoIT Richard nnd Sandra Brus:ca Raymo and Rita D2Llavccdu2 Brian ~rn and Danielle Yvonne Gluckman Dean and Marjorie Heller Bubua and Richard Kaltz 
Mcnakka M. Bailey Mid1ad and Sharon Burke Manec.5ho P. Date Chams-Fem Barbara Stanton Godfrey Sally M. Henry Stacy J. Kanter 
John D. Baker Timothy J. Burroughs Steven R. Davidson Paul S. Flngersh Frederick and Wendy Janie and Thomas Herman Camilla and Don Kantz 
Pamela Baker Priscilla Upton Byrns Deborah and D. James Davis Michelle and Alan Asher Goldberg Brian and Jennifer Hcrmclin RobinA. Kaplan 
John Banan Diane E. C.~bot John J. Van De Graaf Jr. Christopher !). Fleenor Norman and Laurie Doreen Nina Hermelin Douglas I~ Katcher 
Stephen M. Banker Susan L. Canfield William Q. Derrough Pamela Nan Flegel Goldberg Teri and Gary Hernandez Florence R. Keenan 
Nancy and David Barbour Tamara Capeta Gina and Daniel De Vito Joseph H. Flom Anne and Matthew Golden Robert S. Hertzberg Kevin J. Kelnhofer 
Karen and James Barnes Caroline P. Schoonbeck MaryEllen andThomas Joan and William Hynn Lori and Niel Golightly Arthur and Dorothy Charles S. Kennedy UI 
Donald G. Barr Jr. Vivian L. Carpenter Donat Jeffrey C. Fort Louis A. and Phebe S. Hesskamp Patricia V. Kennedy* 
Matthew and Katharine Barrett Curtis and Kathy Castillo Harriette and Frederic Elise Foster Goodman Darrel Hieber Thomas H. Kennedy 
Janet L. Bartclmay T. Jaime and Rosa I. Chahin Dorkin !..)avid M. Fox Philip W. Goodspeed Nancy Lynn Hiestand Andrew Kenoe 
Edward and Marjorie Bartley Douglas R. Chartier Mark S. Dray Judith and David Frey Serge Gratch Jane C. Higgs Michael and Karen Kesner 
Robert C. Bartley Magdalena T. Chavez James P. Driscoll ·MaC<-.achron Dana and Bruce Freyer Mary and John Graub Ste\'Cn and Catherine Neil J. King 
Ronald C. Barusch Alexander and Evelyn Howard and Jean Dubin David J. Friedman David and Sarah Gray Hilfinger Cynthia J. Kirles 
Stephanie and Jim Bearse Chet cu ti Mary Duenas-1 lcwlctt and Richard D. and Joanna E. Ruth Browne! I Green Richard and Suzanne I linman Michael and Peggy Klein 
Frank E. and Gail P. Beaver Jeffrey S. Christie Donald Hewlett Friedman Thomas A. Green Harold Hirshman Bonnie and Al Koch 
Ben A. Beavers Sarah A. Church Ruth 1-1. Dunn Lawrence D. Frishman Marjorie C. Griffin Kenneth H. Hoch David M. Ko,·ich 
Joseph and Ellice Beem>an Anthony W. Clark Carla Jean Dustin Christine and Blake fTobcrg Idelle R. Groat Anita and Jeffrey Hubley Keitl1 and Nancy Krakaur 
Susan and Colin llell Jeffrey and Velva Clark Richard and Robin Edwards John and Audrey f-urfaro Clifford and Mary Ella Kristen L. Hunter Kevin A. Krakora 
David A. Berman Stephanie). Clar Peter L. Eliot Barry and Gloria Garfinkel Gross 1-ladi Husain Douglas M. Kraus 
Alan B. Bernstein Jerome and Carol Cohen Paul and Patricia Ellis Mary J. Gargaro Liane C. Groth Robert and Gwen Hutchings Marvin Krislov 
Faculty & Friends 
C. Thoma.> aod Diane Kun" Michael McLeod Susan Pettibone Elizabeth L. Schmitt Frank L. St. John Louise Raisch Wiesner 
James Labcs Jennifer L. McNcllcy Rohcrt ll. Pincus Karen Sosnick Schoenberg Ida Stober Kathie E. Wilder 
Juliette La Chapelle John R. McWilliams Kenneth and BctLina Plc,,.n Madeline J. Schoen Richard M. Stober Robert H. Williams 
Marie and Robert Lackey Virginia and William Menzel Martin A. Plonus Jane and Edward Schulak Errol Stone Stanley and Beverley Willson 
Seymour R. and Sarah Solange and Norman Patricia L Pohlman Alan and Marianne Schwar!Z Milton and Barbara Strom Gary ancl Diane Wilson 
Lampert Messelian Roberta and Stephen Polk Sheldon Schwartz Enid Stubbins Robert and Enid 
Marian M. Langley John I~ M iccra Nancy and Daniel Pollack Shirley and Charles Stephen P. KilgrifT WinikolT 
Jay F. Lapin G. and S. A. Midgley Patricia Joan Pooley Schwartz A. Richard Susko Arthur M. Wisehart Trust 
Karen M. Q. Leavilt Claire and Stanley Miers Chrbunc and Duane Quaini William and Victoria Susan and Daniel Swett Peter D. Wolfson 
John A. Le Due Paul and Michal Miller Janet and Harold Qualkinbush Scogland Linda S. Taubman Stephen L. Wood 
Jean ll. LeGros Ross A. Miller Tara Quinn and Gregg Galardi Jennifer L. Scriven Christina M. Tchcn john and Margarel 
Jorge M. I.eon I Iclen P. Mills Michele L. Racadio Robert M. Sedgwick Marc and Sharon Teitelbaum Wright 
Mary Leth Gregory and Susan Milmoc William and Janet Raisc::h Can L. Seker Ileane and Bruce E. Thal Kelsey N. Wright 
Angela and Marc Levenstein Timothy I. Miner David and Roslyn Raish William and Rebecca Florence H. Thomas Phyllis B. Wright 
Richard ancl Kathleen Levin Osamu Morila joy G. Raywid Senhauscr Kathryn D. Thomas Gertrude Wumkcs 
Nancy and John Levy Nina and Alan C. M ycrs Avis A. Redwine Barbara and Gary Senner Kimberly Thomas Thomas and Cynthia Yeo 
Carolyn R. Lichter Mike and Cheryl Naeve Barbara A. Richardson Susan and James Scrota Marta Tienda ·rod D. Yeslow 
Tony ancl Anna Ling Mary Lynn C. Newman Da,·id and Kathleen Riddell Constant-c Shafran Irene Tienda-Rumbaut Edward J. Yodowitz 
Nancy and Dennis Lippert Gregg and Unda Not'! Phyllis and George Ripley Robert and 8izabcth Sheehan Jerome C.Timlin ThomasYorgen 
Patricia M. Uvingston Douglas and Margaret Brenda C. Rising-Moore Gerald and Gerl Sherman Barbara C. and Roger K.Timm Gregory M. York 
Barbara and Geza LoC"1.i Nor.Hinger Ronald S. Ri,2.0 Da' id j. Sholly Patrick and Diana ·rracy Mary H. Young 
Rodney and Sally I-0rang Jo Ann and Douglas Nyquist Larry G. RobcrLS Paul and Sheila Schultz Trenam Kemker Cathy and George 
Jeremy and Emily Moisto Margaret and G. Gordon Marlene Roberts Marvin and Gloria Siegel Trucker Huss Zimmerman 
Matthew J. Mallow Nyquist Douglo.s G. Robinson A Ian H. Silbcrmon Tomohiro Tsuchiy$ James R. Zuckcrmnn 
Kayalyn A. Marafioti Tim ond Francine O'Brien Carrie J. Rock Erika and Emil Silgalis Thomas and Delores T uckcr 
Richard and Ann Marcus Kathy A. Okun Erna 11. Rodgers Rudy Simons Albert and Caroline Turkus 
S. Edward Marder Diane 11. Oldfather RitaA. Rodin Alfred W. B. Simpson Annelle and Scott Turow 
Lisa M. Marsh Paul W. Ooslcrhuis Michael P. Rogan Peter and Sandee Simshauscr VirginiaA. Ulmer 
Jolm and Wendy Marvin Gregg and I larrict Orley Richard ond Joan Ros.• Tammy and Steve Sindlinger U. L. Von Wicdcnbaucr 
Paul A.Mata Suzanne and Joseph Orlcy RPM International Inc. Craig and Amy Singer E. Ann Waichunas 
Susan K. Matlow Gregory A. Ostendorf Amy Rudnick Regina Siske Carol and Peter Walters 
Jeanine L. Malle Michael and Erin David M. Rudnick Bert K. Sisson JohnWWard 
Tom McCain O'Sull ivan William C. Rumbley Jr. Michael and Nancy Sitrick Sarah M. Ward 
Edith B. McCargar Meghan and Justin Charles M. Ryan Charles and Melissa Smith Robert andThaila Warncmcnt 
Dorcs M. McCrec Pa<lgett Nichola.• and Nancy Saggese Anne Smith Towbcs Luella M. Warnshuis 
Diane G. McDaniel Andrea and David Page Carla Girbach Sally Michael Sobel Linda and Henry Wasserstein 
john H. ancl Ann E. Harolyn and Hcrshy Pappadis Eli j. Sau Ison Susan Sosnick '11ielma ancl Eric Waxman 
McDermott Foundation Sonia and Thomas Pa.store Joseph and Faith Sau\'agc Ruth B. Spangenberg Michael J. and Joan 0. 
Stephen M. McCauley Licschcn and Sanford l'astrofT Lindsey D. Schatzberg Stephen M. Sparks Wechsler 
Judith A. McDonough Pamela Perdue Carole Schecter Carolyn R. Spencer Gary Weinreb 
neatrice K. McDowcl I Michael and Felicia Perlman William S. Scherman Mary Lou Steptoe Colleen Westbrook 
David McGee Michael W Perl Lois J. SchilTer Jo Ann C. Stevenson William and Janice Wetsman 
Michael D. McKenna William and Wessco Peterson Eric and Jill Schiller Bonnie and Timothy Stewart David Wetzel 
Michael J. McLaughlin The Carroll and Milton Donald and Alice Schindel Susan and Ireland Stewart Wayne W. Whalen 
Faculty & Friends 
Faculty and Administrators 
Francis A.Allen Edward 11. Cooper Richard D. Friedman Jc.rold H. Israel ]ohnW. Recd Kimbc.rly Thomas Christina B. Whitman 
Todd M. Baily Rachel E. Croskcry·Roberts Philip M. Frost Douglas A. Kahn Donald H. Regan Joseph Vining Sarah C. Zearfoss 
David H. Baum Donald N. Duquette Thomas A. Green Yale Kamisar Nicholas J. Rine Lawrence W. Waggoner 
Evan Caminker Rebecca S. Eisenberg Samuel R. Gross Margaret A. Leary Terrance Sandalow James Boyd White 
Alfred F. Conard Phoebe C. Ellsworth Susan M. Guindi Richard Lcmpcrt MaryAnn Sarosi James j. White 
Friends 
Anonymous Kenneth and Judy Betz David D. Coe Peter M. Ellis Ian Ga1.cs Caroline and Roger Katherine H. Inglis 
Rafael M. Aguilar Kenneth J. and Ann E. David Rosenblum Cohen Sheila F. Ellmann David E. Gebhart Hackcll Alice Davis Irani 
Kathy Albert Bialkin Eileen and Mel"in Cohen Marianne T. Endicou Brit and Mary Sue Geiger Phoebe A. Haddon Marcia and Nobuhisa 
Robert M. Albert Lorna and Thomas Blackburn Lynn R. Coleman Carol Ennis and Nick Melissa S. Geller Barbara Hamric lshizuka 
M.R.W. AIOatt Robert H. and Suzanne David J. Cooper Bubnovich Byron H. Gerson David W. Hansen Eric Ivester 
Robert A. and Margaret Bluestein Pamela and Joseph Cooper Anita and Stephen F.sslinger john and Rene Gilbertson B. W. Harris Merelyn J. Jacobson 
Allesee John Bodner Jr. Ronald and Stephanie Barbara and David Farmer Eli1.aheth M. Gillen Barry and Nan Hawk David B. Jaffe 
Carey Appel Bliss Bowman Cooper Stephen and Rose Marie Matthew Gillet1. John and Margaret Hayes Susan Johnson 
Lois M. Appledorn Richard M. Bowman Angela E. Cordove> f!arrar Gene and Tubie Gilmore Susan and john Hayes Thomas F. Jones 
Rand S. April flobbe Jean Bridge Maura D. Corrigan Oscar H. Feldman Mari S. Gimbel Linda Hayman Thomas A. Jorgensen 
Ralph and Robin Arditi Victoria and Thomas Broadie Robert E. Cox Richard and Judith Fenton Joseph J. Giunta jack and Su1,anne Haynes Richard and Deborah 
Robert Aronson Jelfrey and Pamela Brown Gary and Jodi Cullen James R. Ferguson Paul E. Glad Scon and Lorraine Hazan Kadlick 
Mrs. Clinton R. Ashford Margaret A. Brown Samuel and Debra Cusano Sue E. Fergusson John and Julia Glass James A. Heeter Richard R. Kalikow 
Reid and Rhonda Ashinolf Richard and Sandra Brusca Raymo and Rita Dallavecchia Brian Fern and Danielle Yvonne Gluckman Dean and Marjorie Heller Barbara and Richard Kaltt 
Menakka M. Bailey Michael and Sharon Burke Maneesha P. Date Chams-Fcrn Barbara Stanton Godfrey Sally M. llcnry Stacy J. Kanter 
John D. Baker Timothy J. Burroughs Steven R. Davidson Paul S. Fingcrsh Frederick and Wendy Janie andThomas Herman Camilla and Don Kantt 
Pamela Baker Priscilla Upton Byrns Deborah and I). James Davis Michelle and Alan Fisher Goldberg Brian and Jennifer Hermclin Robin A. Kaplan 
John Banan Diane E. Cabot John J. Van De Graaf Jr. Christopher D. Fleenor Norman and Laurie Doreen Nina Hermelin Douglas P. Katcher 
Stephen M. Banker Susan I •. Canfield William Q. Derrough Pamela Nan l'legel Goldberg Teri and Gary Hernandez Florence R. Keenan 
Nancy and David Barbour Tamara Capeta Gina and Daniel De Vito Joseph 11. Flom Anne and Matthew Golden Robert S. Hertzberg Kc,·in J. Kelnhofer 
Karen and James Barnes Caroline P. Schoonheck Mary Ellen and Thomas Joan and William l'lynn Lori and Niel GoUghtly Arthur and Dorothy C harles S. Kennedy Ill 
Donald G. Barr Jr. Vivian L. Carpenter Donal Jefli·cy C. Fort Louis A. and Phebe S. Hesskamp Patricia V. Kennedy* 
Matthew and Katharine Barrett Curlis and Kathy Castillo Harriette and Frederic Elise Foster Goodman Darrel Hieber Thomas H. Kennedy 
Janet L. Bartelmay T. Jaime and Rosa I. Chahin Dorkin David M. fox Philip W. Goodspeed Nancy Lynn Hiestand Andrew Kenoe 
Edward and Marjorie Bartley Douglas R. Chartier Mark S. Dray Judith and David frC) Serge Gratch Jane C. Higgs Michael and Karen Kesnet 
Robert C. Bartley Magdalena T. Chavez James I~ OriscoU-Maccachron Dana and Bruce Freyer Mary and john Graub Steven and Catherine Neil J. King 
Ronald C. Barusch Alexander and Evelyn Howard and Jean Dubin David J. Friedman David and Sarah Gray Hilfinger Cynthia J. Kirles 
Stephanie and Jim Bearse Chetcuti Mary Duenas-Hewlett and Richard D. and Joanna E. Ruth Brownell Green Richard and Suzanne Hinman Michael and Peggy Klein 
£'rank E. and Gail P. Beaver Jclfrcy S. Christie Donald Hewlett Friedman 111omas A. Green Harold Hirshman Bonnie and Al Koch 
Ben A. Beavers Sarah A. Church Ruth H. Dunn l..awTence 0 . Frishman Marjorie C. Griffin Kenneth H. Hoch David M. Kovich 
Joseph and Ellice Beer,;,an Anthony W. Clark Carla jean Dustin Christine and Blake Froberg Idelle R. G roal Anita and Jeffrey Hubley Keith and Nancy Krakaur 
Susan and Colin Bell Jclfrcy and Vcl va Clark Richard and Robin Edwards John and Audrey Furfaro Clifford and Mary Ella Kristen L. Hunter Kevin A. K rakora 
David A. Berman Stephanie J. Clar Peter L. Eliot Barry and Gloria Garfinkel Gross Hadi Husain Douglas M. Kraus 
Alan B. Bernstein Jerome and Carol Cohen Paul and Patricia Ellis Mary J. Gargaro Liane C. Groth Robert and Gwen Hutchings Marvin Krislov 
Faculty & Friends 
--
C. Thomas and Diane Kunz Michael McLeod Susan Pettibone Elizabeth L. Schmitt Frank L. St. John Louise Raisch Wiesner 
James Labcs Jennifer L. McNellcy Rob«rt B. Pincus Karen Sosnick Schoenberg Ida Stober Kathie E. Wilder 
Juliette La Chapelle John R. McWilliams Kenneth and Bettina Ple.-an Madeline J. Schoen Richard M. Stoher Robert H. Williams 
Marie and Robert Lackey Virginia and William Menzel Martin A. Plonus Jane and Edward Schulak Errol Stone Stanley and Beverley Willson 
Seymour R. anc.I Sarah Solange and Norman Patricia L. Pohlman Alan and Marianne Schwartz Milton and Barbara Strom Gary and Diane Wilson 
Lampert Messclian Roberta and Stephen Polk Sheldon Schwarl.'l. Enid Stubbins Roberl and Enid 
Marian M. Langley John I' Micera Nancy and Daniel Pollack Shirley and Charles Stephen P. K ilgriff Winikoff 
Jay r. Lapin C. and S.A. Midgley Patricia Joan Pooley Schw01rt1. A. Richard Susko Arthur M. Wisehart Trust 
Karen M. Q. Lea-ill Claire and Stanley Miers Christine and Duane Quaini William and Victoria Susan and Daniel Sw<'\l Peter D. Wolfson 
John A. l.cDuc Paul and Michal M;llcr Janel and Harold Qualkinbush Scogland Unda S. T.1ubman Stephen L. Wo0<I 
Jean II. l.cGro.< Ross/\ . Miller Tara Quinn and Gregg Galardi Jennifer l. Scriven Christina M.Tchcn John and Margaret 
Jorge M. Leon I-Iden I~ Mills Michele L. Racadio Robert M. Sedgwick Marc and Sharon Teitelbaum Wrighl 
Mary Leth Gregory and Susan Milmoc William and Janel Raisch Can I.. Sckcr Ileane and Bruce E. Thal Kelsey N. Wright 
Angela and Marc Levenstein Timothy I. Miner David and Roslyn Raish William and Rebecca Florence H. Thomas Phyllis B. Wrighl 
Richard and Kathleen I c\•in Osamu Morita Joy G. Raywid Sen ha user Kathryn 0 . Thomas Gertrude Wumkcs 
Nancy and John l.<'vy Nina and Alan C. J\lycrs Avis A. Redwine Barbara and Gary Senner Kimberly Thomas Thomas and Cynthia Yeo 
Carolyn R. Lichter Mike and Cheryl Naeve Barbara A. Richardson Susan and James Serota Marta l'iendo ·rod IJ. Ycslow 
Tony and Anna I ing Mary Lynn C. Newman David and Kathleen Riddell Constance Shafran Irene Tienda-Rumbaut Ed"ard J. Yoclowit>. 
Nancy arid Dennis Lippert Gregg a.ncl Linda Nncl Phyllis and George Ripley Robert and Elizabclli Sheehan Jerome G. Timlin Thomas Yorgcn 
Palricia M. Udngston Douglas and Margaret Brenda C. Rising·Moore Gerald and Geri Sherman Barbara C. and Roger K. Timm Gregory M. York 
llarbara and Gcza Loczi Nordlinger Ronald S. Rizzo David J. Sholly Patrick and Diana Tracy Mary 1-1. Young 
Rodney and Sally Lorang Jo Ann and Douglas Nyquist Larry G. Roberts Paul and Sheila Schull.'l. Trenam Kemker Cathy and George 
Jeremy and Emily Maisto Margaret and G. Gordon Marlene Roberts Marvin and Gloria Siegel Trucker Huss Zimmerman 
Matlhew J. Mallow Nyquisl Douglas G. Robinson Alan H. Silberman Tomohiro Tsuchiya James R. Zuckerman 
Kayalyn A. Marafioti T im and rrancinc O'Brien Carrie J. Rock Erika und Emil Silgalis Thomas and Delore_, Tucker 
Richard and Ann Marcus Kathy A. Okun F.rna H. Rodgers Rudy Simons Albert and Caroline Turkus 
S. Edward Martlcr J)iane 11. Oldfather Rita/\. Rodin Alfred W. II. Simpson Annette and ScottTurow 
Lisa M. Marsh Paul W. Oosterhuis Michael P. Rogan Peter and Sandee Simshauscr Virginia A. Ulmer 
John and Wrndy Marvin Gregg and Harriet Orlcy Richard and Joan Ross Tammy and Steve Sindlinger U. L. Von Wicdcnbaucr 
Paul A. Mata Suzanne and Joseph Orlcy RPM lntcrnallunal Inc. Craig and Amy Singer E. Ann Waichunas 
Susan K. Matlow Gregory A. Ostendorf Amy Rudnick Regina Siske Carol and Peter Walters 
Jeanine l. Matte Michael and Erin David M. Rudni<:k llcrt K. Sisson JohnW. Ward 
·iom McCain O'Sulli van William C. Rumbley Jr. Michael and Nancy Sitrick Sarah M. Ward 
Edith B. McCargar Mcghan and Justin Charles M. Ryan Charles and Melissa Smith Robert and Thaila Warnemcnt 
Dorcs M. McCrcc Padgett Nichola.' and Nancy Saggese Anne Smith Towbes Luella M. Warnshuis 
Diane G. McDaniel Andrea and Oavid l'agc Carla Girbach Sally Michael Sobd Linda and Henry Wasscrstein 
John 11. and Ann E. Harolyn and Hcrshy l'appadis EH J. Sau Ison Susan Sosnick Thelma and Eric Waxman 
McDermott foundation Soma and Thomas Pastore Joseph and Faith Sauvage Ruth B. Spangenberg Michael J. and Joan 0. 
Slephcn M. McCauley Llcschcn and 5'inford PastrolT Lindsey D. Schatzberg Slcphcn M. Sparks Wechsler 
Judith A. McDonough Pamela Perdue Carole Schecter Carolyn R. Spencer Gary Weinreb 
Beatrice K. McDowell Michael and Felicia Perlman William S. Scherman Mary Lou Steptoe Colleen Westbrook 
David McGee Michael W. Perl Lois J. SchilTcr Jo Ann C. Stevenson William and Janice Wetsman 
Michael D. McKenna William and Wcsscn Peterson Eric and Jill Schiller Bonnie and Timothy Stewart DavidWe1.zel 
Michael J. McLaughlin The Carroll and Milton Donald and Alice Schindel Susan and Ireland Stewart Wayne W. Whalen 
Graduates, friends, law 
firms,foundations and cor-
porations have established 
in excess of $239,000,000 
within the endowment of 
the University of Michigan. 
These dollars support the 
Law School in perpetuity 
through annual distribu-
tions of approximately .five 
percent of the fair market 
value of each fund over a 
three-year rol1ing average. 
Those in whose name these 
funds were created are 
listed here. The "Cook En-
dowment," which supports 
the work of our faculty, is 
not included m this list, as 
it is held by an independent 
trustee outside the control 
of the University. 
Endowment Funds 
Law School Professorships 
and Faculty Funds 
Ralph W. Aigler Professorship 
Claude Wortl1ing1on Benedum Faculty Research Fund 
William W. Bishop Jr. Research Professorship Fund 
Daniel and Marvin Br<'nner Faculty Supporl 
Henry M. But7.el Professorship 
Class of 1964 Endowed Faculty Support 
Charles E and Edith J. Clyne Professorship 
Irwin I. Cohn Professorship 
William W. Cook Professorship 
Victoria E. Coyier Fund 
James E. and Sarah A. Degan Professorship 
Earl Warren Del.Ano Professorship 
Helen I.. DeRoy Fellowship 
Helen DeRoy Visiting Professorship 
Frederick P. Furth Sr. Professorship 1-und 
1 lerbst Foundation Faculty Research Support Fund 
Paul G. Kaupcr Professorship 
Kirkland & Ellis Professorship 
L. Bates Lea Visiting Professorship 
Eli1.ahe1hA. Long Professorship 
Thoma.• G. Long Endowed Profcssorsnip 
Thomas G. And Mabel A. Long Professorship 
Robert and Barbara Luciano Professorship 
Wade H. McCree Professorship 
Frank G.Millard Professorship 
Louis and Myrtle Moskowitz Professorship 
Robert E. Nederlander La" School Faculty Fund 
Nippon Lil'e Professorship 
Joseph H. Parsons Professorship 
Doris Paton Fund 
Russell Palon Fund 
Roy F. And Jean I lumphrey Proffitt Research 
Professorship 
Henry King Ransom Professorship 
Allan F. and Alene Smith Professorship 
Chauncey Stillman Professorship 
Robert A. Sullirnn Professorship 
Edson R. Sunderland Fellowships 
Edson R. Sunderland Professorship 
Arn Tcllcm Faculty Research Supporl Fund 
Robcrl P. Tiernan Facull y Fund 
Edwin N. Wcsl Facul1y Recognition Fund 
Julian A. Wolfson Faculty Suppon Fund 
Marguerite Wolfson l'acul1y Suppon Fund 
L. Hart Wrigh1 Professorship 
Scholarships and Debt 
Management 
Lyslc I. Abbo1t Scholarship 
Samuel Ackerman Memorial Scholarship 
Barry A. Adelman Scholarship 
James N. Adler Scholarship 
Aldrich Scholarship 
Hugh Guthrie Allerton Jr. and Sr. Memorial 
Scholarship 
Anonymous Scholarship 
Almon R. Arnold Scholarship 
Standish Backus Memorial Scholarship 
Harold S. Barron Scholarship 
David W. Belin Phi Beta Kappa Scholarships 
The Bernstein Family and Harrieue Heller Scholarship 
Kenneth and Judy Betz Debl Management 
Bruce P. Bickncr Scholarship 
Stephen M. Black well Scholarship 
Alvin D. and Ella Mac Blicden Scholarship 
John Du Vall Boyles Scholarship 
WilJjam J. Brattin Scholarship 
Eric V. Brown l'amily Scholarship 
Lucille Miller Butler and John Wm. Buller Sr. 
Scholarship 
Herman B. Cass Scholarship 
Judge Lester L. Cecil Scholarship 
Herbert WalSon Clark Scholarship 
Class of 1902 Law Memorial 
Cla..s of 1904 Law Scholarship 
Class of 1907 Law Scholorship 
Class of 1908 Law Scholarship 
Class of I 912 Law Memorial 
Class of 1914 Law Scholarship 
Cla..s of 19 I 6 Law Memorial Scholarship 
Class of I 922 Law Memorial 
Class of 1924 Law Memorial 
Class of I 929 Law Scholarship 
Gabriel Cohn Scholarship 
James William Commane Scholarship 
Granl L. Cook Memorial Scholarship 
Corl A. Cooley Memorial Scholarship 
Ransom Cooper Scholarship 
Harry C. and Anne Daley Loan Fund 
Edward C. P. Oavis Scholarship 
Debt Management Program 
Frederick W. Defoe Memorial Scholarship 
Mihon C. Denbo Scholarship 
Clyde Alton De Will Scholarships and Loans 
Roberl E. and Carolyn B. Dineen Scholarship 
Martin and Allene Doctoro[ Memorial Scholarship 
Brian S. Dombkowski Memorial Scholarship 
Thomas J. Donnelly Scholarship 
Clifton G. Dyer Scholarship 
Terrence A. Elkes Scholarship 
Terrence A. ond Ruth F. Elkes Merit Scholarship 
Carl E. Enggas Men1orial Scholarship 
Josephine Hull Farnsworth Scholarship 
Loui.s H. Fcad Memorial Scholarship 
Jack N f'ingcrsh Endowed Scholorship 
Robert B. Fiske Jr. Public Sen ice Fellowships 
Wendell T. Fit7.gerald Scholarship 
Marvin W. foote Scholarship 
Give Something Back Leadership Progran1 
Edwin C. Goddard Scholarship 
William D. and Madeline A. Gowans Sludent Aid Fund 
James A. Greene Scholarship 
-Greenwald I.aw Student Aid Fund 
Rolx-rt D. Guy Scholarship 
William and Loi.s I lalli<lay Scholarship 
Pamela and David Haron Scholarship 
WilLiam Randolph Hearst Scholarship 
Helf man La" Student Aid Fund 
J. Jos<·ph I lcrbcrt Memorial Scholarship 
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin A. Hill Scholarship 
Ralph S. I firth Memorial Scholarship 
William La" son I lolloway Scholarship 
I lcnry K. J lubcr Scholarship 
Emra H. Ireland Scholarship 
Isackson Biller Scholarship 
Jackson Lewis Scholarship 
Benjamin D. and Ann Jaffe Memorial Scholarship 
James R. and Anita 11. Jenkins S<:holarship 
Verne D. Johnson 111 Memorial Scholarship 
Elroy 0. Jones Scholarship 
Richard and Shirley R. Katcher Family Scholarship 
William Allan Lewis Kaufmann Scholarship 
and Loan Fund 
Robert C. Keck Scholarship 
The Honorable Cornelia G. Kennedy Scholarship 
Frank and Patricia Kennedy Scholarship 
Thomas M. Kirby Liw Scholarship 
Clifton M. Kolb Llw Scholarship 
Charles Coolidge Kreis Schol•rship 
Faye McFarland La Cava Scholarship 
Law School Schol•rship 
Frederick Leckie Law Scholarships and Loans 
Lehman Family Scholarship 
Justice Llwrence B. Lindemer Scholarship 
Lindley Scholorship 
Gertrude Nadich Liss Debt Management 
Hilda Manko -Ann Cohen Scholarship 
McCo,.mick Memorial Scholarship 
Micharl J. McGuigan Memorial Sc::holarship 
Rohert B. McKnight Scholarship 
Jeffrey and Marsha Miro Scholarship 
Amy Angell Collier Montague and 
James Burrill Angell Scholarship 
Endowment Funds 
Alherto A- and Sharon Muno, Scholarship 
Benjamin Nemirow Scholarship 
George S. Norcross Scholarship 
Brian P. Patchen Scholarship 
Clarence K. Patterson Scholarship 
Seymour 11. Person Scholarship 
John 11. Pickering Scholarship 
Samuel J. Platt Scholarship 
N. Michael Plaut Scholarship 
Anna and E. Miles Prentice Jr. Scholarship 
Yvonne S. Quinn and Ronald S. Rolfe Scholarship 
Arthur and Lucile Raisch Memorial Scholarship 
Milton M. Ratner Scholarships and Loans 
John W. Recd Scholarship 
l'rank G. Reeder Scholarship 
John F. and Martha M. Rice Scholarship 
Cedric/\. Richner Jr. Scholarship 
Henrietta E. Rosenthal Scholarship 
Russell Lee Rua Scholarship 
A.O. Ruegsegger/Ocha Theta Phi Scholarship 
Ed,vard W. Schramm Scholarship 
Ralph M. Schwartzberg/Tau Epsilon Rho Scholarship 
Samuel and Harold M. Shapero Scholarship 
Professor and Mrs. Burke Shanel Memorial 
Scholarship 
The Honorable Kenneth M. Siegel Scholarship 
Roger C. Siske Scholarship Fund 
Allan F. Smith Scholarship 
Cah•in N. Souther Scholarship 
George E. and Eli7.abeth S. Sperling Scholarship 
Potter Stewart Memorial Scholarship 
Dean C. Storkan Scholarship 
Kenneth Evans Thompson Scholarship 
Samuel !..Travis Memorial Scholarship 
Carl F. Truitt Law Scholarship 
Stefan and Marilyn Tucker Scholarship 
Howell Van Aukcn Memorial Scholarship 
Thomas W. and Sharon E. Vanf>yk<: Scholarship 
Harold S. VocgcUn Memorial Scholarship 
Arthur Webster Memorial Scholarship 
Richard G. Westerman Scholarship 
Odette A. and Walter Whipple Scholarship 
I Inward and Cora Wiest Scholarship 
Wildman, Harrold, Allen and Dixon Scholarship 
Rohert B. Willemin Law Scholarship 
William G. Wolfram Scholarship 
David I~ Wood Scholarship 
Kathryn D. Wriston Scholarship 
Harold B. 7.anoff Scholarship 
Dean's Discretionary 
Alan T. Ackerman Fund 
Ann and Robert B. Aikens Fund 
Anonymous DC fund 
Henry A. Bergstmm Dean's Fund 
William M. and Margaret H. l.;mery Fund 
Ralph M. Freeman Fund 
Joseph I. and Ellen W. Goldstein Fund 
Eugene L. Hartwig Fund 
Charles Virgil llicks Fund 
Irvine and Ellen Hockaday Fund 
Charles C. Killin Fund 
Law School General Endowment 
Rohcrt P Ludano Fund 
Macomber - Fan·cl I Fund 
Leger J. Metzger fund 
Myron J. Nadler Fund 
Nederlancler Fund 
Henry B. Pearsall Fund 
Claude M. Pearson l'und 
lleahlT. Perrine Fund 
Thomas A. Reynolds Jr. Fund 
Irwin Roth Fund 
Stanley S. Sch" artz Fund 
John Butler Schwemm Fund 
Jack 11. Shuler Fund 
Jon Sobel and I rcna Yuen Fund 
Tuttle Family Fund 
11. Van Aukcn Fund 
David Westin Fund 
George C. Willson Ill Fund 
Roy E. Willy Fund 
Endowment Funds 
Law School Library 
Ellen Joyce Alier Fund 
Bates Library l'und 
William Belt Memorial Funcl 
The Georgia and AU'rcd Conard Law Library Fund 
f'orTransnational Law 
Stephen Field Library Fund 
Hugh C. Johnson Library Fund 
Kenneili T. and Marion L. Johnson Fund 
Law School Library Support 
Isaac Marston Library Fund 
Beth McWilliams International Collection Fund 
George Meader Library Fund 
Floyd R. Mechem Library Fund 
Frank N. Newman Fund 
A Ian Precup Memorial Library fond 
Margaret A. and John C:. Riecker Library Fund 
W. Bruce Thomas l.ibrary Fund 
Charles H. lobias Library Fund 
Programmatic 
William W. Cook Michigan Law Review Flmd 
Albert Early Fund for Tax Policy 
Thomas W. Ford Program in Dispute Resolution 
Humphrey I.aw and Economic Policy 
Frank Kimball Fund 
The Park foundation Fund for Telecommunications 
and Technology 
Richard W. Pogue Fund 
International and 
Comparative Law 
foreign and Comparative Law Program 
Japanese Legal Studies Program 
Jon Henry Kouba fond 
Ronald L. and Jane Olson Fund 
James and Belt y Sams Fund for International 
Legal Stmlics 
Eric and Virginia Stein International Fund 
Sumitomo Bank for Japanese and American 
Legal Stuilics 
Clinical Law Programs 
Henry A. Bergstrom Fund 
William J. and Claire W. Bogaard Fund 
Clinical Law Litigation Fund 
Clinical Programs Fund 
Alan Ray" id fond 
Awards and Prizes 
C lara Belfield and Henry Moore Bates La" Fellowshq 
S. Anthony Bento1• Memorial Award 
William W. Bishop Jr. Award 
Lee C. Bollinger Prize 
Henry M. Campbell Memorial Prize 
Alden J. "Butch" Carpenter Memorial Scholarship 
Class or 1908 Memorial Prize 
Howard B. CoblcntL Prize 
Helen L. DcRoy Memorial Award 
Edwin D. Dickinson Scholarship 
Raymond K. and John R. Dykema Scholarship 
Emmett E. Eagan Memorial Scholarship 
Robert S. Feldman Labor Law Award 
Daniel H. Grady Prize 
Carl Gussin Mc-morial Prize 
RockwcllT. Gust Ad,·ocacy Award 
William Allan Lewis Kaufmann Memorial Award 
JcfTrey S. Lehman Legal Practice Award 
Jane L. Mixer Memorial Award 
Saul L. Nadler Memorial Award 
Jack C. Haclcliffc Jr. Award 
Jenny Hunkies /\lemorial Scholarship 
Craig Spangenberg Oral Advocacy Award 
E. Blyilic Staston Award 
Irving Stenn Jr. Award 
Juan Luis Tienda Memorial Scholarship 
Joseph Wolfe Memorial Scholarship 
Jaw School Financial and Gift Information 
University of Michigan Law School 
Fiscal Year 2006 
Donor Profile 
Dollars Gifts 
Law School Alumni/ac S6,070,932 4,823 
Pri,...,tc and Family Foundations, 
Personal Foundations 
and Corporations 2, 199,974 337 
EsLates/Trusts by Will 648,133 16 
Professional Foundations 540, 170 JS 
Corporations and 
Corporate Foundations 250,841 75 
Friends 794,466 490 
Law Firms 34,455 90 
Other Organi1.ations 34,623 10 
SI 0,573 ,594 5,856 
University of Michigan Law School 
Fiscal Year 2006 
Gift Profile 









S I 0,573,594 
University of Michigan Law School 




Othcr Endowment Income 
Wolfson Trust Income 
Expendable Gifts 
Law School Fund 
Other Expendable 
General Fund 
General Fund Interest and !CR 
General FundTransfors 
Tuition and Fees 
University Supplement 
Grants, Attorney Fees 
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JD Scholarships and Financial Aid 






Student Journals and Symposia 
Student Services 
Visiting Faculty and Adjuncts 




Building Planning Activities 
Facilities 





Capital and Taxes 
Programmatic Activities 
Before Capital and Taxes 
Capital Projects 



































The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all ap-
plicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action, including Title IX of 
the Education Amendments of 1972 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The University of 
Michigan is committed to a policy of nondiscrimination and equal opportunity for all persons regardless 
of race, sex•, color, religion, creed, national origin or ancestry, age, marital status, sexual orientation, 
disability, or Vietnam-era veteran status in employment, educational programs and activities, and ad-
missions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional Equity and 
Tille IX/Section 504 Coordinator, Office of Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services Building, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TIY 734-647 -1388. For other University of Michigan 
information call 734-764-1817. 
*Includes gender identity and gender expression 
Regents of the University 
David A. Brandon, Ann Arbor 
Laurence B. Deitch, Bingham Farms 
Olivia P. Maynard, Goodrich 
Rebecca McGowan, Ann Arbor 
Andrea Fischer Newman, Ann Arbor 
Andrew C. Richner, Grosse Point Park 
S. Martin Taylor, Grosse Pointe Farms 
Katherine E. White, Ann Arbor 
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